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Heihu several people stared at Heifeng closely.

For fear of missing a detail.

“””That’s because of Erudia Wulong’s injuries. Those who are in prison are in prison!”””

“After Hei Fenghuang gave the answer, Heihu was shocked.”

“””How can it be?”””

“””Erudia Wulong is the strongest in combat, how could it be injured? Not to mention being locked up
in prison.”””

“””Yes, the four gate valves have been trained for nearly a hundred years, and none of them have
cultivated a successor to the Great Xia Wulong! I don’t believe anyone can hurt them?”””

“””Not to mention that there are prisons that can hold them!”””
Everyone looked incredulous.

“Hei Fenghuang smiled and said: “”Indeed, with their combat power, no one can hurt them! At least no
such existence has ever appeared.”””

“””But what if Erudia Wulong killed each other?””

“””Ok?”””

“Hearing this, the eyes of the black tigers lit up.”

“””Erudia Five Dragons killed each other??”””

“However, this is the only reason why Erudia Wulong was injured.”

“””The five dragons of the Great Xia are the East Demon, the West Buddha, the Southern Emperor, the
Northern Demon, and the five members of the Chinese Army!”””

“””East Demon, it is rumored that he once swallowed a small dragon and possessed the blood of a
dragon, with terrifying strength.”””

“””West Buddha, is an ascetic monk who is invincible in his practice! The artillery can’t be broken even if
he is invulnerable!”””

“””The Southern Emperor, born in an ancient family of emperors, is a mysterious martial artist,
unfathomable!”””

“””The Chinese Army was once the god of the army in Erudia, and the soul of the army in the minds of
thousands of soldiers! It is the strongest myth in the army!”””

“””North Demon, the origin is mysterious, no one knows everything before. Like his nickname, he is like
a demon, the most terrifying killing machine!”””

“””According to legend, the five dragons of Erudia are equally powerful, regardless of each other, but in
fact the four of them are equally powerful, and only the North Demon is the strongest!”””

Several people in Black Tiger didn’t speak.

Quietly listening to the black phoenix talk.

“””Although these five people are called the Great Xia Five Dragons, they don’t have any intersection
with each other!”””

“””Until one day, the North Demon’s wife was tragically killed by Erudia!”””

“””The North Demon was driven mad, and turned into a killing machine, killing people at sight!
Incarnate disasters and catastrophes!”””

“””Although Erudia sent many people to stop him, it was useless at all. He is too strong!”””

“””In desperation, the Chinese army was sent to stop him, but the Chinese army was defeated.”””

“””Finally, Erudia asked the East Demon, West Buddha, Southern Emperor, and the Chinese Army to join
forces. With heavy encirclement and various trap designs, Erudia finally captured the North Demon in
the shocking battle overseas!”””

“””However, the East Demon four also paid an extremely painful price, and the four of them were
reduced to useless people, and they have not been whereabouts so far.”””

“””But the most terrifying thing is that the North Demon was actually not injured, but was captured and
locked up in prison!”””

…

“””hiss!!!”””

Heihu and others took a breath.

“This is too scary, right?”

“One person played against Erudia Wulong and the other four, and the four were abolished. What’s
wrong with him?”

The most important thing is that Erudia sent hundreds of thousands of people to assist him and set up
various traps. Only when he was weakest did he catch him.

Isn’t it too strong?

“””The rumor is that Erudia Messiah wants to take the Northern Demon for its use! The Northern
Demon refused, so they killed the Northern Demon’s wife!”””

“””That’s why the North Devil hates Erudia! I think it hates even more than the members of our
Avengers!”””

“The Black Tiger’s Adam’s apple slipped and swallowed, “”Then if the Northern Demon is released from
the prison, then it would be a terrible disaster for Erudia.”””

“Hei Phoenix nodded, “”Well, the leader is about to let him out.”””
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Everyone was taken aback.

Shocked with fright.

“Unbelievably exclaimed: “”The last madness the leader said is to release the Northern Demon?”””

“””This is terrible too! He is the most terrifying killing machine in history!”””

“””Now once the Northern Demon is released! I will definitely retaliate against Erudia. Who can control
Erudia at that time?”””

“””Yes, the other four of Erudia Five Dragons are all useless, who can stop him? The Northern Devil is
invincible, and no one can control it!”””

“””Hahaha, I have imagined Erudia falling into a panic situation! It’s refreshing! Messiah, don’t you think
that the Northern Demon can come out!”””

The members of the Avengers all showed excitement and crazy expressions.

Isn’t this exactly what they want?

“Before leaving, throw to Erudia such an unstoppable disaster.”

The power of the North Devil.ÿm.bg.

Even they themselves feel terrified.

“Hei Fenghuang smiled: “”If the king was still standing side by side before, maybe he could still stop it!
What a pity…”””

“As soon as the word side by side was mentioned, the eyes of the black tigers changed.”

Who is truly terrifying!

How many people were defeated in the battle of Jiulong Mountain?

“If he were there, he might be able to stop the Northern Demon.”

It’s a pity that he died.

“””Is it all in the leader’s plan?”””

Everyone exclaimed.

“””Wrong! Everything is under the control of the leader! First get rid of the king of the word side by side,
and severely inflict Erudia. Then release the Northern Demon, so that there will be no one who can
control the Northern Demon! For the Northern Demon, Erudia General There is no way!”””

Black Phoenix laughed.

“””Deputy leader, but the Northern Devil is in prison, how could Erudia release it?”””

This is your question.

“It took so much effort for the North Devil to catch it, how could it be easily released?”

Impossible!

“””But what you don’t know is that the Northern Devil is not locked in any prison in Erudia!”””

“””Ok?”””

Everyone was taken aback.

“Black Phoenix explained: “”Because it is difficult to kill him with the strength of the Northern Demon.
Secondly, he is likely to escape from prison!”

“The major prisons in Erudia are still not confident that the North Demon can be locked up, so the North
Demon is locked in the most terrifying demon prison in Dongfang Continent!ÿ”””

“””That’s the prison where there is a legend that no prisoner has ever gone out?”””

The black tiger took a breath.

“””Well, that’s wrong! The most mysterious Devil Prison in Dongfang Continent houses the most vicious
prisoners in Dongfang Continent and the whole world. Once these prisoners are put in the Devil Prison,
they will never come out again. Until death!”””

“””The guards at the Dongfangzhou Devil Prison are extremely strict, and for more than three hundred
years, no one can successfully escape from it!”””

“””So it is the safest to keep the Northern Demon in the Devil Prison! It is equivalent to the Northern
Demon being unable to get out in this lifetime!”””

Black Phoenix nodded.

“””Now, the leader is spending a lot of money to reach an agreement with the Devil Prison to release
the Northern Demon!”””

“Everyone was shocked: “”The Devil’s Prison has never had a history of people going out. I don’t know
what price the leader paid to let them agree to let them out?”””

“Hei Fenghuang smiled: “”This is the power of the leader! He can do what others can’t do!”””

“””Now the leader has gone to the Devil’s Prison to pick up the Northern Demon! We can wait quietly
now! At that time, let’s see what Erudia can do to block the Northern Demon?”””

The Avengers are already looking forward to this matter.

“Soon, the North Demon was born, a catastrophe on earth”
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The northernmost depth of the sea in Dongfang Island is in the vast ice-bound sea all year round.

There is a forbidden area that does not exist on the map!

The place where the navigator and adventurer would not go to death.

Because here is the strongest cage in Eastern Continent.

The strongest prison in Dongfangzhou that cost 100 billion yuan and took a hundred years to build!

“This prison was built in the depths of the ice sea, one kilometer above sea level.”

The huge airtight prison is made of the hardest alloy in the world and cannot be destroyed at all.

The defense of the prison has reached the tenth highest level.

“There are 100,000 heavily armed guards guarding here all year round, and even the most advanced
weapons in the world are installed.”

There is even an aircraft carrier above the prison.

No one has escaped since the construction of this cage for more than 300 years!ÿm.bg.

Every prisoner in it is an existence that scares Dongfang Continent and the whole world.

Criminals are also divided into different levels.

S-class prisoners are generally wanted internationally.

SS-class prisoners can affect the safety of the world.

Sss-class prisoners will bring disaster to the world.

“Sss-level prisoners are the highest-ranking prisoners in prisons in various countries, and each country is
estimated to have at most one or two.”

The scary thing is that there are hundreds of sss prisoners in the devil prison!

This is definitely the strongest prison in Dongfangzhou!

The most terrifying thing is that there is a ssss-level prisoner in the devil prison!

He is taboo for the world!

The Devil’s Prison is known as the eighteenth hell.

“As the name suggests, the prison is divided into eighteen floors.”

“The lower the prison level, the more terrifying criminals are being held.”

“Only one prisoner was held on the eighteenth floor of hell, and that was the Northern Demon.”

The only ssss class prisoner in Dongfangzhou!

It is recognized by thousands of sss-level prisoners as a ssss-level great devil.

It is also officially recognized by the Devil Prison as the strongest king in more than three hundred years!

“There is a saying in the devil prison-there are two things in this world that cannot be looked at directly,
one is the sun and the other is the northern demon.”

“Because he is too strong and too strong, his risk factor exceeds that of all criminals, so he is defined as a
ssss-level prisoner and is locked in the eighteenth layer of prison.”

“Today, in this prison where no one has ever gone out, only one person broke the rules.”

That is the North Demon.

“””Kang Dang!”””

“The eighteenth floor of the prison, after the cold special door opened.”

A man in black stepped out slowly.

There are no chains on him.

“Because in prison, no one can trap him.”

“Over the years, he has freely entered and exited the prison every day, and even occasionally left the
prison to get some air.”

“As for the eighteenth prison, it became a joke on him.”

“Black Dragon, the leader of the Avengers, came to pick him up.”

Today is the day he left the devil prison.

“””Congratulations to the North Demon!”””

“””Congratulations to the North Demon!”””

…

“At this moment, everyone in the eighteenth-floor prison made religious gestures and shouted titles.”

“In the cold prison, these criminals looked at the god in their hearts with crazy and awe-inspiring eyes!”

Send off the King of Kings in the Devil Prison with their highest courtesy.

“After arriving on the first floor, the warden of the Devil Prison, nicknamed Hell Hell, has been waiting
with hundreds of people.”

There are dozens of criminals wearing labor uniforms nearby. They are representatives of hundreds of
sss criminals and thousands of criminals below sss.

“””North Demon, the strongest killer organization in the Eastern Continent will be available to you in the
future!”””

“””North Demon, the strongest mercenary group in the Eastern Continent will be used by you in the
future!”””
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“Before entering the devil prison, these people were either the killer king or the mercenary emperor,
and they asked the Northern Demons to take over their organization.”

The last one is an old man with gray hair and in his twilight years.

“He excitedly held the North Demon’s hand: “”North Demon, as long as you accept this card, one-tenth
of the wealth of the Eastern Continent will go to you!”””

“Before this old guy went to prison, Bill Gates, known as the Dark World of the East Continent.”

There is no law to describe his wealth as rich as an enemy country.

The North Demon took it down one by one.

“These things have little use in the Alcatraz prison, but they are of great use in the world outside the
prison.”

Especially Black Dragon has already told him about the plan.

Take revenge on Erudia frantically.

These people still have material wealth and will be his greatest help!

He doesn’t need to be melancholy Erudia catching him again!ÿmi.ÿc

This is the truth he realized in prison.

“He is powerful and wrong, but he is alone after all.”

“Single-handedly, he was finally framed.”

“He has other powers in his hands, making things even more handy.”

He can be invincible!

The warden Yan Wang looked at the North Demon with a complicated expression.

“His devil prison can contain everything in this world, but it can’t contain the killing machine in front of
him!”

Because he knew that the Northern Devil had been in prison for these years.

His strength is still improving.

“If he wanted to leave, he could actually leave the devil prison long ago.”

It’s just that he is waiting for an opportunity.

“Now that the time has come, he will leave.”

“””The devil’s prison is numbered 0000, and it is approved to leave the prison!”””

Hades announced.

“This time the North Devil goes out, the reputation of the Devil Prison will be greatly damaged.”

But what can he do?

He reached a deal with Black Dragon.

The reason why he agreed to let the North Demon leave.

That’s because he knows that the Devil’s prison can’t hold him.

It might as well go hand in hand and make a deal with the black dragon.

“””Rumble…”””

The door of hell in the Devil Prison that could hold nuclear weapons slowly opened.

“From the moment the North Demon stepped out of the gate, the myth that the Devil’s Prison never
had anyone out of the way was shattered!”

“On the sea, several battleships floated.”

There is also a helicopter hovering above.

The Northern Devil took a deep breath.

The black dragon on the opposite side led people to walk quickly.

“””Master Northern Devil, congratulations on coming out!”””

Black Dragon smiled.

“””Ok.”””

The North Demon responded.

When the black dragon learned that the North Demon possessed powerful wealth and the most
powerful killer mercenary organization.

This is simply adding wings!

What is Erudia doing to stop him now?

“””Master Northern Devil, if necessary, the Avengers are on standby at any time!”””

“””And the road ahead has been paved! Just do it!”””

Heilong said by the side.

“The Northern Devil looked into the distance: “”Well, I see.”””

“””But what happened to the East Demon Four?”””

North Demon asked.

“””After the first battle with you, the four of them became useless, and have disappeared since then.
There is no news yet!”””

“””Even if they recover later, their strength will be greatly reduced!”””

“The North Demon waved his hand: “”It’s okay! Even if the four of them are at their peak? I’m still not
afraid!”””

“””I have been getting stronger all the time during the years in the devil prison! I am at least three times
stronger than myself before!”

“””hiss!”””

Heilong and the others gasped.

“Back then, the Big Xia Wulong and four of the North Devil could join forces to capture it.”

Is now three times stronger than before?

Who can stop this?

“””Hahahaha…”””

The black dragon laughed wildly.

The situation is much better than expected.
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Every step went beyond his plan.

Even God is helping him!

“Originally, the black dragon just wanted to use the last madness to leave Erudia a big trouble.”

But now it seems that this is not just trouble.

This is likely to lead to destruction from Messiah and his ilk.

Because no one can stop the North Demon!

“””But we still have to be cautious! In case Yan Dragon Guard hides some super power, such as the word
side by side king that suddenly pops up!”””

Heilong reminded him by the side.

“Bei Mo looked cold and arrogant: “”It’s okay! None of them are my opponents. Who else can Erudia
do?”””

The North Demon is provoking and ignoring the entire Erudia!

Of course he has this capital!ÿ..

He had it back then!

Not to mention now!

“Heilong said: “”Master Northern Devil, I will arrange everything for you. Then you only need to act
according to my plan! I promise Erudia will pay a painful price!”””

The Northern Devil’s cold eyes suddenly stared at the black dragon.

“Originally in the depths of the ice sea, the temperature is very low and very low.”

“But at this moment, the black dragon felt the extreme coldness.”

As if falling ten thousand meters under the sea…

“””Don’t think what you are thinking, I don’t know! You spend such a big price, just want to use me to
deal with Erudia!”””

“””I want to avenge Erudia’s mistakes! But I never listen to other people! Who dares to order me, who I
kill!”””

The Northern Devil’s icy warning made the black dragon cold all over his body.

He is too strong!ÿ!ÿ!

The warlord behind the black dragon wears a black lion mask.

His strength can be ranked in the top five in the Avengers.

“He looked at the North Demon disdainfully and warned: “”Please pay attention to the tone of your
words! This is the leader of the Avengers! Do you really take yourself seriously?”””

“In the Avengers, many people don’t know the North Demon very well.”

I feel that his fame is greater than his strength.

There are many people who are dissatisfied!

The Black Lion is one of them.

“Seeing the arrogant appearance of the North Demon, he had endured it for a long time.”

“””You don’t accept me?”””

The North Demon suddenly stared at the black lion.

“””Naturally refuse!”””

The black lion stared at the North Demon angrily.

“””boom!”””

“Suddenly, the North Demon’s eyes shot two cold lights.”

One move with one hand.

“A terrible absorption force came out, and the black lion instantly sucked in front of him.”

“Even if the black lion is very powerful, it can’t resist this attraction at all.”

“It’s like a black hole, devouring everything.”

“””Uh…”””

The black lion screamed.

Numerous blood holes appeared all over his body and blood spattered.

“His flesh and blood gradually disappeared, revealing his bones…”

Was sucked to death alive.

“In the end, the black lion was left with only bones, clothes and masks.”

shocking!

“After witnessing all this, the members of the Avengers were frightened.”

Including the black dragon!

The combat power of the North Devil is simply terrifying!

The Black Lion is the top five warrior in the entire Avengers!

There is no way to fight back?

The end is so miserable?

The others bowed their heads.

Don’t dare to look at the North Demon.

“At this moment, everyone was convinced.”

The North Demon’s fame and strength match!

The big devil you can’t mess with!

“””Is anyone else dissatisfied?”””

The North Demon looked at everyone.

Cold eyes swept over everyone.

Everyone has no objections.

“””Master North Devil, apologize for my failure to say something just now! I am willing to follow your
arrangements! If you have any instructions, I will be there anytime!”””

The black dragon was also softened.

“””Well, let me arrange it.”””

Watching the North Demon board the battleship.

Everyone took a deep breath.

“””Haha, I like it!”””

Heilong smiled.
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“The stronger the North Devil, the better!”

Erudia is more unable to parry!

The Northern Devil was not able to go to Erudia.

But in various regions of Dongfangzhou.

He wants to integrate the resources given to him by the criminals in the prison.

The North Devil is a smart man.

People who know the Avengers are unreliable.

Must rely on himself.
“Only by taking power in his own hands, he has no worries.”

“After the North Demon came out of prison, it was like disappearing.”

“So during this period, the wind is calm.ÿm.bg.”

“Since the Devil’s prison and the Avengers have sealed their messages, Erudia and even the whole world
do not know about the North Devil’s release from prison.”

“Levi is here, using all resources to check the information of the Avengers members.”

“As soon as the power of the four gate valves was added, it was significantly improved.”

“””Recently, is there any news from the Avengers?”””

Levi Garrison found that the Avengers had been a little too quiet recently.

“It stands to reason that after getting rid of the “”one word side by side””, he will continue to make big
moves to attack Erudia.”

It can’t be so quiet.

“””There is no action for the time being! Even said that they are all hiding! Something is probably
brewing…”””

Xitian Wangdao.

“Levi Garrison rubbed his temples: “”The tranquility before the storm, they are definitely brewing a big
move! Not surprisingly, they are going to run away, this is their last madness!”””

“King Xi Tian nodded: “”It is true! Prince William has given them 18 islands and land for a dependent
country! They should be fleeing from Erudia!”””

“””That’s it! They want to escape. It is estimated that before they leave, they will coax the biggest move!
While attacking Erudia, let them escape Erudia smoothly!”””

“Everyone looked at Levi Garrison: “”Hall Master, what will their last madness be?”””

“””It is estimated that this time he will directly attack Erudia! Destroy Erudia to the greatest extent!”””

“””That’s right, the last time I dealt with you was to hit Erudia’s vitality and morale! This wave is about
to begin a substantial destruction of Erudia!”””

Everyone agreed with Levi Garrison’s statement.

“Levi Garrison showed his sharp edge: “”If this is the case, it means that Erudia is already in danger! We
can’t sit and wait! Sometimes we even have to take the initiative!”””

“””However, the lord, we have only determined half of the members of the Avengers, and others are
still being determined. Especially the identity of the big ss can not be determined at all. If you act
without authorization, you may be surprised!”””

“””It’s too late, once the Avengers attack. We will suffer a huge loss!”””

“””Give me an order-all ministries must be assembled on standby, ready to fight at any time!”””

“””The four gate valves take out all the main forces and stand by at any time!”””

…

“That night, Levi Garrison assembled all the forces that could be assembled.”

Just waiting for the Avengers’ final counterattack.

But he has been uneasy in his heart.

Because I don?t know what the Avengers? actions will be.

Especially know that this is the last madness.

The Avengers are definitely ready for a big wave.

This makes people even more headache.

In case the prediction is wrong or not well controlled.

Then Erudia would be bad.

The people will suffer along with it.

Levi Garrison would die of guilt.

wrong!

The Avengers will never move!

Levi Garrison hurriedly called everyone together again.

“””Impossible! They definitely move!”””

“””Which people are we currently in control?”””

Levi Garrison asked.

“””The most important person is the leader of the Avengers-Black Dragon!”””
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“””Even though we found him when we stared at the black phoenix, he came and went without a trace,
and couldn’t catch it at all!”””

“””Almost we can control the others, he is the only one.”””

The King Xitian replied.

“””That’s the problem. We can’t capture the whereabouts of the leader of the Avengers! He is the real
brain of the Avengers!”””

“””We can’t capture the information of the people who really control the situation!”””
Levi Garrison took a deep breath.

“””Although we are prepared, we don’t know how the enemy will attack! This is the biggest hidden
danger!”””

“””And I faintly feel something is wrong!”””

Levi Garrison suffered from insomnia that night.

He felt the pressure.

It was as if there was a pair of eyes staring at him in the dark.ÿmi.ÿc

It is located in the temporary Avengers base somewhere in the capital.

The heads of the black dragon and black phoenix gathered together.

“””Is the North Demon still moving?”””

Black Phoenix asked.

“””It will be there soon. During this time, he has integrated all his strengths.”””

“””And he asked them to act first to let us divert our attention, and then he attacked unexpectedly and
completely interrupted Erudia’s position.”””

Black Dragon smiled.

“””what?”””

“””The North Demon actually used tactics?”””

Everyone was taken aback.

“Back then, the North Demon single-handedly fought in and out in Erudia.”

“No one has followed, let alone trickery.”

“””In the past few years, he should have understood that it is impossible to stand alone!”””

The black dragon smiled.

“””What exactly do we need to do then?”””

Black Phoenix and the core members of the Avengers can?t wait.

“””Listen to my orders… act in the early morning!”””

The wee hours are when people are most tired.

“Suddenly all over Erudia, the Avengers took action.”

Caught off guard.

Destructive attacks were launched on some important bases and laboratories.

“Fortunately, Levi Garrison took precautions in advance.”

“Stop it for the first time, minimizing the loss.”

“Levi Garrison, who is located in North Hampton, also received the message for the first time.”

“””There are enemies in the South!”””

“””There are enemies in the East!”””

…

“””Our department has stopped! Fully pursued!”””

“””The same goes for my department!”””

…

This is the benefit of pre-deployment.

Almost every loss suffered.

The results of this day are simply fruitful.

The Avengers suffered heavy losses…

But basically all the people deployed by Levi Garrison were exposed.

Because all the attention is on the Avengers.

“As soon as they appeared, they were all exposed naturally.”

In addition to Quezhen Tiandian and the four gate valves.

Everything else is equivalent to transparency.

“””Hall Master, they still can’t hold back the action after all…”””

Everyone smiled.

The key is that they are prepared in advance.

Let the enemy have no gaps to insert.

“Levi Garrison frowned, “”No! Nothing!”””

“””Why is something wrong?”””

Everyone looked over.

“””This is not the style of the Avengers!”””

“””If this is the last madness of the Avengers, they will use everything to destroy it. It will definitely not
be such a slapstick!”””

Levi Garrison analyzed.

“””Yes! At the end, there is no big wave, it’s not their style!”””

“””But what is the real big move?”””

Everyone is puzzled.

“””I can’t think of it temporarily…”””

Levi Garrison rubbed his head.

“But the next moment, someone ran in yelling: “”It’s not good, the big thing is not good…”””

“””Hey!”””

Levi Garrison’s hearts sank.

A bad premonition emerged in my heart…
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“””what’s happenin?”””

Levi Garrison immediately stood up.

“””An enemy suddenly attacked bases No. 3, No. 4, No. 7, No. 11, No. 15 and No. 19 at the same time,
and suffered heavy losses!”””

“””In addition, the four major countries have also encountered challenges! The four guardians have
been injured one after another! The first line of defense has been defeated!”””

“””Also, our spies and masters exposed by the Avengers operation suffered a heavy blow from the other
party! The loss is heavy!”””

“””The most terrifying thing is that Yulong Laboratory and Yuhu Laboratory were destroyed! The
opponent’s offensive was too fierce! Unstoppable! Now the position is completely disrupted!”””

…

The people here will tell Levi Garrison and others what happened.

Shocked!

Everyone was stunned.

“””What’s the matter? Isn’t the Avengers staring at us? How could they suddenly attack?””

Levi Garrison realized that something went wrong.

“””It doesn’t seem to be from the Avengers! They come from overseas! Most of them are mercenaries
and killer organizations! But they are as powerful as a cloud! Unstoppable!”””

“””Their leader is strong enough to explode! One person will knock down the three lines of defense!”””

…

“””Sure enough! The Avengers attack is a guise! Just to divert our attention! So that this group of people
can suddenly perform killer moves!”””

“””The last madness of the Avengers really hired foreign aid! They are not the protagonists, the real
protagonists are these people!”””

“””The last madness is here!!!”””

Levi Garrison rubbed his head.

“After all, it was still not defensive.”

“Next, we can only reduce the loss as much as possible, and then destroy the enemy.”

“””Hurry up and find out who these are? Then mobilize all the power you can mobilize to stop them!”””

“””In addition, send someone to stare at the Avengers! At this time they should be running away! We
must not let them escape Erudia alive!”””

Levi Garrison was cold.

“This time, no matter who the opponent is, he will be uprooted.”

He is angry!

“””At present, this group of people has entered Erudia! But the trace is still not traceable! No one knows
where they will attack in the next wave!”””

The Western Heavenly King has activated Skynet to check the traces of these people.

“””As soon as there is a message, let me know immediately, and I will do it myself!”””

“””The masters of the Zhentian Temple and the Four Gate Valves are on standby at any time. This is our
trump card!”””

Levi Garrison’s fighting spirit was boiling.

“As a result, suffered a loss.”

“Secondly, the other party is very strong.”

This made him nervous.

“At this time, Erudia and even the world were already boiling.”

Because the news that major bases and laboratories have been hit hard has spread…

No one expected such a day to come.

Some are happy and some are sad.

The overseas is boiling.

Erudia has never seen such an embarrassment.

“First, the king fell side by side.”

Then there was such a big thing again!

Simply refreshing!

“But for Erudia, it was a catastrophe.”

This group is too strong.

Can’t stop it at all.

The four guardians of the country are all injured.

They have entered Great Summer.

Who knows what kind of big move will be in the next step.

The most important thing is that now I don’t even know who the enemy is.

This is the most terrible!

Messiah also used resources and strength to investigate.

But there are no results.

“The moment is too tense, and people are panicking.”

Everyone is as tight as a compression spring.

“Suddenly at this time, a video was released.”

The content of the video is also very simple.

“””Erudia, my North Demon is back!”””
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North Devil.

A distant and unfamiliar vocabulary!

There are even few people in the world who know it.

“That is to say, the hidden forces like the Four Gate Valves will know a little bit.”

That’s the North Demon of Erudia Wulong!

Erudia Wulong is the ceiling and has the strongest combat power.

But the North Demon is the strongest of the strongest!

The other four of Erudia Wulong teamed up to capture him.
“Of course, it was done with various traps and tactics and hundreds of thousands of people around to
help.”

“In fact, Bei Mo’s combat power was at least equal to the other four of Erudia Wulong.”

It can even be said that the Northern Devil is above the other four.

Erudia Wulong is the ceiling!

But this person is better than the combination of the four ceilings!

This is terrible!

People are as they are.

He is like a demon!

His arrival is a disaster!

“When the word “”North Demon”” appeared, Erudia’s various hidden powers and organizations such as
Messiah completely boiled over.”

Everyone was horrified and sucked in cold air.

Unprecedented pressure surged into my heart.

Everyone knew that North Mordor was strong.

“The killing is dim and dark, no one can stop it!”

“From the southern border of Erudia all the way to the eastern border, and then to the eastern
continent.”

It is totally unstoppable momentum!

He is the incarnation of catastrophe!

How much manpower and material resources it took to capture him.

The scary thing is that Erudia has no prison that can hold him.

“In the end, he could only be sent to the devil prison.”

Let him never come out!

But he actually came out?

“””It has now been confirmed that the Northern Devil has indeed come out of the devil prison! Just a
few days ago!”””

“””The actions in these two days were also done by the North Devil!”””

Messiah got the exact message.

“””hiss!”””

Everyone took a deep breath.

This great demon was born.

Who can control him?

The most frightening thing is that the remaining four of Erudia Wulong have long since retired.

They were basically defeated in that battle.

This is the exact message from Messiah.

Erudia Wulong could not participate in the war.

This means that no one can stop him.

The only way that could be thought of back then was them.

“Now that the Northern Devil is back, there are a group of masters around to follow.”

“Coupled with the alliance with the Avengers, it would be even more difficult to deal with the Northern
Demons.”

“””Is this the end of Erudia?”””

“””He is too strong, who can stop him?”””

…

Suddenly everyone stopped resting.

One after another thought of one person-Levi Garrison.

The battle at Jiulong Mountain pushed him to unprecedented heights.

“Looking around, it seems that only Levi Garrison can fight the North Demon.”

But despite Levi Garrison’s stunning performance.

But everyone is still not optimistic about him.

“After all, the fear the North Devil brings to everyone is deeply rooted in the hearts of the people.”

That’s the ultimate ceiling!

“””I think we can ask the other four of Erudia Wulong to ask, are you sure they have any coup? After all,
they were the ones who captured the North Demon back then!”””

“””It’s true! Although they retired, they know the North Demon best!”””

…

Messiah sent several people to find the other four of Erudia Wulong.

“When the North Demon video appeared, everyone was confused at first.”

But gradually the deeds of the Northern Demon spread.

Everyone knows how terrible the North Demon is.

No one can stop the entire Erudia!

“””It would be great if the king was alive side by side!”””

“””Yes, if the king wants to live side by side, I believe that the Northern Devil can be defeated!”””

…

The people began to miss the word side by side.
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But what everyone thinks of is that the king is really alive side by side!

“””Don’t mention it, I heard. Even if the king lives side by side, it doesn’t work! It’s not an opponent of
the Northern Devil!”””

“””But the king living side by side is always a hope, now can you find a second person to deal with the
Northern Devil?”””

silence!

The great parents’ silence for a long time!
“In this era, there is no one who can fight the North Demon at all!”

“The most terrifying thing was that after hearing that the North Demon was released from prison,
Messiah and the masters of Erudia’s major organizations were all scared.”

That is the fear from the depths of the soul!

“After just hearing the name, you frightened.”

This is the terrible part of the North Devil!

“””Who wants to play?””..”

“The dragon group, phoenix group, wolf group and so on under Messiah’s command held a meeting.”

I want to form a death squad and go to the front line to fight against the North Devils.

After the words came out.

All silent!

There is no one willing to play!

“Facing the North Demon, self-confidence was lost.”

Everyone fell into the fear of being dominated by the Northern Devil.

Even Messiah is like this.

Not to mention other people.

“As soon as they heard the name North Demon, everyone’s legs became weak in fright.”

Let alone fight against him.

“Today, the North Demon holds the strongest killer mercenary organization in Eastern Continent, and
the Avengers are here to assist.”

The fear brought to everyone is magnified.

It’s not just them.

Even people like Kingsley and Beiliang King were scared when they heard that the Northern Demon was
released from prison.

They all regard the Erudia Five Dragons as gods.

Not to mention the strongest North Demon among them.

“They spent all resources to train the successors of the Great Xia Wulong, and no one knew better than
them how powerful the Northern Devil was.”

It is impossible for his successor to be cultivated.

His power cannot be copied.

There is a Tianshan base in the northern desert.

The Shura army led by Ray stood here.

They were hit hard just now and suffered heavy losses.

But I still held it here.

“””Boss, only Railway Brigade is okay at the moment! The others have suffered heavy losses!”””

“””Especially Terry’s War God’s side! Not much better than us!”””

Seven kills counted the casualties and the battle conditions of other bases.

“””Be sure to hold on to me! Otherwise, Ray, as the god of war in , can’t afford to lose this person!”””

Ray shouted.

“The Tianshan base has a steep terrain, and they can still defend by relying on the terrain.”

“””Are there any traces of the Northern Devil?”””

Ray asked.

“Because after the North Demon announced that he had returned, he never showed up again.”

“However, his subordinates appeared everywhere.”

“””For the time being, there are no traces of the Northern Demon appearing everywhere! Some people
predict that the Northern Demon may go to the capital! It will not appear in the Northern Territory!”””

Breaking the army was very sure.

“””I hope they can find a way to deal with the North Demon as soon as possible? He is a demon, we are
humans, and we can’t handle it at all!”””

“As a member of the Northern Liang family, Ray was also extremely afraid of the Northern Demons.”

Far more than the average person.

“””Wow…”””

“At this moment, the birds and beasts ran away, roaring through the sky.”

An extremely suppressed breath surged.

“All of them had a dull chest, short of breath, particularly uncomfortable, and uncomfortable.”

Let all your negative emotions flood into your heart.

There is even the urge to commit suicide…

As if the world became black and white.

Dead still.

Vicissitudes.

desolate.

That kind of feeling really makes a person depressed to the extreme.

Can evoke the deepest fear in your heart.

“””North…the North Demon appeared…he actually appeared in the north…”””
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The appearance of the North Demon changed the colors of the world.

Let this world become a ruin.

This is what everyone feels deep inside.

He is like a god in charge of killing.

His appearance is as small as an ant.

“Including Ray, who have experienced many battles.”

“In front of the Tianshan base, a black figure walked slowly.”

Behind him is a dark crowd.
The North Demon is here.

“””boom!!!”””

“When he saw that lonely figure, Ray’s head was about to explode.ÿm.bg.”

He actually appeared in the north.

Not the capital!

Everyone’s prediction is wrong!

The Northern Devil did not directly attack the capital.

It’s over.

This time is completely over!

“As a family member, Ray knows how terrifying the Northern Devil is better than anyone else.”

But the seven kills and the soldiers behind him are fearless.

“””Boss, we will do our best to defend the Tianshan base! At that time we will definitely be famous for
Erudia and the world!”””

“””Yes, guarding the Tianshan base in the hands of the North Demon, how prestigious is it to spread
out?”””

The seven kills are still fantasizing.

But Ray looked gloomy.

Still want to hold?

Is it a defensible question now?

Now the Shura Army has a few questions about being able to go back alive…

But the Shura Army can’t retreat!

He can’t retire either!

“””Where is the Shura Army?”””

Ray shouted.

“””in!”””

The Shura army shouted together.

“””Swear to the death and hold here!”””

Ray raised his arms and shouted.

“””We occupy high ground and terrain. It is not that easy to break through the line of defense!”””

Ray’s mouth flicked fiercely.

“Only in the next second, there were bursts of exclamation from the crowd.”

“””Where is the man? The man is gone?”””

Everyone looked to the front one after another.

“The Northern Demon, who had walked single-handedly just now, had disappeared.”

It disappeared under the noses of thousands of people.

“””not good??”””

Ray exclaimed.

“The next moment, he felt like he was being spotted by a poisonous snake.”

“The scalp is numb, and the cold sweat is swishing.”

The Northern Devil appeared among them…

“””Uh…”””

There was a scream.

“Turning around, the Shura army suffered heavy casualties.”

The North Demon easily broke through the line of defense.

The North Demon’s men rushed over like a flood…

“””Take him! A good opportunity to become famous!”””

Seven kills of the three are like tigers coming out of the cage.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

Only three people flew out.

Even the North Demon couldn’t handle a single move.

“Ray shot a cold light in his eyes: “”You can never back down! Swear to stay here!”””

“””Ignorant boy, can you hold it?”””

The Northern Devil appeared in front of Ray and bombarded with a punch.

Ray vomited blood and flew out.

“””God of War? But so!”””

“Ray, who was lying on the ground, stood up again.”

“””Come on! Go on!”””

Although he is inferior.

“But even if he died, he would die on the way to charge.”

“””Don’t be silly, withdraw quickly!”””

“At this time, Terry suddenly led people to the court and insisted on pulling Ray back.”

“””No! I have never been defeated by Ray! I am the god of war in !”””

Ray looked stubborn.

“””Not to mention that you are not worthy of the God of War, so how do we deal with the North
Devil?”””

“””I have received Messiah’s order to retreat! Don’t make fearless sacrifices!”””

Terry shouted.

“””Hey! Retreat!”””

Ray ordered a retreat.

“Soon, the Northern Demons occupied the Tianshan base.”

Several surrounding bases were all lost.

The Northern Territory collapsed…

The North Demon stood at the highest point.

“Looking into the distance, he laughed and said, “”Erudia, can you stop me?”””
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“””Master Northern Devil is mighty!!!”””

Everyone shouted.

These people are also very excited now.

“Following the North Demon, how could Erudia become like this?”

“After the Northern Demon appeared in the north, it slaughtered the Quartet.”

Destroyed lines of defense and bases.

The entire Northern Territory was beaten to fear by the Northern Demon.

Everyone retreated.

“””This is the first time I have seen Erudia retreat!”””

“””The Northern Demon is so strong! They have beaten the entire Northern Territory to retreat!”””

“””No one can beat him! What did Erudia use to block him?”” mi.ÿc”

“””Fortunately, the Northern Demon stands on the opposite side of Erudia! Otherwise, if the Northern
Demon stands on Erudia’s side, it will definitely be a disaster for others!”””

…

“After the North Demon shot, overseas was completely boiling.”

This is the first time everyone has seen Erudia like this.

“””I had known that the Northern Demon would be released from prison sooner to kill the King of the
Word Side by Side, so that there would be no sacrifice of so many people!”””

“””The Northern Devil is Erudia’s nemesis!”””

The effect is great.

Greatly exceeded the expectations of the Avengers.

Heilong smiled so that his eyes were almost narrowed.

“””Originally, I planned to flee from Erudia as soon as the North Demon took action. It doesn’t seem to
be necessary now. We have time to leave, so it’s better to watch a good show now.”””

Black Dragon smiled.

“Black Phoenix nodded: “”Yes, they have no time to take care of us now. We can leave whenever we
want.”””

“””Boss, what do you think the final result will be? The Northern Devil is invincible now! He is three
times stronger than that year, and there are so many elite soldiers under his team.”””

Black Tiger asked.

“Heilong thought for a while and said, “”The final situation is that Erudia seeks the North Demon for
peace talks, makes a huge concession, and opens the conditions for the North Demon!”””

“””I can’t think of anything other than this.”””

indeed.

The strength of the North Demon and the current momentum are completely unstoppable.

Erudia has nothing to do.

Only peace talks.

“””Isn’t it possible? Erudia would never negotiate! Even if they stand to die, they don’t live on their
knees.”””

“””I also think Erudia will not negotiate.”””

Several people from Heifenghuang spoke their thoughts.

“””Well, it’s true! Erudia, these hypocrites, can’t say anything to soften the peace. Can they have a way
to face the North Devil?”””

“””If you don’t take the initiative to negotiate, you have to fight against the North Devil. The sacrifices
are getting bigger and bigger… It’s impossible to control… In the end, isn’t it necessary to negotiate with
the North Devil?”””

“””This is…”””

“After hearing what Heilong said, everyone reacted.”

The North Demon is too strong.

To drive Erudia to a dead end!

“If you don’t want to destroy, you have to take the initiative to negotiate!”

“In order to survive, you have to throw away all your dignity and reputation.”

“In that case, Erudia is equivalent to being trampled on the ground.”

But the situation prompted that this is also a matter of no way.

“After all, the North Devils are invincible!ÿ!ÿ!”

headache!

“For Messiah, the headache is extremely troublesome!”

“The North Demon suddenly appeared in the north, this was something they didn’t think of.”

The most important thing is that the Northern Magic is extremely powerful.

Break through the lines of defense!

“The next time it is estimated that the three borders of east, west and south will be hit hard.”

Even the capital city is in danger.

“””How can this be good?”””

“””The North Demon is too powerful! There is no one around us to stop him!”””

“””Even if the king is side by side, I don’t worry! I don’t think he and the North Demon are of the same
level.”””

“””Yes, it’s not of the same level. Leave him for the end! Although you are not sure!”””

…

“But at this moment, a message came from the other four of Erudia Wulong.”
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They have a way!

This is great news for Messiah and Erudia!

This knot is on the bone.

It belongs to the dark age.

There was a message.

Could it be that Erudia Wulong is coming back?

“””Are the four of the East Demon coming back?”””

Everyone is very excited.
“””That’s not true! The physical condition of the four of them is the same as before, they can’t play!”””

“””that?”””

“””Their apprentice can go out of the mountain!””..”

“””Is their apprentice horrible?”””

“””The East Demon four claim that their four apprentices have all their true biography! They are the
successors they spent decades training!”””

“””Furthermore, the four seniors of the East Demon have been studying the Northern Demon in the past
few decades! They have studied his martial arts and combat skills extremely thoroughly! For this reason,
the four of them created a combined attack technique specifically aimed at the Northern Demon!”””

“””Now their four apprentices have practiced this combined attack technique against the Northern
Demons to the point of perfection!”””

“””Four seniors have said that when the North Demon meets their four apprentices, they will definitely
lose!”””

…

Hear here.

Messiah cheered up and down.

“””It’s great! It’s great!”””

“””It turns out that the four predecessors of the East Demon have left behind to train a new Erudia Five
Dragons for Erudia! It is really admirable!”””

“””It’s amazing! There is a combined attack technique specifically aimed at the North Devil! It’s
amazing!”””

Everyone has smelled the scent of victory.

Or that victory is in sight!

“””Before tonight, the four senior apprentices will arrive! Go and target the Northern Demons!”””

“””In order to increase the winning rate, Messiah decided to form a death squad! Build a death squad
from the masters you can gather, and put them all on the battlefield!”””

“””Especially the major hidden forces must have ginseng and death squads!”””

“””I believe that Erudia Wulong’s apprentice plus the death squad can definitely win the North
Demon!”””

Messiah has formulated a strategic plan.

“””What about Levi Garrison? Isn’t he more sure about joining?”””

Someone asked questions.

“””Levi Garrison is responsible for eradicating the Avengers. He doesn’t need him to deal with the
Northern Devil! For now, it is enough to have four apprentices of Erudia Wulong and the death
squad!”””

Messiah originally planned to let Levi Garrison lead the team against the Northern Devil at the last
moment.

This is the last resort.

“Unexpectedly, Erudia Wulong had left behind and the four apprentices appeared.”

Then Levi Garrison won’t be needed.

indeed so.

Because it seems to everyone that the four apprentices are stronger than Levi Garrison.

The confidence to deal with the North Devil is also greater.

“After all, there is the combined attack technique of Erudia Five Dragons.”

So there is no need for Levi Garrison.

He just needs to clean up the Avengers.

Wrong.

The combined attack technique studied by the four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon is
specifically aimed at the Northern Demons.

It can defeat the North Devil.

But that was just the North Devil back then.

The four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon would never have thought that the North Demon now
is three times stronger than before!

“Their combined attack technique can only defeat the Northern Demon of the year, but cannot defeat
the Northern Demon, which is three times stronger.”

This is something that no one would have thought of.

“When you were studying the North Demon, he was making crazy progress…”

“When Levi Garrison received this order, he was stunned.”

“After he was busy with this matter, he was directing and doing almost everything.”

“As a result, it was at a critical juncture.”

He is ready to play.

“As a result, he could not participate.”

He was sent to deal with the Avengers.

“Just because Erudia Wulong’s four apprentices appeared, he was no longer needed.”

Throw him aside.

He is dissatisfied!ÿ!ÿ!
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Is there any way to disagree?

It is the duty of a soldier to obey orders!

He just followed the order.

“””Levi is here to take the order!”””

Levi Garrison looked helpless.

“””One word side by side the king said you don’t like to hear it! The apprentices of the four Erudia Five
Dragons and the East Demon are out! They are not weaker than you, and the four of them are better
than you!”””

“””They also have a combined attack technique specifically aimed at the Northern Devil! That’s why they
were sent to deal with the Northern Devil!”””

“””You only need to eradicate the Avengers!”””

“Levi Garrison nodded: “”Well, I understand. Levi Garrison always listens to the dispatch! Whatever the
North Demon needs me, he will be there anytime!”””

Although wronged.

“But in front of Erudia, I can’t have emotions.ÿm.bg.”

“As long as it is for the sake of the great summer, Levi Garrison can do anything.”

Perhaps the four apprentices of Erudia Wulong were more suitable for dealing with the Northern Devil
than himself.

“Except for the secret Zhentian Temple, everyone around Levi Garrison was transferred away.”

“In particular, everyone in the Railway Brigade has all been transferred to the northern border…”

The other side.

In a secret base somewhere in the capital.

Suddenly several tanks came.

Siqi middle-aged man walked out of the car.

They are the apprentices of the Dong Yao four.

“””East Beast!”””

“””Western monk!”””

“””Southern General!”””

“””The soldier!”””

…

The four each took their nicknames.

They are all based on the name given by their master.

To show respect for their master!

“””After decades, we can finally come out and breathe!”””

“””Yes, especially you are known as the little army god, you have to get out early, War God is yours!”””

“””It’s wrong, go out early, what else is there?”””

…

Several people laughed.

“The demeanor is arrogant, and the words are the first in the world.”

But they have arrogant capital.

Erudia Wulong?s apprentice!

“””I am waiting to welcome the arrival of the four! Erudia’s hope lies on you!”””

“””Yes, as long as you win the North Devil, you are Erudia proud! Your deeds will be passed down
through the ages!”””

Messiah said several people.

“””Don’t worry! Master and his elders are afraid that the Northern Demon will return one day. So they
have developed this combined attack technique specifically aimed at him! We have reached the highest
level! No matter how the Northern Demon, it will be impossible to escape. !”””

The four seemed extremely confident.

They have this certainty.

“Otherwise, Erudia Wulong would not send them out.”

“””It’s great! You are the Four Dragons of the Great Xia!”””

The crowd was excited.

“””The Four Dragons of Erudia dare not be, that is Master’s. You can call us the Four Little Dragons of
Erudia!”””

This title is self-appointed by four people.

“””By the way, when shall we leave?”””

Zhongbing Xiaojun Shen asked.

“””Don’t worry, we are still forming a death squad! We want to completely annihilate the Northern
Demons and their party feathers! The death squad is still being formed! It is estimated that we will have
it together before noon tomorrow! We will start at that time!”””

“Several people nodded: “”Well, we do need some cannon fodder!”””

The four are extremely confident.

The threatened death squads are cannon fodder.

“””By the way, where is Levi Garrison? This kid is the first God of War! It is said to be much better than
Ray!”””

Zhongbing Xiaojun Shen asked.

“Because he is the Chinese army, that is, the strongest seed selected by Erudia Army God from Erudia’s
millions of soldiers.”

But he hid it for decades.

More attention to the God of War and the like.

He even wanted to meet Levi Garrison.

“””Levi Garrison does not participate in the battle against the Northern Devil, he has this
qualification!”””
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“””That’s true!”””

“””If the little army god came out early, what about the God of War and the Shura God of War? They
don’t even deserve to give the little army gods shoes!”””

The other four said.

“The little army god said with some regret: “”I still want to see and see! Master has a high evaluation of
him! He said that if he was raised from an early age, his achievements would not be low!”””

“””He doesn’t need to worry about it! You are the key to dealing with the North Devil!”””

The others complimented.

“””Well, quickly assemble the death squad! Let’s set out to find the North Demon!”””

The four of them were already impatient.
“At this time, the entire Erudia was overwhelmed by the formation of death squads.”

The major hidden powers are extremely troubled.

What does the death squad mean?ÿm.bg.

Kids know it!

Went to the absolute nine deaths!

So few people will take the initiative to ask Ying to become a death squad.

“Especially this time, the selection of the death squads are all superpowers among the major forces.”

Going to die is a heavy blow to the family.

No one is willing to bear such a big loss.

“But this is an order from Messiah, everyone must obey it.”

The major hidden powers are equivalent to cutting flesh from the body.

The four gate valve is no exception.

“They also have to choose a hundred-member ginseng and death squad, all of which are at the master
level.”

Each gate requires 25 people.

“After preparations, the Western Shu gate clan has selected 20 ginseng people.”

“Because everyone knows that if the death squads go, they die, and there is no way to survive.”

“Therefore, the selected masters are the worst, or those with no potential.”

Try not to choose what you want in the future.

But twenty masters are already the limit.

The remaining five are difficult to single out.

Finally decided to draw lots to choose people!

“Let all the other masters come to draw lots, and whoever will be drawn.”

“On this day, there was a coax in the clan of Xishu.”

“””Don’t choose me! He is a grandmaster at a young age! He is the hope for the future!”””

“It turned out that the son of Tang Wansheng, an important senior member of the Western Shu
Dynasty, won the lottery.”

To be selected to join the death squad.

Tang Wansheng has high authority and is the eighth younger brother of Emperor Tang.

His son is even more genius.

“Among the younger generation of Xishu family members, they ranked in the top three.”

He naturally couldn’t bear to let his son go.

“Lots can be drawn, but there is no way.”

“””Mr. Tang Wansheng, do you want to prevent your son from joining the death squad?”””

Meredith leaned forward and asked.

“””Do you have a way?”””

Tang Wansheng’s eyes lit up.

“””We have a way!”””

Meredith is humane.

Tang Wansheng was anxious.

“””Quick! Say it!”””

“””If you really have a way, I, Tang Wansheng, will owe you a favor! If you have something to do, find
me as soon as possible, and I will protect you for the rest of your life!”””

Tang Wansheng said excitedly.

Meredith looked at each other.

His eyes lit up fiercely.

This is what they are waiting for.

“Although they were members of the clan of Western Shu, they trusted the old lady, their status was
still too low.”

“If Tang Wansheng were to protect them, their status would definitely soar.”

“””Have!”””

“””Let someone die for the noble son!”””

Harry smiled.

“””Ah? The rules set by the eldest brother himself cannot be replaced by others, whoever is drawn is
whoever is drawn!”””

Tang Wansheng said.

“Meredith smiled: “”If it was someone else, I wouldn’t let it! But the person we want to mention is
definitely OK!”””

“””Who is it? Hurry up!”””

“””Levi Garrison!”””

“””First, he is strong enough! Grandmaster-level powerhouse!”””

“””Secondly, this kind of death must be attended by such people!”””

“Hearing this name, Tang Wansheng nodded fiercely.”
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“””Why don’t I think of him?”””

Tang Wansheng clenched his fist tightly.

“Can not find a replacement, mainly because of the restrictions of the master-level powerhouse.”

There is also the rule of the Western Shu Emperor that people of the same tribe cannot be substituted.

But Levi Garrison was not a member of the Western Shu family.

Can only say that it is related!

“””Let Levi Garrison replace it!”””

Everyone shouted.
“””Then Levi is here!”””

“””However, Mr. Tang, this matter has to be discussed with the old lady!”””

Everyone reminded.ÿ..

“””Okay, I’ll talk to the second sister!”””

“Soon, everyone gathered to the old lady.”

“””Yeah! Exchange for Mu Feng with Levi Garrison! I have always been optimistic about Mu Feng, this
child, he is going to join the death squad, I can’t bear it too!”””

“The old lady was very optimistic about Tang Wansheng’s Tang Mufeng, and between the two, they
immediately chose Levi Garrison.”

“””Old lady, you have to think twice! This is going to join the death squad. As long as you go, you will
never come back! In that case, Zoey will not have a husband, and Levilia will not have a father.”””

Someone reminded.

“The old lady was heartbroken: “”Levi Garrison is here! I’m protecting the two of them! I don’t need Levi
Garrison at all!”””

“””Come here, hurry up and call out Levi Garrison.”””

“On the other side, Levi Garrison, who was about to deal with the Avengers, was screamed.”

He came to Li’s ancestral home in doubt.

“””What? Let me join the death squad and go to the front line to fight the North Devil?”””

“Hearing this, Levi Garrison was surprised.”

“He wanted to get rid of the North Demon, but there was no chance.”

Didn’t think that the Western Shu gate clan would have such an easy opportunity?

Isn’t this exactly what he wants?

“Because he had a very strong hunch?the Northern Demon was too powerful, and the apprentice of
Erudia Wulong was not good at it.”

He will feel more stable when he goes personally…

Just no excuse to go.

There is now.

“As for the Avengers, it?s not the most important thing right now, the Northern Devil is…”

“””Levi Garrison, as long as you join the death squad for Mu Feng, your wife, daughter, and your
mother’s family, I promise you will have no worries forever! If not, you know the end!”””

The old lady threatened.

“””Okay, I promise!”””

Levi Garrison did not hesitate to agree.

This surprised the old lady and others.

Would Levi Garrison agree so easily?

But they didn’t think too much.

“Soon after, the West Shu gate clan gathered members of the death squad to see them off.”

The emperor of Xishu will roll the names of the 25 people participating in the death squad.

“””Tang Mufeng!”””

…

“””What about people?”””

“When Tang Mufeng was ordered, no one answered.”

He didn’t come to the scene at all.

“””Eighth brother, how about people?”””

The cold eyes of the Western Shu Emperor burned on Tang Wansheng’s face.

“””Brother, Levi Garrison is going to participate for Mu Feng!”””

Said the old lady.

The words came out.

The whole audience was taken aback.

“Xishu Emperor, Tang Yanran and others who knew Levi Garrison’s identity were dumbfounded.”

Let this one go to the death squad to die?

Are you kidding me?

“In addition, Zoey was stunned.”

When did this happen?

Why doesn’t she know?

The death squad is going to die as cannon fodder…

Levi Garrison will never come back alive.

“””Grandma, what are you doing? How can you let Levi go for someone?”””

“””Tang Mufeng got it by himself, no one else is to blame!”””

Zoey was anxious.

“Tang Wansheng immediately said, “”Levi Garrison himself agreed to go for Mu Feng.”””

“The old lady also nodded: “”Yes, that’s it!”””

“Immediately, the eyes of Zoey and others fell on Levi Garrison.”

“””Levi, did you agree?”””
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Levi Garrison gave Zoey a complicated look and nodded.

“””boom!”””

Zoey’s body trembled.

“She quickly thought that Levi Garrison had promised to die, absolutely for her and her child.”

Otherwise he would not agree to be so happy.

“””Big brother, did you hear that? He himself agreed!”””

The old lady and Tang Wansheng hurriedly urged.

“””No! I won’t agree!”””

“””You can’t go to die in Levi!”””

Zoey quickly stopped.

“””There is no place for you to speak!”” m.bg.”

Zoey was pulled aside by the old lady.

“””This??”””

“The Emperor Xi Shu hesitated, and looked at Levi Garrison subconsciously.”

“””I am going there myself! Hurry up!”””

“Hearing what Levi Garrison said, the Emperor Xishu could no longer refuse.”

“””Okay, you will take the place of Tang Mufeng to join the death squad!”””

“””No! Why doesn’t he go by himself, so he wants my husband to go?”””

Zoey shouted.

“””This is not fair! Why should Levi Garrison go and die?”””

Others also shouted.

“””Levi Garrison is the son-in-law of the clan of Xishu, what happened to us letting him go?”””

Shouted the old lady.

“At this time, Songkui stood up.”

“””Have you forgotten? Before, Levi Garrison was a Great Xia warrior, the God of War of ! He should be
the first to go to this kind of crisis?”””

“””Yes, Erudia Warriors should guard us! Levi Garrison is the one who should join the death squad!”””

“””Didn’t he keep saying that he is going to go through fire and water for Erudia? Don’t hide at this
time!”””

“Zoey argued: “”You are a moral kidnapping! Participation is voluntary!”””

…

Seeing that both sides are going to quarrel.

“Levi Garrison comforted: “”Zoey, don’t worry, I will be back!”””

“””But you are going to die… why are you coming back…”””

“Now in Erudia, who doesn’t know how powerful the North Devil is?”

“””Hurry up! Time is up!”””

“The death squad of the Western Shumen clan was formed, and after meeting with others, it was about
to head to the north.”

“In this way, Levi Garrison also went to fight the Northern Devil in a daze in the name of Tang Mufeng.”

“As for the Avengers, Levi Garrison kept the power of Zhentian Temple and the Four Gatelords staring.”

“For the time being, wait for his dispatch.”

In a secret base in the capital.

“The 1,000 death squads are assembled.”

Everyone in the death squad wore masks and armor.

So even Messiah didn’t recognize Levi’s arrival.

“””Everyone in the death squad must obey unconditionally!”””

“””have you understood?”””

Messiah handed over the absolute command to the four Dong Beasts.

Including them calling people to die.

You have to obey unconditionally.

“””Understood!”””

Everyone shouted.

“The four Xiaojunshen checked it out and nodded in satisfaction: “”Not bad!”””

“””Then go!”””

The four of them took a thousand death squads and set off to the north.

“””Is there a message from Levi Garrison? Are they still not doing anything?”””

Messiah began to inquire about Levi Garrison’s actions here.

“””No, just stay on hold!”””

“””What’s the matter with Levi Garrison? Doesn’t follow orders? Doesn’t follow the instructions?”””

“””Is Levi Garrison upset because we hired Erudia Wulong’s apprentice to deal with the Northern
Devil?”””

“””We admit that the king of the word side by side is very strong, but the four apprentices of Erudia
Wulong are stronger! This is an indisputable fact!”””

“””Send the order to let Levi Garrison eradicate the Avengers, and those who violate the order will
engage in military law!”””

…

The order has arrived.

It’s just that Levi Garrison is in the death squad.

Ignore it at all.
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The highest point of the Tianshan base in the north.

“The Northern Demon stood here, looking into the distance.”

It seems that the mountains and rivers of Erudia Wanli are all in his eyes.

“””Master Northern Demon, according to the message from the Avengers?the apprentices of the four
Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon, leading a thousand death squads, are coming here!”””

“””It is said that the East Demon Four have developed a combined attack technique specifically for you
for decades, and the four apprentices have already mastered it! They want to use this combined attack
technique to kill you!”””

…

“After listening, the North Demon smiled.”

“””East Monster, the four of you are afraid that I am still in the realm of that year? I am now more than
three times stronger than before! The combined attack technique is useful to me?”””

“””They have been studying and thinking about me over the past few decades. Am I thinking about
them? Let’s put it this way, I have thoroughly studied all the tricks and combat skills of the four of them!
I also know the equivalent of their apprentice!”””

“””I basically guessed what their combined attack technique is, ridiculous! Just want to defeat me with
this?”””

??Mi.ÿc

This is something that no one thought of.

The North Demon was also studying the Four Eastern Demon.

He even guessed their combined attack technique.

“The combat effectiveness of the four little army gods is in front of the North Devil, which is probably
not much higher than that of Ray and his like.”

“The so-called knowing oneself, knowing the enemy is never end.”

Messiah and Erudia Xiaosilong just thought they knew the Northern Devil.

“In fact, I don’t understand at all.”

The fact that the four little dragons of Erudia rushed to the north with the death squad quickly spread
throughout Erudia.

“Because the four little dragons practiced the combined attack technique against the Northern Demon,
it seemed to everyone that they could defeat the Northern Demon 100%.”

So it is a national celebration.

“The Northern Devils have not yet been defeated, and the Four Little Dragons have been portrayed as
heroes of the country.”

The voices for them are getting louder and louder.

Even more than one word side by side king!

Many places have planned to build statues for the Four Little Dragons to commemorate them.

The haze of Erudia these days has been swept away.

There are joyous scenes everywhere.

The ancestral home of the Lopez family in North Hampton.

“Everyone began to persuade Zoey: “”Did Zoey see it? Levi Garrison might be able to come back
alive.”””

“””The Four Little Dragons of the Great Xia are specifically aimed at the Northern Devil! They can
definitely defeat the Northern Devil! Then the death squad will not have to die, and Levi Garrison will
also come back.”””

“Hearing this, Zoey clenched his fists tightly and prayed: “”All hope is placed on the four little dragons of
Erudia. You must defeat the Northern Devil!”””

“””You are Erudia’s heroes! You must win! I, Zoey, are willing to build statues for you!”””

Zoey prayed for a long time.

It was for Levi Garrison to come back safely.

Little did they know that Levi Garrison was still the strongest in this team.

“If you want to defeat the Northern Devil, it must be Levi Garrison.”

It’s not useful to rely on other people!

“After Messiah released the message of the four little dragons, Erudia’s morale was hotter than ever.”

Even overseas are scared.

“I thought that after the North Demon was released from prison, Erudia would have nothing to do.”

But there is no expectation of Erudia Wulong?s apprentice.

Everyone thought that the North Devil would lose.

“As everyone knows, the situation is completely opposite.”

“Soon, the four little dragons brought thousands of death squads to the north.”

The Tianshan base is less than two hundred kilometers away.

“””From now on, all of you must follow my orders!”””

Several people from Dong Beast spoke to thousands of people.

“””Thousands of you will consume the North Demon first, and wait for you to finish it. Then we will go
up again, so we can be more confident.”””

The little army god ordered.
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“After listening to this order, everyone in the death squad was lifeless.”

No one responded.

Although every member of the death squad knew that he could not go back alive.

But you must die with dignity!

“To be cannon fodder like this, everyone is upset!”

They are also living people.

Not a tool!

“Even if they are allowed to charge freely, no one wants to use them as cannon fodder.”

But everyone dared not speak.

“After all, this time the command is in the hands of others.”

And the four little dragons have absolute strength.ÿ..

“How they arrange it, how the death squad executes.”

“””Does everyone understand?”””

“””Who has any objections? Let’s go!”””

“The members of the death squad below squirmed their lips, after all, no one dared to come out to
refute.”

“Xiao Jun Shen saw that there was no objection from anyone below, and smiled with satisfaction.”

The four of them enjoyed this feeling of control.

“””I have an objection!!!”””

“Suddenly, someone shouted.”

“””Wow…”””

“In an instant, thousands of eyes fell on the person.”

He is Levi Garrison.

It’s just that Tang Mufeng’s identity in the death squad.

“The four Xiaojunshen looked at Levi Garrison and said coldly, “”You have any objections?”””

“””Right! Wrong!”””

“””Even though we are a death squad, we are not a death squad! When we can’t figure out the enemy’s
deployment and strength, if we rush to consume it, we will die!”””

“””Even if we die, we must die to be worthwhile! There is no value for not being able to die!”””

“Levi Garrison has always been the commander-in-chief, and the deployment of war is naturally better
than everyone.”

“Fight against the enemy, know yourself and the enemy.”

“The North Devil?s situation was hardly understood, so he rushed to fight, not to die?”

“””Well said, we are a death squad, but not a death squad!”””

…

Levi Garrison’s words drew everyone’s applause.

“After all, Levi Garrison said their aspirations.”

“Hearing this, the little army god laughed: “”We don’t understand the enemy? It’s ridiculous! Is there
anyone in this world who knows the Northern Devil better than our master? No!”””

“””The combined attack that the four of us practiced is specifically aimed at the Northern Demons. You
tell us that we don’t understand the enemy?”””

…

“Hearing this, everyone feels very reasonable.”

The Four Little Dragons know the North Devil best.

It seems that following them is the best choice.

“””But I don’t think your preparations are in place! The real North Demon is only your master has
contacted, you don’t have any. Besides, how many people around the North Demon and what kind of
masters do you know?”””

Levi Garrison asked.

These few questions asked the four little dragons.

“””Get out! Get out of here!”””

“””You want to be a deserter, don’t you? I allow you to get out of here!”””

“””Then check which power he is from?”””

The four little army gods were already angry.

“Levi Garrison sneered: “”I won’t be a deserter! Since I choose to come, the Northern Demon is
immortal, it is impossible for me to go back.”””

“””But I can’t understand your way, I will use my own means to kill the North Demon!”””

“””Hahahaha…”””

“Hearing that, everyone in the four little dragons laughed.”

That is a kind of presumptuous ridicule!

“””You want to use your means to kill the North Demon? Well, well, I promised!”””

The little army god laughed.

“In their opinion, Levi Garrison’s behavior is simply stupid.”

Kill the North Demon by him?

Crazy dreaming!

“Levi Garrison shouted at the others again: “”Are there any other brothers going with me? Those who
don’t want to die, just follow me!”””
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It’s just that everyone fell into silence and hesitation.

“Compared to a nameless “”Tang Mufeng””, everyone is more willing to follow the four little dragons.”

“If you survive, that would be a great opportunity to become famous!”

“After all, if you follow the Four Little Dragons to defeat the Northern Devil, you will definitely gain
supreme glory.”

The future is absolutely steady.

Both Erudia and the family will be valued.

“Even if he dies, he can become a martyr and gain certain benefits for his family and family.”

“On the other hand, following Levi Garrison, there is only a dead end, I don’t know how to die.”
There will even be a deserter.

“Whatever you think, following Levi Garrison is not cost-effective.”

A long silence.ÿm.bg.

“Just as the little army gods were about to laugh, they suddenly shouted: “”Since they are all dead, why
not be more decent? Isn’t it good to be free? Let’s do it ourselves!”””

“””Brother, let’s go with you!”””

“””We will follow you too!”””

…

A few scattered people came to Levi Garrison’s side.

“But one after another, some people still came.”

Everyone sighed.

“Finally, thirty-eight people came to Levi Garrison.”

“For a death squad with thousands of people, it’s just a drop in the bucket.”

“””A bunch of cowards! You don’t know how you died!”””

“””Follow him, you will regret it!”””

Xiaojunshen shouted angrily.

Levi Garrison and other thirty-nine people left without hesitation and headed for the Tianshan base
from another direction.

“After they left, the four Xiaojunshen discussed.”

“To the people below: “”We decided to change our strategy! Don’t let you consume it! Let’s set off
together, and you will follow the four of us!”””

“””We will do our best to bring you back alive!”””

“””I want to make those people regret it! From now on there are no death-defying teams, only the
winner! Follow us and win!”””

“Hearing this, more than 900 people from the death squad burst into cheers.”

They don’t need to die.

They also have to be honored.

More than one billion people in Erudia will welcome their return…

“On the other hand, the group of people who just left was a group of fools and idiots.”

“For a while, they regret it!ÿ!ÿ!”

“These people clenched their fists tightly, feeling a trace of luck.”

They almost held back just now and followed Levi Garrison away.

I’m so lucky.

It shouldn’t be fate!

Hahahaha…

“””Okay, pack up and set off!”””

Everyone began to discuss.

“””The few just now are brain-dead! Have to follow others to get ahead? Do dozens of you can kill the
North Demon?”””

“””These people thought they were particularly brave, and didn’t know how they died in the end?”””

“””If we let them know that we don’t have to die now, maybe they will regret it?”””

…

The members of the death squad were all happy.

But they don’t even know what they are about to face.

I thought that the choice of most people was right and their destiny was the best.

“As everyone knows, those thirty-eight talents made the most correct choice.”

“””Okay! Let’s go!”””

“In the end, the four little dragons took the death squad and headed for the Tianshan base in a mighty
manner.”

“At the highest point of the Tianshan base, the North Devil had a panoramic view of the team’s every
move.”

“The Northern Demon carried his hands and sneered: “”Erudia thought this was the end, and this is
clearly the beginning!”””

“””In a moment, I will warn the world with a slaughter! My Northern Demon is invincible in the
world!”””

“The North Devil talked so wildly, but no one dared to question it.”

But the Four Little Dragons and the Death Squad knew nothing about it.
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“As the God of War, Levi knew every inch of Erudia’s land.”

Especially the major bases and fronts are well known.

He took everyone to the west of the Tianshan base.

In front of me is a cliff of almost ninety degrees.

“””This is the closest road to the Tianshan base, and of course it is the most dangerous! There is no way
to pass large-scale soldiers here, so there is no need for fortification on the base!”””
Levi Garrison explained.

“””That means we can sneak into the Tianshan base quietly?”””

Others said.

“””Yes, it’s wrong! If you go in head-on, the damage will be severe, and you will be ambushed by the
opponent. It is easy for the whole army to be overthrown!”””

“””After we sneak in, we look for opportunities to kill the enemy.”””

Levi Garrison arranged.ÿ..

“As for the enemy he wanted to kill, it was naturally the Northern Demon.”

“””Okay, let’s act!”””

“Immediately, thirty-nine people climbed the cliff quietly.”

There really is no fortification here.

“Because it is a natural barrier, there is no need at all.”

Thirty-nine people lurked in the Tianshan base quietly.

“Levi Garrison was about to act, but received a message that the leader of the Avengers, Heilong, had
escaped from Erudia.”

Does the Zhentiandian ask for instructions to intercept?

“Levi Garrison thought for a while, but let it go.”

“The bottom of the Avengers is still unclear, if Zhentiandian is forced to intercept it.”

“Zhentiandian will not be exposed, and will even suffer heavy losses.”

“If he is there, he can act.”

But now he has to deal with the Northern Devil.

“After all, the North Devil now poses a greater threat to Erudia.”

“Between the two, Levi Garrison chose the North Demon.”

“As for the black dragon, he can also catch it in the future.”

The current threat is much smaller…

“In this way, Heilong easily escaped from Erudia.”

“Soon, Messiah knew about this.”

“””What is Levi Garrison doing??”””

“””So let go of the number one in the Avengers? How did he do things? What is he going to do?”””

…

This incident aroused the anger of everyone.

“””Now we can’t contact the king by one word! He seems to be on purpose!”””

“””Outrageous, Levi Garrison really doesn’t take the order seriously?”””

“””I really think that after the First World War in Jiulong Mountain, you can do whatever you want? Can
anyone take care of you?”””

…

“””Let go of the number one person in the Avengers, Levi Garrison is dereliction of duty! He should be
removed from his position as the king of the word side by side!”””

“””I agree! This is a major dereliction of duty! How can you continue to be the king?”””

“””Well, this is the case! After the Northern Devil is pacified, the specific decision will be made! Then
there will be the next person to be the king!”””

They refer to the four little dragons.

“Canceling the word Levi Garrison side by side, it happened to be given to one of these four.”

“Because they immediately put down the Northern Demons, they have this qualification.”

No one else can say anything!

Everything is in plan.

“It not only punished Levi Garrison’s major negligence, but also rewarded the four little dragons’
record.”

“On the other side, the four little dragons brought a large force to the foot of the Tianshan base.”

“They don’t make any cover-ups, they are just positive.”

“””Listen to our orders and attack!”””

The four little dragons led the army and directly attacked the Tianshan base.

“””kill!!!”””

The death squad followed the four men.

“The North Demon took a look and said: “”Put them in and kill them again!”””

The four little dragons led the death squad into the entrance of the Tianshan base unimpeded all the
way.

“””Huh? Why are you unpopular?”””

Everyone was surprised.

“””Perhaps the Northern Devil was frightened by the four little dragons, after all, they will target him
with the combined attack technique!”””
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This is the reason everyone can think of.

“As soon as the North Demon heard the birth of the four little dragons, he was shocked.”

“The four little army gods raised their heads arrogantly, arrogant in their eyes.”

“””The Northern Devil can’t escape, we are your nemesis! You can’t escape to the ends of the world!”””

The four little dragons were so arrogant that they really thought that the Northern Demon was afraid of
them.

“””Rumble…”””

“At this moment, there were waves of huge noises spreading throughout.”

Everyone turned their heads and saw that a piece of super large stones blocked the narrow entrance of
the base.

Everyone don’t want to leave in a short time.

“””Wow…”””

“At the same time, on the mountain tops on both sides, a group of people appeared.ÿm.bg.”

ambush!

The death squad began to panic.

Everyone has a bad premonition in their hearts.

The smiles on his face all solidified.

It seems that following the four little dragons is not so smooth.

“Seeing being surrounded, the four little dragons still looked calm.”

“The little army god sneered: “”I heard from the master that the previous Northern Demon was singlehandedly in and out of Dongfangzhou.”

“Now it seems that he is afraid of being beaten.ÿActually used this kind of indiscriminate means.ÿ”””

“””Yes, I’m so afraid of a sneak attack! Is it the Northern Demon?”””

“Dong Beast shouted, “”North Demon, get out and die quickly, don’t hide it!”””

“Nan Jiang also echoed: “”Yes, come out early and die!”””

“””Humph!”””

A contemptuous snort sounded.

“The mortal figure of the North Demon appeared at the highest point, looking at everyone
indifferently.”

“I don’t know why, when the North Demon appeared.”

Everyone sank.

As if being suppressed in some way.

The fear in my heart seemed to be aroused.

The same is true for the four little army gods.

But they don’t take it seriously.

“””Finally appeared? The legendary Northern Demon is not so good!”””

Nan Jiang laughed.

“””Where are the four old guys in the East Demon? Can’t hide, let you die?”””

North Demon asked.

“””presumptuous!!!”””

“””North Devil, you are just a defeated opponent of our master. What qualifications do you have to say
about them?”””

“The North Demon smiled: “”They know how they caught me back then! They have exhausted all kinds
of tactics and traps, plus hundreds of thousands of people.”””

“””Are they my opponents themselves? The world is just being deceived!”””

“The little army god immediately retorted: “”We only look at the result, you are indeed caught!”””

“””Furthermore, our master was able to take you down decades ago. Today, the four of us still take you
down!”””

“””Yes, are you ready for the Northern Devil? Do you dare to come to Erudia?”””

“””This time, it’s not just a matter of capturing you, it must make you dead without a place to bury
you!”””

The four East Beasts stared at the North Demon.

“””Only you? Hahahaha…”””

The North Demon seemed to have heard the biggest joke in the world.

I really don’t know how high the sky is…

“””Yes, just rely on us! North Demon, everything about you is under our control!”””

“””Let’s put it this way! We know yourself better than you!”””

Several people said.

These are the original words of their master.

“After all, Erudia Wulong spent decades studying the Northern Devil.”

It is indeed thoroughly studied.

The North Demon nodded with a smile.

“””The Northern Demon remembered that this is your burial place! We will also make progress with the
merits of killing you!”””

The four Xiaojunshen couldn’t bear it anymore.

“Upon seeing this, the North Demon smiled and said: “”What do you rely on to kill me? Is it by that
combined attack?”””

“””Wrong! That is specifically for you…”””

“””Hahaha…”””

Suddenly Bei Mo’s men laughed.

The little army gods are confused…
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There was laughter in all directions.

And everyone looks at them like they are watching an idiot.

“The four Xiaojunshen faintly felt that something was wrong, but there was something wrong with it,
and they couldn’t tell.”

“In short, everyone’s laughter made them feel flustered.”

Not to mention the other members of the death squad.

All panicked.

“””Look for death! Kill me!”””

The little army god couldn’t bear it and rushed out directly.

Others followed closely behind.

A bad premonition spreads in everyone’s mind.

“””Kill! Don’t keep one!”” mi.ÿc”

The Northern Demon stood on top of the peak and gave orders coldly.

In an instant.

Countless masters poured down and surrounded the death squads.

“At this moment, everyone had an idea?it seemed to follow the four little dragons to die faster.”

“””Uh…”””

“””Uh…”””

A fierce hand-to-hand combat kicked off.

Neither side is vegetarian.

“After all, the death squad was a master selected from the major hidden forces.”

Both sides suffered heavy casualties.

“Even under the leadership of the four little dragons, the death squad had a faint momentum to defeat
the enemy.”

This makes the members of the death squad more confident!

The four dragons are strong enough!

They will definitely leave alive!

The four little dragons indeed inherited the skills of Erudia and Wulong.

“Crush into the enemy group, still enter the realm of no one.”

The four killed a bloody road and went straight to the North Demon.

“The death squad followed, and the more they fought, the more courageous they became.”

It seems that the momentum of the Northern Devil army will be knocked out.

Erudia and the whole world are watching this battle.

Everyone in the Lopez family’s ancestral home is also paying attention to this battle.

Through various channels to understand the real-time status of this war.

Especially Zoey is most concerned about this matter.

She clenched her fists tightly.

“When inquiring about the situation on the frontline battlefield, Zoey stretched his brows.”

“””Levi Garrison is lucky! As a death squad, you don’t need to die! And seeing this posture is going to
come back alive, add honor, and return to the top!”””

“””This kid is too lucky, right?”””

Songkui and the others were envious and jealous.

Meredith’s faces were gloomy.

They were all wondering if it was a wrong decision to let Levi Garrison die.

“If Levi Garrison comes back alive, he will add honor and change his life.”

That’s not what they want to see.

Can’t let Levi Garrison get a blessing in disguise.

At this time Tang Wansheng and Tang Mufeng ran in.

“””What bad idea did you come up with? Levi Garrison now takes away all the benefits!”””

Tang Wansheng shouted.

Zoey looked at the two with a look of surprise.

Are there any shameless people?

“At first, when I heard that the death squad was going to send him to death, he dared not let his son go
and let Levi Garrison go instead.”

“Now I saw that the death squad didn’t need to die, and I ran out and regretted it again.”

Why did you go?

“Tang Mufeng, who had never appeared before, yelled: “”Father, this is not good, this is originally my
honor. What’s the matter with Guan Levi Garrison?”””

“Tang Wansheng thought for a while: “”My son, don’t worry, the credit is yours. Levi Garrison went as
soon as possible, but he went in your name. If you have the credit, it will be counted on you.”””

“””Yes, Levi Garrison came back alive, and all the glory and credit belong to Young Master Mu Feng.”””

Everyone agrees.

“Hearing this, Tang Mufeng nodded: “”Well, this is almost the same!”””

This feeling is really cool!

It’s cheap!

Shameless!

Shameless!

Zoey is going crazy.

“Levi Garrison was on the front line desperately to die for him, but all the credits belonged to him.”

Even be ridiculed by their eyes and ridicule!

Tang Mufeng’s family is simply too shameful!

There is such a person?
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Tang Wansheng laughed.

This is a trade that makes a profit without losing money.

You don’t have to do anything by yourself.

“The son’s life is saved, and he will gain supreme glory.”

Tang Mufeng will become a hero of the Great Xia in the future.
Their wishful thinking is really good.

“””Next, we just need to wait for the victory to come!”””

Everyone is proud.

Songkui and the others also smiled.

I was really afraid that Levi Garrison would turn over because of this.

“Fortunately, Levi Garrison bleeds desperately, and the credit is all Tang Mufeng’s.ÿ..”

“Zoey clenched his fists tightly, gritted his teeth.”

But she only hoped that Levi Garrison could come back alive safely.

There is no use for anything that is glorious or not glorious.

Especially seeing the four little dragons now leading the death squad in an invincible posture.

The more she felt relieved.

“””Four little dragons, come on! Must win! Bring my husband back alive!”””

Zoey prayed silently.

In the Tianshan base.

The four dragons led the death squad to be more courageous.

Sweep the enemy with a destructive momentum.

“Soon, the Northern Devil army could not stop them.”

It’s very close to the North Devil.

“””Can you run away from the North Devil?”””

The four little army gods looked at the North Demon contemptuously.

“””Where are the masters of the Avengers? How about them? I let them lie in ambush on the right. Why
can’t they see?”””

North Demon asked angrily.

“According to his deployment, there are a large number of masters of the Avengers on the right.”

“If you encircle with his men, I am afraid that no one will survive the death squad.”

It’s just that this group of people disappeared.

“””We don’t know, the Avengers are unreliable!”””

“The North Demon nodded: “”I knew they were unreliable.”””

Little did they know that Levi Garrison and others were fighting the Avengers now.

They dragged the masters of the Avengers.

“In a disguised form, they saved this group of death squads.”

“Looking at the defeated situation, the North Demon snorted coldly: “”A bunch of trash!”””

“Although there are many people under him, they are all mobs.”

“Dong Beast snorted coldly: “”Don’t talk about others, you are also a waste!”””

“Hearing this, the North Demon laughed instead of anger.”

How ridiculous a stupid and ignorant person is!

“””Today, we will kill you here! Tell the world that the Northern Devil can’t do it!”””

The four Xiaojunshen moved.

Kill the North Demon successively.

Everyone shook the sky and the mountains collapsed.

They showed their true strength.

All four of them are the true transmission of the Great Xia Wulong.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

But the North Demon all took it one by one.

“””Sure enough!”””

“””If we fight alone, none of us will be his opponent!”””

“””But we will join forces, and there will be a combined attack!”””

The four Xiaojunshen laughed.

“””North Demon, your end is here!”””

The four teamed up to attack the North Demon.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

“The strongest fought against each other, and the world broke and the earth broke, and the mountains
and rivers flowed backwards.”

“However, no matter how overbearing the four men’s combat skills, how powerful they are.”

The North Devil can easily take it.

Even predicting their every step.

This surprised the four of them.

“As everyone knows, the North Devil knows each of them very well.”

Know more than they themselves.

“””No way! Activate the slaying magic combat technique!”””

The four of them looked at each other and nodded one after another.

Zhu Mo’s combat skills are what their master has studied for decades to deal with Northern Demons.

“””Rumble…”””

“As soon as Zhu Mo’s combat skills were displayed, the Tianshan Mountains collapsed and shattered,
and the heavens and the earth were killed.”

As if the end is coming…
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“Research for decades, only for this set of combined attacks.”

One can imagine how powerful this blow is.

“The four little dragons couldn’t attack for a long time, so they directly used this combined attack
technique, trying to kill the Northern Demon with one blow.”

“At this moment, the whole world is still the same.”

Everyone held their breath and waited for the last moment.

“From Erudia’s point of view, this time, the Northern Devil will undoubtedly lose.”

“After all, this is a combined attack against him.”

“Messiah and Erudia Wulong both showed relaxed smiles-it was over, everything was over.”
“””Haha, the next question is who the king will give to you!”””

“””Hey, all four are good! We who are masters can’t make a choice!”””

“””How about four people together?”” mi.ÿc”

…

“The battle is not over yet, they have discussed victory.”

This is their confidence.

“All four of the five dragons of Erudia came, indicating that the Northern Devil would be defeated.”

There was also a cheering voice in the Lopez family’s ancestral home.

The voice from overseas is?Don?t lose the Northern Devil!ÿBe sure to hold on!

But even they themselves didn’t believe that the North Devil would win.

“After all, the four little dragons have a combined attack against him.”

Everyone is afraid that only the Avengers believe that the North Devil will win.

In the middle of the battlefield.

“The death squad and the Northern Devil army stopped one after another, watching the battle at the
highest point of the Tianshan base.”

“In the next second, Zhu Mo’s combat technique will strangle the Northern Demons.”

The Northern Devil let this combination of strikes fall…

“””boom!!!”””

A booming sound exploded.

The highest peak of the Tianshan base was directly smoothed.

This blow was not crushed by ten coverage bombings.

Even stronger!ÿ!ÿ!

The whole area was covered by smoke and dust.

“After the four little dragons landed, they smiled and said, “”Okay, everything is over!”””

“Under the strangulation of the combined strike, the Northern Demon, let alone alive, would not even
leave a complete corpse.”

“After waiting for a while, the smoke and dust gradually dispersed, revealing the appearance of the
Tianshan base.”

next moment.

Everyone looked like a ghost.

Dong Beast was dumbfounded.

Nan Jiang was dumbfounded.

The western monk was dumbfounded.

The soldier was dumbfounded.

“For no other reason, they saw the North Demon.”

“The Northern Demon was not only dead, but also intact.”

“He wiped the dust off his body, smiled and said, “”Is that power?”””

“””hiss!”””

“At this moment, the death squad made bursts of cold breath.”

Their shocked eyes are about to fly out.

“As for the Northern Devil army, they roared fiercely.”

“In this second, the world is still.”

Messiah was silent from above and below.

The smiles on the faces of the four Erudia Wulong Dong Yao solidified.

“In the house of the ancestor of the Lopez family, plums are dyed and turned into sculptures.”

Tang Mufeng and the others are going crazy…

The Four Eastern Demon’s combined attacks that had been studied for decades were actually used
against the Northern Demon!ÿ!ÿ!

No one thought of this!

“Everyone thinks that there is a combination of strikes, which is definitely a surefire method.”

No one thought it would be like this.

There is dead silence everywhere.

This result was unexpected.

In the battlefield.

“Xiao Junshen looked incredulous: “”Impossible! Absolutely impossible! How does the combined attack
technique work for you?”””

“””I do not believe!”””

“””I don’t believe it either!”””

“””I must be dreaming!”””

The four little dragons are going crazy.

This incident caused them to collapse.

“The North Demon looked at the crowd and laughed: “”East Demon, you four old guys, do you think my
strength is the same as before?”””

“””I am at least three times stronger than before! What are you fighting against me?”””

“””hiss!”””

“After hearing this explanation, everyone was silent.”
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“””hiss!”””

“””Three times stronger? What? He has been improving for decades? How is this possible?”””

“””We studied this combined attack technique based on his strength back then, and we also predict that
he will be a little weaker than that year. Unexpectedly…”””

“””We underestimated him! It’s our fault!”””

The four of the East Demon were about to cry.

It’s all their mistakes…

Messiah was silent.

They had all made arrangements to celebrate.

result??

“At this moment, overseas is completely boiling.”

The North Devil is too strong.ÿ..

The art of combined attack was helpless to him.

“In addition to the black dragon, everyone in the Avengers stayed in Erudia to watch the show.”

“””Erudia didn’t think about it? The Northern Devil is stronger than you think!”””

Black Dragon laughed.

In the ancestral home of the Lopez family.

Zoey’s face was pale and bloodless.

I thought the Four Little Dragons would defeat the Northern Devil and bring her husband back.

Who knew this would be the result.

She was about to cry.

Tang Mufeng and Tang Wansheng were also shaking with fright.

“””It’s okay, it’s okay!”””

“””Son, luckily it’s not you who went.”””

“””Believe it or not, no one from the death squad will come back alive…”””

Tang Wansheng felt very fortunate.

“Fortunately, let Levi Garrison die for him.”

“Regardless of the result, they will benefit.”

“Seeing everyone’s cheeks, Zoey went crazy.”

But helpless.

In the Tianshan base.

“When the four little army gods knew everything, they were going crazy.”

“””Withdraw? We are not his opponents!”””

Dong Beast retreated.

“””Want to retreat? Impossible!”””

“””kill!”””

The North Demon really did it.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

He shocked his shot and instantly injured the four little dragons.

“””No, he seems to know us well, and he knows our moves and combat skills!”””

Several people are going to be confused.

The North Devil knows them so?

“Bei Mo smiled: “”Your master is studying me, don’t I study them?”””

“””dead!”””

“The Northern Demon is like a demon god, gradually approaching the four little dragons.”

“””puff!”””

“””puff!”””

…

Several people fell down again and again.

“The blood shot violently, and the body suffered heavy injuries.”

“The Northern Devil knew them too well, they didn’t even have a little resistance.”

Several people looked at the North Demon and were scared.

The fear deep in my heart was hooked up.

“At this time, they were more afraid of the Northern Devil than anyone else.”

“””Withdraw! Let’s withdraw quickly!”””

The East Beast rushed to the death squad camp.

The other three also quickly followed.

“While fleeing, the members of the death squad were pushed forward.”

“””Hurry up! Hurry up!”””

“””Block the North Demon for me! It’s time for your death squads to play a role!”””

The four quickly fled.

The death squad was dumbfounded.

“In the end, is it unavoidable to be cannon fodder?”

“They can die, but they can’t stand this way.”

“The four of them ran away, but let them block their guns here.”

regret!

I regret it too much!

I knew they had run away with Levi Garrison.

Instead of dying here in a silly way.

The death squad didn’t have time to react.

The North Demon killed him.

The North Demon’s most powerful killer move was once it was shot.

“””Uh…”””

The death squad suffered numerous casualties.

Screaming again and again.

The field is like purgatory on earth.

“In the eyes of the North Demon, they are no different from ordinary people who have no power to bind
chickens.”

Can only be slaughtered.

“””I regret!!!”””

“””You are not human!”””

Shouted the members of the death squad.

The choices of more than 900 people were wrong.

The choice of a few is right.

But there is no regret medicine in the world.

The Northern Devil has already smashed his eyes…
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“””Uh…”””

“””Uh…”””

There were screams everywhere.

The members of the death squad fell one by one.

The Northern Devil is cruel.

Let everyone fear.

They have really become death tributes.

The four little dragons are simply not human.

Use them to block guns and run away by yourself.

“Even if you die, you have to control your own way of death, not like that, to die for others.”

“All were upset, but the reality was cruel and ruthless.ÿ..”

They have nothing to do.

“Soon, the death squad was killed or injured more than half.”

“The rest were scattered, but they were still blocked in front of the North Demon.”

kill!

kill!

kill!

The North Demon was as cold and ruthless as his nickname.

There is only killing in his eyes.

“However, because of the death squad, the four little dragons had a chance to escape.”

“Although the four of them couldn’t beat the North Demon, they were still strong compared to the
others.”

Escape is not a problem.

“At this time, the battlefield was in chaos.”

The North Devil let his subordinates block this place again.

“Therefore, the outside world has no idea about the final situation of the battle.”

Even Messiah is the same.

Messiah was anxious up and down like ants on a hot pot.

“When the combined attack technique couldn’t deal with the Northern Demons, Messiah knew it all.”

Now even the situation on the battlefield is not clear.

There has never been such an embarrassment.

Erudia Wulong sighed again and again.

“””We killed everyone! This time the apprentice can’t come back, everyone else is going to die!”””

“””No, we can’t wait and die! If it’s a little later, the four little dragons and the death squad will all have
to sacrifice, and the North Demon is unstoppable!”””

“””But what can everyone do? Who can deal with the North Devil?”””

“””I think of coming alone…”””

Suddenly everyone’s expressions changed.

“””Levi Garrison!”””

“””At this point, I can only try him!!!”””

“””Hurry up and order Levi Garrison to rush to the Tianshan base for rescue!”””

“””Let him ignore the Avengers for now!”””

…

Messiah immediately ordered Levi Garrison to rescue.

It’s just that Levi Garrison can’t be contacted at all.

Levi Garrison just disappeared.

“””What? Levi Garrison couldn’t get in touch? No more orders?”””

“After Messiah learned of this, Thunder was furious.”

“””What does Levi Garrison mean? Just because we gave him up and didn’t use it, he held a grudge after
using the four little dragons?”””

“””Didn’t he always pretend to be Erudia? Now he disappeared for his own selfishness, and he didn’t
take orders. He completely ignored Erudia!”””

“””I misunderstood him! It turns out that he will also coax his emotions for his own desires!”””

“””Where is Levi Garrison, quickly find it for me! If you can’t find it, Levi Garrison will be severely
punished! Don’t say a word side by side, he has no qualifications for Erudia!”””

…

“Because Levi Garrison disappeared, he didn’t take the order.”

“Everyone blamed Levi Garrison, thinking that he was negligent.”

“Therefore, Yanlong is hygienic.”

“As everyone knows, Levi Garrison is at the forefront…”

Tianshan base.

The four little dragons rushed to escape.

They tried their best to leave the Tianshan base.

They knew that the death squad could not stop the North Demon for long.

“If they can’t escape during this time, the Northern Devil will definitely catch up with them.”

“At this moment, all the members of the death squad fell in a pool of blood, not one standing.”

The North Devil is too strong.

No one can stop!

“””Escape, can you escape?”””

The North Demon sneered and ran after him.

“In his eyes, if the four little dragons were given another hour, he would be able to catch up.”

“The Northern Demon chased, almost shrinking to an inch.”

One step out is a few hundred meters away.
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“On the other side, Messiah’s atmosphere was extremely suppressed.”

Everyone knows that the Tianshan base is extremely dangerous.

The life and death of the four dragons and the death squad is still uncertain.

“””Where is Levi Garrison?”””

“””Blame Levi Garrison!!!”””

“””If he had listened to the dispatch, he would have rushed to the Tianshan base by this time!”””

“””Well, we can’t just sit still! Send out all the forces that can be sent out! The Iron Brigade will all be
dispatched!”””

…

“Tianshan base, a chase battle is continuing.”

“””No… not good… the Northern Demon is catching up!”””

The little army god suddenly exclaimed.ÿm.bg.

Because he saw a long air wave coming from the Tianshan base behind.

It was clear that the Northern Demon was chasing after him.

His speed has broken the sound barrier.

Comparable to supersonic speed.

That’s why his movement can pull out the air waves brought out by the plane.

“””No way! The strength gap between us and the North Demon is too big! No matter what, we must be
caught up!”””

Dong Beast shouted.

despair!

Deep despair flooded everyone’s heart.

“Being overtaken by the North Demon, there is only one end-death.”

They don’t want to!

“They cultivated in seclusion for decades, just to have a brilliant future.”

Don’t get killed in the first place.

They are the apprentices of Erudia Wulong.

“If they were killed in this way, their reputation would be stinky.”

Everyone is greedy for life and fear of death.

So they flee madly.

“Even regretting, why not bring more death squads back then.”

“Wouldn’t it be better to bring two to three thousand, four to five thousand?”

“If they brought enough tens of thousands of people, wouldn’t they escape steadily?”

Why did it fall into this situation now?

“””Trash! It’s just a bunch of trash! How about the grand master who returned to the four main gates?
Just stop it for a while?”””

“””Yes, even if I bring a thousand pigs, they have to kill for a while! The death squad is just a bunch of
rubbish!”””

Dong Beast and Nan Jiang scolded.

“Several people began to complain that the death squad was useless, and did not help them to delay
time.”

“It was they who let the death squad act as a meat shield to help them escape, but instead they blamed
them…”

“If those in the death squad heard this, it is estimated that they would cheat on the spot…”

It’s not worth it to die.

It’s a waste of money to die for this kind of person.

“””How to do how to do?”””

“Seeing that air wave was getting closer and closer, the four little dragons were frightened and
stupefied.”

“The whole body was erected, and the blood was about to coagulate.”

“””We fought with him! We can still get a good reputation!”””

Western monks are very bloody.

“””Are you idiot? Can’t you fight him to kill you?”””

The others angered.

“””But we just ran away, what’s the difference with a deserter?”””

Xiaojun Shen also asked.

“””You are also a fool, do you want to die if you don’t run? What’s more, this matter has nothing to do
with us! It is the master who expected that the Northern Devil is stronger than before, it is not our
business!”””

“The little army god nodded: “”That’s true too!”””

“The moment the few people talked, the white wave of air gathered them for less than 10,000 meters.”

Definitely caught up within two minutes.

“””It’s over, it’s over, this time is over!”””

Several people were sweating coldly.

“””Can’t you escape death after all?”””

All four of them were desperate.

The white air wave is less than one kilometer.

Five hundred meters.

One hundred meters.

He caught up.

“Simply, the four of them stopped running.”

Waiting for death to come.

It’s just that everyone’s eyes are unwilling.

Just a few tens of seconds is as long as a century.

It’s really uncomfortable to wait for death.

“It?s just the past minute, but I still don?t see anyone…”

“””What’s the matter? What about the Northern Devil?”””
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Two minutes.

North Demon appeared.

five minutes.

The North Demon still didn’t appear.

Where did the Northern Demon go?

It was clearly a hundred meters away from them just now.

How could it suddenly disappear?

“””Why do you care so much? Run!”””

The four of them fleeing wildly.

“This time, the North Demon didn’t chase it again.”

The four completely escaped from the Tianshan base… mi.ÿc

Why did the North Demon disappear?

Do not.

He hasn’t disappeared.

He was just stopped by someone.

“When the Bei Mo saw that he was about to chase the four little dragons, there was one more person in
front of him.”

“””Your opponent is me!”””

This person is Levi Garrison.

“The North Demon looked at him, and suddenly thought of something, and couldn’t help saying: “”No
wonder the Avengers never show up, it turns out it’s you!”””

“Levi Garrison smiled: “”It’s wrong, I killed them all.”””

“After Levi Garrison led a death squad of more than 30 people into the Tianshan base, he was not idle.”

In the fierce battle between the Four Little Dragons and the Northern Devil.

They eliminated all the Avengers masters who were ambushing on the other side.

Heilong is a cautious man.

“Even though he knew that the North Demon was extremely powerful, he still placed half of the core
power of the Avengers around him.”

“Therefore, it took a lot of time for Levi Garrison to get rid of them.”

“After solving the problem, Levi Garrison hurriedly came to support.”

But it was still a step slower.

The death squad was overthrown…

He hurried to pursue the Northern Demon.

“””I thought the apprentices of those four old guys were the protagonist, but I didn’t expect you to
be!”””

Bei Mo looked at Levi Garrison with interest.

“””You’re good young man, but can you stop me?”””

“The Northern Demon carried his hands on his back, a posture of the king over the world.”

“””How can I know if I don’t try?”””

Levi Garrison smiled.

“””Why do young people? It’s just to die for nothing!”””

“””I think you are good, give you a chance-follow me! It’s stupid to play for Erudia!”””

What makes people think is that the North Demon actually has the meaning of soliciting Levi Garrison.

“Levi Garrison sneered: “”Vision!”””

“””I, Jun Ye, come here as the one-word side by side king. All I have to do is protect this country and this
land. How can I follow you?”””

“Bei Mo smiled: “”So it was you! Then I will cut off Erudia’s word side by side again, and see who else
Erudia can stop me?”””

“””Stop talking nonsense, kill you!”””

“Levi Garrison moved, and a pair of iron fists blasted out.”

“Overwhelmingly, the power of Mount Tai blasted out.”

“Immediately, this desert area began to burst.”

“The soles of the feet collapsed, and a hole was opened, which continued to spread.”

One hundred meters.

km.

Ten miles.

Hundreds of miles.

…

The dust is all over the sky.

“There were tornado storms all around, rushing straight into the sky, covering the sky and the earth.”

…

This scene is even more terrifying than the sandstorm in the desert.

“The four little dragons who had escaped far away suddenly saw this scene, and several people were
shocked.”

“””Could this be a sandstorm?”””

“””No, this is someone fighting!”””

The little army god took a breath.

“””Is it the North Demon?”””

“””It’s definitely him! North Moss caught up with him, it seems someone stopped him!”””

“””Who would this person be? Can he stop the North Demon? Can he use such power?”””

…

“””Should we stop walking and take a closer look?”””

Several people stopped and watched silently.

In the middle of the battlefield.

“When the North Demon saw that Levi Garrison’s fists had such power, he was taken aback.”

“Then he laughed and said, “”Hahaha, good!”””

“At the same time, he made a one-handed move.”

Sand dust began to distance in front of him.

A wall was formed to block Levi Garrison’s fists.

CHAPTER 1495

“””Humph!”””

The Northern Mo snorted and turned his hands.

Control the powerful infuriating energy to change the dust.

The walls in front of him changed shape again and turned into a big mountain.

“Although it is made of sand, the mountain lies in mid-air.”

It’s like a fairy mountain.

This is the power of the North Devil.

“At his level, he can no longer be positioned as a master-level powerhouse.”

He is beyond the grandmaster level.

He can use the power of heaven and earth.

“Such as wind, fire and lightning.ÿ..”

“This is not the yellow sand all over the sky, just come at your fingertips.”

“””dead!”””

“This “”big mountain”” was thrown directly and smashed at Levi Garrison.”

“Covering the sky and the sun, Levi Garrison’s eyes were dark.”

“””broken!!!”””

Levi Garrison roared wildly and smashed the mountain to pieces with a punch.

“””boom!”””

A dull loud noise burst on the desert.

The surrounding bases trembled.

“””Oh my God!”””

The four little dragons were stunned.

There are even people who can fight the North Demon.

“””I think we can come closer and have a look?”””

The four reached an agreement.

Quietly touched forward.

“When Levi Garrison smashed the mountain, the Northern Demon suddenly appeared in front of him.”

Split with a palm.

“””Boom boom boom…”””

“Immediately, Levi Garrison’s feet and surroundings exploded.”

It seems that there has been a round of coverage bombing here.

“Levi Garrison’s heart was sweet, and he resisted vomiting.”

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

But Levi Garrison reacted extremely quickly and fought back instantly.

He and the North Demon blasted each other in the yellow sand in the sky.

“In an instant, the two fought tens of thousands of punches.”

The area near the Tianshan base has been completely destroyed.

There are big pits everywhere…

It’s as if it was bombarded by nuclear weapons.

These two people are so terrible.

The Northern Devil army was stunned.

“I thought that after the Northern Demon defeated the Four Little Dragons, it was invincible.”

He didn’t think of a real master before appearing.

“””It’s him!!!”””

“””It turned out to be him!”””

“””Our hero!”””

“””We are right!”””

…

The thirty-eight people who followed Levi Garrison couldn’t help cheering when they saw this.

“In the field, Levi Garrison and the North Devils have fought tens of thousands of rounds.”

Levi Garrison’s death squad armor had long been torn apart.

There were even more hideous wounds on his body.

“But the North Demon was not much better, his clothes were torn to pieces.”

The blood in the mouth kept spitting out.

He looked horrified.

“I don’t think anyone would be like this with him, right?”

“””What kind of monster are you? You are so strong?”””

The Northern Devil looked at Levi Garrison in horror.

“””Surrender! You can’t beat Erudia!”””

Levi Garrison wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth.

“””Huh! Next is the real beginning!!!”””

The North Demon suddenly changed his whole spirit.

A monstrous hostility surged out.

“Darkness began to appear on his body, and even his eyes became pitch black.”

“His whole body seemed to be burning with black flames, like a demon from hell.”

The North Devil is like a different person.

The most important thing is that his strength has improved too much.

Levi Garrison could clearly feel it.

“””kill!”””

The North Demon was shocked.

“This time, Levi Garrison fought and clearly felt the power of the North Demon.”

One trick puts too much pressure on him.

Less than a hundred tricks.

Levi Garrison was beaten and slipped back hundreds of meters.

The blood at the corners of the mouth is even more overflowing.

“””ended!!!”””

“The North Devil’s offensive continued to increase, and it was another wave of fierce killer moves.”

“””puff!”””

Levi Garrison shot out a mouthful of blood and was beaten out.

“Falling to the ground, there was no movement…”

CHAPTER 1496

The Northern Demon bullied himself up.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

“All kinds of combat skills came out, and Levi Garrison became a blood man.”

“Under his most powerful combat skills, no one can survive.”

He just stopped!ÿ!ÿ!

“””Still too young! If I give you fifty years, you might be able to catch up with me!”””

“””It’s just that I won’t give you this chance!”””

“Bei Mo’s eyes were all black, and said gloomily.”

Levi Garrison is undoubtedly the strongest opponent he has ever encountered.ÿm.bg.

Not many can seriously wound him.

“””is it?”””

“But the next second, a voice sounded.”

I saw Levi Garrison slowly getting up.

“Covered in blood, he smiled coldly: “”It’s not over yet.”””

“””What? Impossible!”””

The North Demon is going crazy.

Is there such a freak?

Take over his strongest combat skills without dying?

how can that be?

“””You, you, you… you have nothing to do?”””

“It’s not a question of death, it’s not a matter at all.”

Although Levi Garrison was covered in blood.

“””Now is the real beginning!!!”””

“Levi Garrison’s momentum rose, like a dragon coming out of the abyss.”

The North Demon could clearly feel that he had become stronger.

“After all, Levi Garrison’s oldest practice is not breaking or standing.”

This kind of devastating battle against him will make him stronger.

“””It’s me!!!”””

Levi Garrison changed his decay and killed Xiang Bei Mo with an invincible posture.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

The person who was beaten now became the Northern Demon.

His various combat skills were of no use to Levi Garrison.

“He looked at Levi Garrison in horror, and said in surprise, “”Could it be the oldest technique…”””

“””puff!”””

“””puff!”””

“””puff!”””

…

The Northern Devil suffered heavy blows repeatedly and vomited blood.

“Gradually, the Northern Demon fell into a disadvantage.”

It is completely different from the previous state.

“””I can’t lose!!!”””

The North Demon roared.

“He is really tough, and his momentum is rising again.”

“The whole person’s demonic energy is overwhelming, and the killing intent is overwhelming.”

“At this moment, he really turned into a demon.”

There is no trace of humanity.

There is really only killing in his eyes.

“””kill!”””

The North Demon is also the strongest blow.

“””kill!”””

Levi Garrison was also the strongest blow.

“Shocking, weeping ghosts.”

A powerful volatility swept across hundreds of miles.

The strongest blow of the two made the world change color.

“””puff!”””

“””puff!”””

“Both of them vomited blood at the same time, and their bodies fell.”

“””Rumble…”””

The desert at the foot collapsed completely.

Both he and the North Devil were caught in it.

Quicksand is sliding from all directions.

The area with a radius of several tens of kilometers all collapsed into a quicksand river.

Levi Garrison and Beimo hadn’t been found for a long time.

The four little dragons who had just approached happened to see this scene.

“””What? This master and the Northern Devil are dead together!”””

“Because they saw the scene where the two died together, and they happened to be swept away by
quicksand.”

“””Too strong! When did Erudia have such a character?”””

“””It’s a pity, it’s just killing the North Demon to die!”””

“Upon seeing this scene, the Northern Devil army collapsed completely.”

Thirty-eight people in the death squad almost ran in tears when they saw this scene.

“””He is the real hero! What four little dragons, shit!!”””

Just then.

Suddenly a large army rushed over to the south of the Tianshan base.

“The Shura Army, Iron Brigade, and the Great Wall Army all came to support.”

Several people led by Ray rushed to the forefront.

“””Where is the North Demon?”””

Everyone asked.

“””The Northern Devil has been…”””

“When the western monk was about to answer honestly, Dong Beast and Nan Jiang interrupted: “”The
Northern Demon was killed by the four of us!”””
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“””It’s not…”””

“The western monk wanted to tell the truth, but the little army god pulled him.”

“Xiao Jun Shen bit his head and admitted: “”Yes, it’s wrong! With the joint efforts of us and the death
squad, we finally killed the North Demon!”””

“Dong Beast spit out a mouthful of blood, he sighed: “”It’s a pity that there are thousands of brothers in
the death squad, and the whole army is destroyed. They are all good!”””

“””Yes, those brothers are all good! They have half the credit for killing the Northern Demon!”””

Nan Jiang looked very sorry.

“””Cough cough cough…”””

The little army god kept coughing up blood.

“””Finally everything is over, the Northern Devil is dead!”””

“The western monk’s words reached his throat, and he said abruptly, and swallowed his saliva.”

“In this way, the four little dragons took all the credit for killing the Northern Devil on
themselves.ÿm.bg.”

“The moment the army arrived, I just saw a scene where the sky fell apart and the earth broke apart.”

“In addition, the four little dragons were all seriously injured, and the death squad was completely
overthrown.”

No one would suspect that it was not made by the four little dragons!

“””No, I have a question, isn’t the combined attack technique used against the North Demon? How did
you kill it?”””

Azure Dragon asked.

“””Are you questioning us? Who said it’s useful? Our master has studied the combined attack technique
that has only been available for decades. How can it be used?”””

“””We are all fighting like this, are you still questioning us? We didn’t kill the Northern Devil, could it be
that you killed it?”””

Several people in Dong Beast said angrily.

“””This??”””

A few people in Azure Dragon are speechless.

“Indeed, to punish the Northern Demon, they could not find a second one except the four little dragons
present.”

“Ray glared at Azure Dragon, “”Isn’t this obvious? They killed the Northern Demon!”””

“””The four of you are Erudia’s heroes, the country’s important ministers!!!”””

“””Please accept my admiration for you!”””

Ray bowed.

“””The hero of the country!!!”””

“””The hero of the country!!!”””

…

Everyone shouted.

Everyone looked at the four little dragons with hot eyes and admiration.

“The East Beast people thought this feeling was so wonderful, and they were admired by thousands of
people.”

Isn’t that what they want to become the savior of Erudia?

The three of them raised their heads proudly and accepted all praise and reputation.

Only the western monk bowed his head embarrassedly.

He can’t use the achievements of others to achieve himself.

But there is no way…

“””I immediately told Messiah of this message and asked them to welcome our Erudia heroes back with
the highest courtesy!”””

Ray and the others were also very excited.

“After all, the North Demon was eliminated.”

This is a good thing for everyone!

The Dongbeasts still yearned for it.

“Since then, they have been on the same footing.”

Maybe he will become the important minister of the country from an ordinary person.

Such as Feng Wang!

“””Hurry up and deal with the battlefield! Hurry up!”””

Ray and Terry went to deal with the next thing.

The western monk quickly brought a few people to the side.

“””Aren’t we doing this inappropriate?”””

Western monks didn’t want to be like this because of emotions and reasons.

“Dong Beast asked back: “”So what? Is it to be honest?”””

“””Say that the four of us were afraid of the Northern Devil, escaped before the battle, and betrayed the
death squad, letting them take their lives to escape for us to delay time?”””

“After a few words, I asked the monk to live.”

“As long as the facts are told, I am afraid that the masters will not be able to spare them.”

Even the reputation of Erudia was stinky throughout.

“””Furthermore, any mysterious master has died with the Northern Devil, and no one knows that we did
it! This is our only way!”””

“””Well, that’s all there is to it!”””

Western monks can only compromise.
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“””Western monk, if you think so, we can be regarded as contributing!”””

“””The glory of slaying the North Demon is always something someone wants to take, why can’t it be
us?”””

“””Next, as long as we deal with all those who know this matter, no one will know.”””

The eyes of the Dongbeasts shot out a wave of cold light.

Tianshan base.

“When the Northern Demon army saw the Northern Demon fall, these people were already unable to
resist and surrendered one after another.”

“””Come here, take these prisoners away!”””

Most of them just witnessed the fall of the Northern Demon with their own eyes.

They are still sighing.

“””I really didn’t think that Erudia still has such a strong person?”””

The Northern Devil army sighed.ÿmi.ÿc

“””That is, Erudia Wulong’s apprentices are not called for nothing. They are the nemesis of the Northern
Devil!”””

Ray subconsciously Tao.

The Northern Devil army was taken aback.

What does this have to do with the Four Little Dragons?

Aren’t they deserters who escaped?

He also used the death squad to destroy them as a wall of flesh to help them escape.

Kill the North Demon?

Less likely!

“””It’s not…”””

When the Northern Devil army was about to refute.

Four little dragons came to the court.

“The Northern Devil army also understood what was going on, and the four little dragons took the
credit.”

What a shame!ÿ!ÿ!

“Dongju glanced at the captive who had surrendered and asked, “”What are you doing?”””

“””They surrendered, they are now prisoners, and they all want to take them home.”””

Terry replied.

“””No, kill! Kill all!!!”””

A flash of cold light flashed in Dong Beast’s eyes.

“””What? Kill it? No way!”””

Terry immediately refused.

“””They are the underlings of the North Devil, a group of brutal and bloodthirsty lunatics! What if they
surrendered and suddenly counterattacked? How much loss would it cause? Do you know?”””

Nan Jiang questioned.

“””This??”””

“Terry was asked, it is indeed possible.”

But Erudia never kills prisoners.

“””Bring it back to make a decision! After all, it will damage your reputation!”””

“It?s just that the Dong Beast people resolutely said: “”No, we must kill! You don’t kill, we kill!”””

“””Puff!”””

“The four little dragons, except for the Western Monk, the other three immediately went forward.”

The unarmed captives were slaughtered.

“The captives still didn’t understand what was going on, so they were half killed.”

“””They must be afraid that we will reveal the truth and want to kill us!”””

The Northern Demons reacted.

It’s just too late.

“The East Beasts are too strong for them, unstoppable.”

“Soon, all the prisoners were killed by the three.”

“””call!”””

Everyone exhaled deeply.

Everyone who knew the truth was dead.

Now everyone can only think that they got rid of the North Demon.

“Dong Beast came over and patted the West Monk on the shoulder: “”You have to be harder to do big
things!”””

The western monk looked at everything in front of him incredulously.

Are they too cruel?

“Just for selfish desires, to cover up the truth.”

Killed so many prisoners.

“Not only him, Terry and Ray were dumbfounded.”

It was the first time they saw a prisoner killed.

The key four dragons is the identity of ordinary people.

They also have no way to manage.

No rules can restrict them.

These four people are too crazy.

Everyone faintly felt that something was wrong.

“But what was wrong in detail, I couldn’t tell.”

“””It is necessary to use extreme methods to deal with this kind of enemy, otherwise it is ourselves who
will suffer. We also do this for the sake of Great Xia!”””

“””If you want to condemn, we endure it!”””

The Dongbeasts also pretended that they were willing to bear everything for Erudia.
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They mean very simple.

It’s a bad thing they do.

Infamy they come to memorize.

“For Erudia, they are willing to endure everything.”

It is easy to win the favor and admiration of others.

“””The Four Little Dragons are not only extraordinary in strength, but their moral character is also so
admirable!”””

“””It’s nice to have you in Erudia!”””

Ray everyone looked at the four in admiration.
This is an example for everyone to learn from.

Little did they know that the four people killed the prisoners to get rid of all those who knew the truth.

It has nothing to do with others.ÿm.bg.

The Western Monk was ashamed of receiving such praise and bowed his head.

“””Messiah has received the message! Will welcome you with the highest etiquette!”””

“””And I heard that you will be canonized as the king of the word side by side!”””

Terry just received a message from Messiah.

“””What? One word side by side?”””

The eyes of the Dong Beast people lit up.

Showed ecstasy.

What a blessing in disguise!

Nothing to do.

“However, he was admired by thousands of people and became a hero of the Great Xia, even more so.”

It’s a pie in the sky.

“””Mystery master, don’t worry, we will burn more paper for you.”””

Several people prayed silently in their hearts.

“At this time, in the dark, the thirty-eight people who had left with Levi Garrison had witnessed all this.”

They were going out just now to meet everyone.

“But after the four little dragons slaughtered the captives, they held back.”

They also understand the current situation.

The Four Little Dragons want to kill everyone who knows the truth.

Including them.

“As long as they go out, the four little dragons will definitely kill them.”

Not to mention that they are people who really know the truth.

Know who killed the North Demon.

“For the four little dragons, they are more threatening than others.”

“””Run!”””

“””If we don’t run, we will all have to die.”””

More than 30 people are full of hearts.

Quickly fled.

But the movement of escaping attracted the attention of Dong Beast.

“””Isn’t that the death squad that ran with that kid? Are they there?”””

“””No, these guys know the truth!”””

“””We have to catch them and kill them!”””

“The Dongbeasts were anxious, and hurriedly pursued them.”

“””what’s happenin?”””

“At this time, several people from Ray stopped them.”

It’s hard to tell the East Beast.

“If the North Demon’s men, they have a legitimate reason to kill.”

But they have no reason for the death squad.

“If you are not careful, they will tell the truth.”

“””What is it!”””

Several people could only watch the remaining members of the death squad flee.

“””How can this be good? They absolutely know everything!”””

“””We can’t even sleep well now!”””

…

Several people were impatient like ants on a hot pot.

“””I thought of a way!”””

“Nan Jiang suddenly exclaimed: “”We only have to tell them that they are deserters! Then who would
believe them?”””

“””Yeah! As long as you call them deserters, no one believes them!”””

“””After all, we are the ones who killed the North Devil, relying on them for nothing!”””

Several people smiled.

“Soon, several people reported that thirty-nine people were deserters.”

Ray and Terry have checked all the bodies.

“Everyone in the death squad was there, but these thirty-nine people were not there.”

There is only one problem-thirty-nine people became deserters.

Ray later announced that the thirty-nine people had deserted the soldiers.

No one will believe what the thirty-nine people say now.

“””After catching the deserter, kill it directly!”””

“The Eastern Beasts will not sit still, they will find thirty-nine people.”

The dead are the most conservative in the truth.
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The thirty-eight people who followed Levi Garrison at the beginning also knew what was going on.

They are dead as long as they appear now.

Whether they tell the truth or not.

“What’s more, telling the truth is totally unbelievable.”

“People don’t speak lightly, and there are few people who listen to deserters.”

Now I can only hide and save my life…

“In this way, the story of the Northern Demon’s fall in the Tianshan base spread.”

Erudia is boiling.
The world burst.

Everyone thought that the Northern Devil would lose…

“Especially when the Avengers heard this message, they were dumbfounded.ÿm.bg.”

Will the North Devils lose?

Isn’t he three times stronger than before?

“What’s more, the masters around him are like clouds.”

The Black Dragon dispatched half of the core power of the Avengers.

“That’s it, still defeated?”

what happened?

Messiah burst into cheers from above and below.

“””The combined attack worked? It seems that our decades of time have not been wasted?”””

“””Let me just say, we are the people who know the North Devil best!”””

The four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon were very excited when they heard that the combined
attack technique worked.

“””All prepare to meet our hero with the highest etiquette!”””

…

The Four Little Dragons succeeded in slaying the Northern Devil and became the supreme hero of the
Great Summer.

Erudia cheered for them everywhere.

They are the pride of Erudia and the patron saint of Erudia.

The four have a sacred and inviolable status in the hearts of the Erudia people.

It is even higher than the word side by side king!

“After all, this is the biggest disaster Erudia has ever encountered.”

“Everyone can’t stop the North Demon, only they can do it!”

“From then on, they are heroes!”

Even the idols in the minds of many children…

They are respected by thousands of people…

The audience cheered when they heard the four little dragons leading the death squad to defeat the
North Devil in the ancestral home of the Lopez family in North Hampton.

Zoey shed tears of excitement.

The Northern Devil is dead.

Then Levi Garrison will live!

“Tang Wansheng, Tang Mufeng and others were also very happy.”

Fame and good are theirs.

“But soon, the news came that the death squad had been overthrown.”

Zoey almost fainted with fright.

Tang Wansheng and Tang Mufeng were also very lucky.

“””Fortunately, I didn’t go! Otherwise it’s me who will die!”””

“When Zoey was desperate, suddenly a group of people ran in.”

“””Tang Mufeng, the clan of Western Shu, is a deserter! He is on the wanted list!”

“If there is any clue to him, report it immediately!ÿIf concealment is not reported, severe punishment
will be imposed!ÿ”””

“””boom!!!”””

“Everyone was struck by lightning, and their brains buzzed.”

deserter?

Levi Garrison was a deserter under the name of Tang Mufeng?

“””is this real?”””

Tang Wansheng asked incredulously.

“””Look at the list for yourself!”””

“””Thousands of brothers in the death squad are all good. In order to punish the Northern Demon, no
one came back alive. But these thirty-nine people are a shame! They were deserters! A group of
scumbags, bullshit!”””

After the group left.

Tang Wansheng and Tang Mufeng were furious.

“””Levi Garrison, you can’t die!”””

“””You f*cking go as a deserter under the name of Lao Tzu? Now all Erudia knows that my reputation for
Tang Mufeng is completely stinking!”””

Tang Mufeng shouted.

“””Damn, I didn’t expect this kid to come like this again! I really want to kill him!”””

Tang Wansheng was murderous.

“””Levi Garrison was the god of war in before, and he was a deserter? How ridiculous!”””

Meredith and others also criticized one by one.

Plum dyed her complexion a lot.

Levi Garrison is alive.

“In addition, she believed that Levi Garrison would not be a deserter.”

CHAPTER 1501

This also means that Tang Mufen will live incognito next.

Must not appear as “Tang Mufeng”.

Otherwise, it will be cast aside by thousands of people.

Their family hated Levi Garrison.

The Western Shu Emperor didn’t say anything, they were all waiting for Levi Garrison’s order.
LEvi’s Squad is also…

Capital.

Messiah.

“Where is Levi Garrison? Now that the Northern Demons have failed, the Avengers will definitely
flee out of Erudia.”

“I still can’t contact him at the moment! No one knows where he is, what is he doing? He is like
disappearing!”

“It’s really outrageous! At the most critical moment, Levi Garrison came here with such a trick!” mi.
c

“Even though we defeated the Northern Demons and achieved a major victory, we are still far from
a full victory! Once the Avengers leave, it is

equivalent to letting the tiger go!”

“Hey, the key is that all the Avengers’ information is in his hands. We don’t know anything. Levi
Garrison disappeared, and we have nothing to do!”

“Forget it, let’s greet our hero first! Let’s deal with Levi Garrison later!”

…

On an avenue north of the capital.

There is no car.

The two rows were full of people, crowds of people.

Everyone’s eyes are full of enthusiasm.

Flags flew on both sides, and banners could be seen everywhere.

It says “the important minister of the country”, “the hero of the great summer” and so on.

Messiah came forward to greet him.

This is the first time ever.

It is indeed the highest etiquette!

Naturally, it was the four little dragons and the dead death squad who accepted all this.

Soon, the team came.

There is even a helicopter hovering in the air…

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Hundreds of salutes scattered on both sides fired all at once.

Thousands of people even shouted.

“hero!!!”

“hero!!!”

…

Erudia’s highest courtesy welcomes the heroes home.

Tears filled their eyes.

The four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon were even more tearful: “Our apprentice is not
ashamed! It’s really gratifying!”

“Thanks to the four seniors for cultivating such a god of protector of the country for Erudia!”

Messiah thanked from top to bottom.

The people are even more grateful.

After arriving here, the four little dragons got out of the car and walked on the avenue, accepting
the highest etiquette.

Enjoy the respect of thousands of people and the reception of Messiah.

The East Beast, the Southern General, and the Chinese Soldier held their heads high and looked
proud.

This is what they want! ! !

They finally stood on the top of the great summer.

As for the western monk next to him lowered his head, his face was a bit ugly.

The more so, the more uncomfortable he is.

All this belongs to others.

Nothing to do with them.

Even they are deserters…

Killed so many prisoners…

But now that the arrow is on the string, he has to send it, and he has no idea.

Can only bite the bullet to meet all this.

“Welcome to the triumphant return of our four heroes!!!”

Messiah shouted.

The audience cheered, and there was a burst of noise.

Dong Beast shouted at the crowd: “We are nothing, the dead brothers are the heroes!”

“We are sorry for them, we may not be able to bring them back alive!”

“What are we heroes?”

The southern general and the lieutenant also said pretentiously.

The western monk’s head was lower.

He couldn’t imagine how Dongju had a face to say these words?

Obviously they killed all the members of the death squad.

Sure enough, the Dong Beast trio’s words made others admire them more and more.

“Look at this is my Erudia hero, whether it is strength or character, it is an existence we admire!”
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In the end, the four little dragons accepted the awards and honors.

Even Messiah wants to give them a king!

Of course, all of this will have to wait until Levi Garrison is contacted!

“What? The Avengers are still not resolved? Unreasonable!”

“Erudia is still in danger, how can we be idle? Continue!”
When the four little dragons heard that the Avengers were still unsolved, they made a hypocritical
statement.

To get rid of the Avengers.

The Northern Demons were afraid.

But they are still very strong, and there should be no problems dealing with the Avengers.

“If Levi Garrison has half of your character, he won’t let most of the Avengers escape!”

Everyone is more optimistic about the four little dragons. ..

Even more angry at Levi Garrison!

How can I do it?

Not obeying the order, let the Avengers run away.

Just because the four little dragons are sent to deal with the Northern Devil, and you are not sent,
are you angry?

It’s too narrow-minded.

“Hurry up and contact Levi Garrison! The matter of the word side by side king will be resolved as
soon as possible!”

…

At this moment, it is located in the depths of the Tianshan base.

Levi Garrison took a long breath.

There was a person lying in front of him.

It is the North Devil.

In fact, that battle did not hurt both sides.

Not to die together.

Levi Garrison was completely capable of killing the North Demon.

When he was about to punish the Northern Demon, the Northern Demon recognized his practice,
so he retained his trick.

This created the illusion that he and the Northern Devil were at the end of each other.

He didn’t punish the North Demon, but wanted to ask why the Lower North Demon knew this
technique.

So maybe you will know something about “Master”.

This is what Levi Garrison wants to know very much.

But despite this, the North Demon passed out.

No matter what method Levi Garrison used, he still didn’t wake up.

“Forget it, take the Northern Demon back first! Let amar or Beishan (Benny Quinton) see if there is
a way to wake him up!”

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly.

Now the North Devil poses no threat to him.

So death or life is the same.

He is fully capable of controlling.

He just wanted to ask the truth from the mouth of Bei Mo.

As everyone knows, the sky has changed outside at this time.

The four deserters changed their lives and became Erudia heroes, loved by thousands of people.

He became a deserter.

Where Messiah is, he has neglected his duty even more, and there has been a major dereliction of
duty.

But for the Avengers, Levi Garrison admitted negligence.

Between the Avengers and the Northern Devil, he believed that the Northern Devil had a higher risk
factor, so he chose the Northern Devil.

On the way back, Levi Garrison finally knew what happened.

It turned out that the four little dragons accepted all the merits with peace of mind.

Instead, they framed 39 of them as deserters.

Also killed all the prisoners.

“These four people seem to want to kill all those who know the truth!!!”

“Unfortunately, I’m still alive!”

A cold light flashed in Levi Garrison’s eyes.

Never met such a shameless person!

Worse than Zoey’s family!

The ugliness of a person can be clearly seen in the face of interests and life and death.

So many brothers have all become their substitutes.

These four people still have the face to accept the reward?

Want to be a king?

Shameless! ! !

Did you kill the North Demon?

Have you ever played the North Devil?

Only four deserters! ! !

After a change, he became a national hero.

He couldn’t bear this tone!

Levi Garrison is very angry!

He would never allow this to happen.

It’s even more to ask for justice for the thousands of death squad brothers who died.

“Four little dragons? Okay, wait for me!”

Levi Garrison returned to the capital fiercely.

CHAPTER 1503

The Four Little Dragons now enjoy this feeling loved by thousands of people.

Also very sad.

Those thirty-nine people could not be found in one day, and they were not at ease after all.

Only when they are dead will everyone feel at ease.

So the four little dragons used all their strength to find the whereabouts of those people.

The 38 members of the death squad were still weak after all, and they were quickly found one by
one.

After all, almost everyone listens to the Four Little Dragons.

For their arrangements, they are all trying their best to complete.

“We are not deserters! We killed the Avengers’ ambush, and even one of us killed the North
Demon!”

Everyone began to explain.

Only the person who escorted them coldly snorted: “Who doesn’t know that you are deserters in
Erudia now? Do you dare to argue?”

“Listen, or did one of them kill the North Demon? Do you have any ideas?”

“North Mordor! Will be killed by one of your death squads? It’s ridiculous! It was killed by the four
little dragons!”

“Can you say something practical in your sophistry? You killed the North Demon, so you can say
that?”

…

Of course everyone didn’t believe it.

Everyone knows how threatening the North Devil is.

How can a small death squad member be able to kill it?

The death squad began to argue vigorously: “No, we saw it with our own eyes! It was our people
who killed it! By the way, his name is Tang Mufeng!”

“Furthermore, the four little dragons are deserters at all! They trapped more than 900 other people
to help them block the North Demon, so that they

can escape! More than 900 members of the death squad were killed by them!”

“It’s the four little dragons shameless! It’s the North Demon killed by others, but they shamelessly
call themselves themselves!”

“And they suddenly killed all the captives to kill them! Because those captives have witnessed the
truth!”

…

The throats of the death squads were smoky.

But it’s simply unbelievable.

“Go on? Let me see what else you can say?”

“Do you still want to say that the North Demon is dead? Will it appear one day?”

“Say, will we believe your nonsense?”

…

Those who caught them all laughed.

Look at more than 30 people in the death squad like a fool.

No matter how reasonable they said, who would believe what a group of deserters said?

“Everyone, hurry up! The four little dragons are coming to pick them up soon! Our mission is over!”

Upon hearing that the four little dragons were coming, the death squad began to panic.

Once these four people come, will they have a way to survive?

“We are not deserters! We are the four little dragons…”

But no matter what they say, they are not convinced.

Instead, they think this is their excuse.

Soon in the middle of the journey, I ran into the four little dragons who came to pick up people.

A strong murderous intent flashed in the eyes of the East Beasts.

“Okay, leave them to us, let’s deal with it!”

Others left one after another.

There were only four little dragons left in the court staring murderously at the death squad.

“Run? Where can you go?”

Dongju sneered.

“You four shameless dogs! Sooner or later everyone will know the truth!”

“A group of guys who betrayed their fellow teammates, it is a shame to be with you!”

The death squad scolded.

“Hahaha, it’s a pity, you are going on the road, you can’t see that day!”

The bloodthirsty killing intent flashed in the eyes of the Eastern Beast.

“Wait, one person is missing!”

“Obviously there are thirty-nine people, why are there only thirty-eight people?”

Suddenly, the western monk asked questions.

CHAPTER 1504

The western monk is now gradually blending into the other three.

Since you can’t hide, you can only accept it.

For peace of mind, he wants to get rid of everyone.

Therefore, he is more careful than the other three.

“Yeah, there is one missing person, none of us found out.”

Only then did the other three react.

“Actually tell you, that person is…”

One of the members of the death squad, subconsciously wanted to tell the truth.

He was quickly stopped by others: “Wrong! Just one person is missing!”

“He is hiding in a place you can’t find. He has direct evidence! If we kill us, he will expose
everything.”

Only in this way can their lives be saved. mi. c

“I don’t believe it! I still can’t kill you!”

Dong Beast is about to start.

“No way!”

The western monk quickly blocked it.

“His absence is always a hidden danger, so quickly check who this person is!”

“Tang Mufeng, right? Let’s go to the gate of Xishu!”

Soon, the four little dragons went to find Tang Mufeng.

Tang Mufeng is now not in the West Shumen Clan, but hiding in a hidden place.

But it was still found.

Although the Western Shu gate valve wanted to stop it.

But the four little dragons are not only powerful, but Erudia is behind them.

Who dares to stop?

The four captured Tang Mufeng.

“It’s you who became a deserter!”

Dong Beast sneered.

“No…it’s not me…I’m Tang Mufeng wrong, but it’s not me who went to join the death squad, but
Levi Garrison went for me! He became a deserter, it has

nothing to do with me!”

“Yeah, Levi Garrison went for my son. It has nothing to do with my son.”

Tang Wansheng was also defending.

“Do you think I can believe this? Take it away!!!”

“If it doesn’t matter to you, why are you hiding?”

Now for the Four Little Dragons, Tang Mufeng and the others are arguing.

And I heard from Messiah that Levi Garrison was going to deal with the Avengers.

Will he join the death squad for you?

It’s ridiculous!

The four forcibly took Tang Mufeng away.

Halfway through, Dongju suddenly smiled grimly: “Go to hell!”

“Don’t, don’t kill me!!!”

Tang Mufeng wanted to say something, but Dong Beast didn’t give him a chance at all.

“Puff!”

With blood in his mouth, Tang Mufeng fell to the ground unwillingly.

Tang Mufeng was killed.

No one thought of this.

They asked Levi Garrison to die for him, and wanted to sit back and collect his reputation.

But the way of heaven has reincarnation, who has the heaven spared?

After things changed, he died in the end.

Don’t hurt people’s hearts, or you will be the one who is unlucky.

“call!”

The four little dragons breathed a long sigh of relief.

Now all the trouble is gone.

Killed at least the remaining thirty-eight people.

No one in this world knows the truth.

But at this moment, Levi Garrison came to the capital.

This is what Messiah didn’t even think of.

I thought Levi Garrison would disappear for a while.

“Levi Garrison, you leave your job without authorization! All the top leaders of the Avengers fled
Erudia! You have a major negligence of duty, are you

Convicted?”

Senior Messiah questioned Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison nodded: “This is my negligence, I admit it! But…”

“But what?”

“But I rushed to the Tianshan base and wiped out half of the Avengers’ power, and even the North
Demon!”

“I, Levi Garrison, don’t ask for anything, the merits and demerits are equal!”

The words came out.

The court was silent for a long time.

It took a full minute before the sound erupted.

“Levi Garrison, are you crazy? You got rid of the Northern Devil? It’s obviously the four little
dragons, okay?”

CHAPTER 1505

“Levi Garrison, you really let us down!”

“We are Wan Wanwan thinking that you will come to grab the credit at this time!”

“The tens of thousands of people we sent out witnessed the four little dragons killing the North
Demon! But you said you killed it? Will we believe it?”

“Levi Garrison has cultivated you for so long, and it has pushed you to sit side by side with the king!
I really didn’t expect you to take credit for others!”

…

In this regard, Messiah was very disappointed with Levi Garrison.

Mainly it was a coincidence.

All the factors created the “fact”-the four little dragons killed the Northern Demon.

People have to believe.

Especially now billions of people across Erudia regard the Four Little Dragons as heroes.

You tell them that the Northern Devil was not killed by the four little dragons. ..

It is estimated that everyone will be impatient.

Not to mention them.

Levi Garrison said that he killed the North Demon, which was tantamount to overthrowing
everyone’s cognition.

“Levi Garrison, let us tell you the truth, we are not sending you to deal with the Northern Devil.
There is only one reason-because you are not the opponent

of the Northern Devil, the four little dragons are here to deal with the Northern Devil with the combined
attack technique.”

…

In this regard, Levi Garrison could only sneer.

The art of combined strikes has no effect on the Northern Devil!

“One word side by side? We know that you are very powerful. The battle at Jiulong Mountain has
made a lot of face for Erudia!”

“But you don’t have to run to grab the credit of our apprentice at this time, right?”

“May I ask what have you done? Did you play in the battle against the North Devil? Or was it
bleeding and wounded?”

“Everyone has witnessed the North Demon killed by our apprentice. Is this time to grab the credit?
Is it possible that you are satisfied if all the credit

is yours?”

The four East Demon also stared at Levi Garrison.

They are fighting injustices for their apprentices.

“This time, the credit for killing the North Demon is really great, it can be said to be the best in
nearly a hundred years, but you don’t have to grab it,

right?”

“What’s more, you have a major negligence, everyone in the Avengers ran away? Not only did not
plead guilty, but also wanted to take credit!”

“This is the first time we have seen such a young man! In vain, I used to think highly of you!”

Facing the accusation, Levi Garrison could only smile.

Soon, the four little dragons came here.

After hearing the matter, the four were furious.

“Levi Garrison, you are too shameless!”

“You killed the North Demon? Do you want to be shameless?”

“During the first battle of the Tianshan Base, we never saw you at all, okay?”

The Dongbeasts were extremely angry.

“Who said I was not here?”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“Ok?”

The Dongbeasts were suddenly taken aback.

Looking at each other, the same thought flashed in his mind: Isn’t he the mysterious person?

But it’s impossible!

The mysterious man has died with the Northern Devil.

This is what they saw with their own eyes.

There is absolutely nothing wrong.

Even if he was dead, he was found now.

But there is still no such thing.

That means it’s really dead.

It could never be Levi Garrison.

“Extremely ridiculous!”

“The North Demon was obviously killed by the four of us! Is it related to you?”

“How can there be someone as shameless as you in this world?”

The Dong Beast trio frantically accused Levi Garrison.

Only the western monk made a sound.

The shameless people are four of them, right?

Not them.

The western monk is really going against his psychology to accuse other people.

He doesn’t have the face to dare to do these things.

Levi Garrison smiled indifferently: “The Northern Demon was killed by you?”

“Wrong, it’s us!”

The three East Beasts immediately admitted.

“Ho ho, fart, the Northern Devil is completely dead!”

Levi Garrison said angrily.

CHAPTER 1506

Of course the North Demon was dead.

And will wake up soon.

After Levi Garrison came to the capital, he had already handed it over to professionals such as Qin
Lao and amar.

After inspection, the North Demon can wake up.

The language is not surprising and endless.

Levi Garrison said this.

Everyone laughed.

How could the North Demon be dead?

Tens of thousands watched him die.

This is not just what the Four Little Dragons said.

This was seen by the remaining thirty-eight people of the death squad and the thousands of people
under the command of the North Demon.

Witness!

Otherwise, the North Demon’s men would not surrender.

He surrendered only when he saw that the Northern Demon was dead.

At this time, you said that the North Demon was dead?

Who believes it!

“Levi Garrison, Levi Garrison, the more you talk, the more outrageous you are!”

“At first it was said that you killed the Northern Demon, but now it is said that the Northern Demon
is dead, inconsistent! Do you want to lie and

prepare the draft in advance?”

“Yes! If you don’t get the credit, you will say that the North Demon is dead. Levi Garrison, you are
really bad!”

…

Everyone was happy.

Including Western monks.

He was still worried at first, and Levi Garrison would know something in case.

Now it seems that Levi Garrison is purely here to grab the credit.

Even Messiah was angry.

“Levi Garrison, do you think we are stupid? Billions of people know that the Northern Demon is
dead, but you say that the Northern Demon is alive! Didn’t

you say that the Northern Demon was killed? Why did you say that he was dead?”

Levi Garrison looked at everyone and said, “I didn’t say I killed him, but I just got rid of him!”

“Well, well, since you got rid of the North Demon, then you tell me why we didn’t see you? Where
are you?”

The western monk asked.

“Because in the death squad!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“Death squad? Impossible! We know everyone in the death squad. I call everyone’s name. You can’t
be in the death squad!”

The western monk bit to death.

“I went for someone!”

“Who did you go for? Wouldn’t you say that you went for Tang Mufeng?”

The western monk sneered.

“It’s wrong, I went for Tang Mufeng! That person was me at the beginning, and I took thirty-nine
people to part ways with you…”

Levi Garrison told the original situation.

Nan Jiang smiled and said: “I know so much!! What a pity, what a pity, Tang Mufeng didn’t have
anyone to go for him at all, he did it himself!”

“He also admitted to being a deserter, let us be beheaded!”

“Levi Garrison is going to lie. The North Devil matter has nothing to do with you at all. No matter
how much you say, it’s not believed.”

“It’s wrong, the facts are in front of you, can you overthrow it?”

Everyone looked at him like a fool.

“Then you guys tell me why there was a scene where the combined attack technique was not
effective against the Northern Demon in the first place?

The Northern Demon also said that he was three times stronger than he was in the past?”

Levi Garrison asked rhetorically.

“This question is very simple! The North Devil uses it to bluff to frighten us!”

“At that time, the combined attack technique had already produced a heavy blow to him, but he
resisted it and didn’t show it.”

“Understood? He was already at the end of the crossbow at the time. He died under the impact of
the four of us and the death squad!”

The explanation of the Four Little Dragons may not be perfect.

But now billions of people in Erudia listen to them.

What they say is true.

No one doubted it, and no one believed Levi Garrison.

“But the North Demon was clearly defeated by me. It has nothing to do with them. The four of them
became deserters and killed everyone in the

death squad!”

Levi Garrison weakly defended.

It’s just that everyone looked at him coldly.

No one will listen.

Levi Garrison was helpless.

No one believed him.

CHAPTER 1507

Now it can be said that the whole world does not believe him.

No one will write to you.

On the contrary, he has suffered a major dereliction of duty. It is another question whether he can
keep his identity as a king.

Levi Garrison didn’t have enough evidence to expose the Four Little Dragons.

After all, Erudia gave the title of hero to the four little dragons.

Exposing them is equivalent to overthrowing everyone.

impossible things!

“Levi Garrison, you say! Keep talking! Let me see what else you can say?”

“Do you think someone will believe you?”

Si Xiaolong looked at him with a smug expression.

“Young people, it’s better to be down-to-earth, don’t think about grabbing credit or something.”

Xi Buddha also patted Levi Garrison on the shoulder.

“Levi Garrison, we are so disappointed in you! We didn’t expect you to come to grab the credit!”

“Okay, let’s not talk about this! Let’s ask you, we have ordered you to remove the Avengers, why
are you not doing it? What are you doing?”

Facing the question, Levi Garrison smiled: “Between the Avengers and the Northern Demon, I think
the Northern Demon is even more threatening. So I

went to the Tianshan base to deal with the Northern Demon.”

Everyone: “…”.

“Levi Garrison, you want to piss us off? Are you still talking about the North Demon at this time, you
got rid of it?”

“Obviously you are not doing things well and making major mistakes. But you still have to pretend
to have done your best for Erudia! Also come to

grab the credit of others!”

…

Levi Garrison’s words angered everyone.

“Excuse me, please keep your eyes open! If you think about the trickiness of this matter, you will
doubt it.”

“Get rid of the Northern Devil, I don’t want any reward or reputation from Levi Garrison, I just want
to give me justice! That’s it!”

Levi Garrison shouted at everyone.

Messiah stared at Levi Garrison angrily: “Today is really a disappointing day!!!”

“Levi Garrison, do you still realize your mistakes?”

Levi Garrison sneered: “What’s wrong with me?”

“Are you still wrong?”

“Did you get rid of the Avengers?”

Everyone questioned.

“But I got rid of the more dangerous Northern Demon!”

Levi Garrison looked at everyone frankly.

“you……”

Everyone was going to be mad at Levi Garrison.

After talking for a long time, Levi Garrison still had the same rhetoric.

“You are still so obsessed!!!”

“Levi Garrison from now on, you can be confined! Think about whether you are wrong?”

“When did you figure it out, and when will you come out again!”

…

Levi Garrison smiled: “I will go to the confinement room! But it is impossible to figure it out!
Because I was wrong!”

“If Levi Garrison doesn’t reflect on what he is wrong, then you don’t have to be the king of words
side by side! You will even be punished severely!”

“Come here, quickly send Levi Garrison to the confinement room to make him sober!”

Levi Garrison snorted: “It doesn’t matter!!!”

In this way, Levi Garrison was sent to a hidden confinement room somewhere in the capital.

There are only ten small rooms of square meters.

The atmosphere is extremely depressing.

The guard also persuaded: “Just let your mouth go. With your contribution to Erudia, as long as you
admit that you have made a mistake, it won’t do

anything to you.”

Levi Garrison smiled and said, “Justice and easy-going! I’m wrong is wrong!”

“I believe everything will be proved soon! Fake things can’t be real!”

The others chuckled, “How is it possible? Everyone knows that the four little dragons killed the
Northern Devil. What evidence do you use to

overthrow them?”
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Levi Garrison didn’t answer the conversation, so he closed his eyes and rested.

His words are unbelievable.

Why not say it!

The guard outside the door took a look and then sighed: “Hey, it’s really worthless to hand over the
position of the king by one word in order to be

angry!”
After Levi Garrison was detained in a confinement room.

Many people still received the message.

The King of Beiliang, the Emperor of Xishu and others all knew about it.

They naturally did not believe that Levi Garrison was a deserter.

There must be a misunderstanding.

In addition, they didn’t think that Tang Mufeng was killed.

Tang Wansheng and others were extremely sad and angry! m.bg.

They blamed all this on Levi Garrison.

If the Emperor Xi Shu hadn’t come forward, I’m afraid Tang Wansheng would have been dyed
against Zoey.

Tang Wansheng had already vowed to never die with Levi Garrison.

The deserter was in charge of Levi Garrison, but it was his son who was punished.

He can’t stand…

“I heard that Levi Garrison was arrested! When he comes out, I will settle accounts with him!”

…

At this time, the four little dragons had already begun to discuss the issue of one word side by side.

According to Levi Garrison’s temperament, he would probably not admit his mistakes.

When the time comes, the word side by side will be theirs.

Together with the four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon, they are all respected and loved by
thousands of people.

Some people also suggested that the Dong Yao four should be designated as national teachers to
cultivate more geniuses for Erudia.

It is definitely a blessing for Erudia to have a little more heroes like the Four Little Dragons.

For those thirty-eight people, the Dongbeasts originally wanted to kill them.

But he was stopped by the western monk.

He didn’t want to kill karma anymore.

What’s more, I am not afraid now.

After all, these people are in their control.

And these people testify that they got rid of the Northern Devil.

Because they have heard different sounds recently.

Some people began to doubt the authenticity of the first battle at the Tianshan base, and even
doubt whether the death squads were deserters…

This made the four of them nervous.

In order to dispel this suspicion, let the death squad testify.

“Do you know why I keep you?”

Dong Beast looked at everyone with a smile.

When the four little dragons asked them to testify about the killing of the North Demon, the
members of the death squad did not agree.

“It’s okay if you don’t agree, but I can’t guarantee the safety of your family? Your child is three years
old, so cute…

Your parents are so old…and you…”

“You must not die!!!”

Everyone in the death squad had a handle, and finally had to testify for the four little dragons.

This matter is basically concluded.

The voice of doubt disappeared.

Time passed day by day.

Levi Garrison was still kept in the confinement room.

He had no intention of admitting his mistakes and repenting.

Even the guards have been offering food and water for several days.

Levi Garrison is still the same.

“What’s the matter? Is Levi Garrison still not aware of his mistake?”

“Report, side by side, Wang Zhen has the slightest sign of remorse! Always insist that he is not at
fault!”

“Outrageous! Levi Garrison is on the bar?”

“Okay, tell Levi Garrison! Give him three more days. If he still doesn’t admit his mistake, then he will
be canceled.”

…

Upon hearing this, the four little dragons smiled excitedly.

If Levi Garrison is improper, the probability is theirs.

The four East Demons touched their beards and nodded: “Well, yes, yes!”

They very much hope to see the scene of the apprentice’s pros.

Levi Garrison smiled contemptuously after hearing the notice.

On the first day, Levi Garrison did not admit his mistake.

The next day, Levi Garrison still did not admit his mistake.

On the third day, the agreed time was up…

CHAPTER 1509

“One word side by side, this is your last chance! There are still two hours!”

“I hope you will consider it carefully. This is about the identity of the king of the word side by side!”

The guard at the door persuaded.

“No, I’m not wrong, what’s wrong?”

Levi Garrison said without opening his eyes.

“Hey! Too stubborn!”

Time goes by every minute and every second.

It is equivalent to the countdown of the time when Levi Garrison was the king of the word side by
side.

The four little dragons and the big summer five dragons are also waiting anxiously…

Soon they will be crowned king!

At this time, it was located in a manor house in the capital. m.bg.

amar, the king of military doctors in the field, just left.

There was a person lying on the bed in the bedroom.

He opened his eyes suddenly, his eyes flickering like lightning.

“Am I still dead? Where am I?”

He said coldly.

He is the North Demon.

He clearly remembered that before he lost consciousness, he and Levi Garrison were dead.

Didn’t think that he was still alive.

The Avengers must have saved themselves.

“Levi Garrison didn’t think about it, I’m still alive…hahahaha…”

The North Demon laughed wildly.

Although he was seriously injured, he has recovered 60% to 70% under the treatment of amar and
others.

Due to the particularity of the Northern Devil’s cultivation technique, his strength and body are
recovering at a speedy speed.

It took him another two hours to recover to 80%.

“I am in the capital???”

After leaving here, the North Demon suddenly knew.

The corners of his mouth lifted, revealing a weird smile.

Don’t think about it, the North Devil is about to start.

the other side.

Four hours soon arrived.

Levi Garrison finally did not admit his mistake.

He insisted on his own statement.

This made everyone extremely angry.

“Cancel the identity of Levi Garrison’s side by side king!”

“After seven days, a ceremony for the four little dragons to be crowned kings will be held, and the
four will be side by side with the king!”

“The East Demon Four were also named the Emperor Protector of the Country, and cultivated more
talents for Erudia!”

…

After the decision was made, the inside was shocked.

However, the Four Little Dragons had a record of killing the Northern Devil, so people dared not
accept it.

After Levi Garrison heard this message, his face was not disturbed.

For him, the word side by side king or Kunlun war god is a false name.

He won’t care.

The only thing angry is that the four little dragons deceived everyone by means.

Let the truth be buried.

But he was not in a hurry.

There will be an answer soon.

“As mentioned above, although you canceled your one-word side by side king! But you can still take
the position of Kunlun War God! Your strength

is still stronger than Chen Wudao and the others!”

Faced with this situation, Levi Garrison just smiled.

“no need!”

“It seems to Levi Garrison that you still don’t realize your mistakes, go ahead and close the
confinement room!”

Levi Garrison continued to be detained.

The Four Little Dragons have already begun to celebrate here.

There was a large-scale celebration banquet.

Messiah also sent a representative, and Erudia Wulong was also there.

Some people in the know have already come to congratulate.

The four little dragons were red and excited.

Even western monks gradually accepted this identity.

“I’m so ashamed to be a king!!!”

“We are far from qualified!”

The four little dragons looked humble.

“How is it possible? Killing the North Demon is enough!”

“Furthermore, you have passed Messiah’s inspection! They will not admit the wrong person!”

“You are absolutely qualified to be a king!”

Everyone touted.

“Then I’ll be more respectful when I wait, and I’ll rely on you to take care of the queen after making
a queen!”

The celebration banquet was extremely hot and coveted.

Suddenly someone ran in: “The big thing is not good, the North Demon has appeared…”
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The language is not surprising and endless.

The phrase “North Demon appeared” was like a thunder on the ground.

Too shocking!

“Rumble!!!”

Thunder roars exploded in everyone’s mind.

The extraordinary celebration banquet, which was originally hot, suddenly became silent.

Everyone stopped their actions at this moment, one by one, like a statue.

“Snapped!”

“??!”

“boom!”

…M.bg.

The scene was full of the sound of cups and chopsticks falling to the ground.

It can be seen how terrifying the word “North Demon” is.

When everyone heard it, there was only fear.

Especially under the current circumstances, the Northern Demon was clearly dead.

The four little dragons had a celebration banquet for killing them, and they were about to be
crowned kings.

As a result, the North Demon appeared.

The East Demon was dumbfounded.

The Southern Emperor was dumbfounded.

The four little dragons were dumbfounded.

Everyone was stunned.

Everyone looked at each other and stood silent.

It took a full minute for someone to react one after another.

“what???”

“The Northern Devil is still alive???”

The man nodded fiercely: “Yes, the Northern Devil is still alive! He’s back! It’s terrible!”

“impossible!!!”

The four Erudia Wulong Dongyao shouted in unison.

“The North Demon has clearly been beheaded by our apprentice at the Tianshan base. How can it
be alive?”

“You guys are really nonsense! Tell me something that doesn’t exist!”

The four little dragons who reacted also shouted angrily: “You spread rumors, be careful to punish
you!”

“The Northern Devil was killed by the four of us. Tens of thousands of people have witnessed it.
How can it be alive?”

“The Northern Devil can’t live! Don’t talk nonsense!”

Although the four of them said so, there was a faint worry in their hearts.

Their nerves are tense.

What if it is true?

Although they saw the North Demon and the mysterious master die together.

But after searching for a long time, I still couldn’t see the bodies of two people.

The quicksand may be buried, but such a covering search can even find the dead bird.

Let alone two people…

But they still killed the Northern Demon.

“Are you talking nonsense? How could the North Demon appear?”

“You are responsible for talking nonsense!”

The high-level faces of several Yanlong Guards were exposed black, and asked dissatisfiedly.

“No! I’m not talking nonsense!”

“The third team of the wolf group discovered the Northern Demon and has already played against
him. The entire army has been overthrown…”

The man said firmly.

“The most important thing is that the Northern Devil is in the capital at the moment…”

The man added another sentence.

“what?”

“Has the wolf group and the North Demon encountered?”

This is an extremely terrifying thing for Messiah.

The Northern Devil is in the capital again…

This is too scary, right?

“Yes, there was a message from Team Three at the last minute…”

For a while, Messiah was anxious like ants on a hot pot.

“boom!!!”

As for the four little dragons, their faces were pale.

Isn’t the North Devil really alive?

The four East Demon immediately said, “Impossible! The Northern Demon has been killed by our
four apprentices, how could it appear?”

“You must be mistaken, don’t say it’s the North Demon until you have any definite information!”

Several senior officials of Messiah looked at the four little dragons in uncertainty and asked; “You
tell the truth, is the Northern Demon dead?”

The senior officials of Messiah were unsure.

Because at this moment they thought of Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison said that the North Demon was dead.

“We do…”

The western monk subconsciously wanted to say it, but was interrupted by the Eastern Demon: “It’s
dead! The Northern Demon was killed by our own

hands. How could we live?”

They will not admit it until there is no conclusive evidence.
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What’s more, in their opinion, the Northern Devil cannot live.

They watched their deaths with their own eyes.

And to appear near the Tianshan base in the north.

It is impossible to appear in the capital all at once.

“I think it’s probably a strong man in the Avengers, or a member of the Northern Devil. He came to
avenge the Northern Devil!”
The western monk analyzed a result.

Everyone thinks this result is very convincing.

This is probably the case!

“En, I think so too! Hurry up and send all the power to verify who it is? If you avenge the Northern
Devil, you will resolutely fight it all!”

Messiah’s senior officials directly ordered.

All the forces were sent out, and the search began within the capital. m.bg.

The four little dragons took the initiative to ask: “Once it is found, we will notify us immediately and
we will take care of this matter! If this person is

not removed, we will not be able to sleep!”

“You four really have the demeanor of a general! We don’t see the wrong person!”

Everyone looked at the four with admiration.

At this moment, in the confinement room, Levi Garrison was still closing his eyes and resting.

amar came to see him at this time.

“Boss, he’s awake, I can’t control it! It’s likely something happened!”

The ancient style naturally refers to the North Demon.

Levi Garrison opened his eyes suddenly: “He wakes up so fast?”

“He has a special physique, and another cultivation technique is also special, so he recovers
quickly!”

amar answered.

“Come here, let me go out! The Northern Devil has appeared, or if you don’t stop him, there may be
casualties!”

Levi Garrison shouted.

Although he was wronged, he still needs to be sensible in the face of justice.

Can’t be emotional.

“No! There are rules, you can’t go out!”

“Unless you admit that you are wrong! Only if you have enough reflection can you be released.”

Levi Garrison said helplessly: “Now the Northern Devil is about to appear, are you still in the mood
to consider this?”

“Don’t say anything else, even if the North Demon appears, it won’t be your turn to deal with it.
Aren’t there four little dragons? They are enough!”

“You should honestly reflect on your fault!”

…

Levi Garrison sighed.

Back to the original position.

This person, it’s hard to look back at one thing.

Unless you hit the wall!

Now all Erudia doesn’t approve of him.

He has done what he should do.

Have a clear conscience.

Since the four little dragons can kill the North Demon, let them kill one of them, right?

amar also sighed helplessly and left.

At this moment, Messiah had sent a large number of forces to investigate the North Demon.

The East Demon saw the embarrassment of the four little dragons.

I couldn’t help but comforted: “It’s troublesome, anyway, the Northern Demon was killed by you,
this time it is his gangster who appeared. Isn’t it a

piece of cake for you to kill him?”

now.

The three teams of the Messiahlong Formation are searching near the Ye Clan in the capital.

Suddenly I saw someone in front of me.

When the North Demon’s face was clearly seen, the three teams were going crazy.

“The Northern Demon… is really the Northern Demon!”

“How can you live?”

Everyone was surprised.

The North Demon sneered: “Did I ever say that I was dead?”

“Go back and inform everyone in Erudia! I am the North Demon back! I will kill one person through
Erudia, and see who can stop me? I will turn the

capital into a purgatory on earth!”

The North Demon sneered.

The three teams of the Dragon Group dared not wait any longer, and ran away like crazy.

Messiah and the four little dragons are waiting for information.

The three teams of the dragon group ran up, all lying on the ground in fright.

“It’s the Northern Demon! It’s the Northern Demon! He wants to turn the capital into hell!”
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“boom!”

a bolt from the blue!

This time it was truly certain that the North Demon had appeared.

This time it was the official confirmation of Messiah.

The Northern Devil is alive and still in the capital.

To provoke them, to kill Erudia, the first location is the capital.

“Impossible, sure it’s the Northern Devil, not its partisan?”

Erudia Wulong still didn’t believe this fact.

“Messiah repeatedly confirmed that it is the Northern Demon!!!”

Everyone looked at the four little dragons again, and Erudia Wulong also looked over.

The four of them became more and more anxious.

Especially the western monk kept his head down and his body was trembling slightly.

The four were extremely nervous.

Why didn’t you think that the North Demon was actually alive?

impossible!

Didn’t you die together?

He is still dead, too scary, right?

“Let’s talk about it? What’s the matter? Why is the Northern Demon dead?”

“Are you always lying to us?”

Messiah everyone began to doubt the four little dragons.

“Yes, if there are other secrets, tell them!”

The four East Demon also realized that something was wrong.

“The North Demon is dead. We watched him die. But his body was trapped in quicksand, and we
didn’t care too much. We didn’t think he was still

alive…”

Xiaojun Shen and Dong Beast explained.

“Hey, in fact, they can’t be blamed. The North Demon has practiced evil ways since he was a child. It
is not a strange thing that he is alive.”

“But it doesn’t matter if he is alive. My apprentices killed him once, can’t I kill him a second time?
This time, he completely destroyed his body. How

do I see him live?”

Nandi, Xifo, and the Chinese army are also full of confidence: “Yes, our apprentice can beat him the
first time, and also beat him the second time.”

“The four of you are going to prepare, and kill him in the capital? Just let us see!”

This time even Messiah showed confidence.

There is no sense of rush and anxiety just now.

“we……”

But the four little dragons were dumbfounded.

Let them kill the North Demon again?

Just kidding!

They were deserters at all, afraid of the Northern Demon to the extreme.

He didn’t even have the courage to look at the North Demon.

Want to kill him?

How can it be?

They did not kill the Northern Devil once.

Their combined attack technique is completely useless against the Northern Demon.

They all had to run when they saw the North Demon.

If it were not for thousands of death squads, they would not be alive.

“What’s wrong? Your complexion looks ugly!”

Someone discovered the anomaly of the four of them.

“It’s nothing, it’s nothing, it just feels so troublesome, the North Demon can’t kill it!”

Dong Yao wiped his cold sweat and said impatiently.

“Don’t worry, this time in the capital, the masters are in charge, plus you, the Northern Demon will
definitely die!”

“En, let’s personally supervise the battle! Let’s go! If it’s late, the Northern Demons will slaughter
the capital!”

…

Just drive the ducks to the shelves.

The four little dragons were pushed to the forefront to punish the Northern Demon.

The four were extremely reluctant.

But there is no way.

Unless they admit what they did before.

“North Demon, why do you want to live?”

The Dongbeasts were about to cry.

They are going to be kings.

Such a change happened unexpectedly.

The four little dragons can’t hide at all.

It is not just the high-level Messiah who has to personally supervise the battle, but also the four
Erudia Five Dragons.

Even the Yanlong Guard released a message-the four little dragons are going to get rid of the
Northern Demon again.

All of Beijing, all of Erudia knows about it.

Thousands of people’s eyes focused on this.

Unlike the Tianshan base, the first battle in the capital is now transparent.
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Almost everyone can know the details they want to know.

This means that the four little dragons must fight with all their strength.

Deserters are not considered.

Means are even more useless.

Thoroughly show everyone the true strength.

This is the deadliest for the four little dragons…

Cried!

I really want to cry!

At this moment, with the appearance of the North Devil, the eyes of Erudia and the whole world are
focused on this.

“Haha, what if the Northern Devil is still alive? My Erudia’s four little dragons will just kill him
again!”

“Yes, that’s wrong! And this time we can clearly know how the four heroes killed the North
Demon?” ..

“We have to make up for our regrets! This battle will definitely make us unforgettable for life!”

“The Four Little Dragons will shine in the world again!”

…

People who support and love the Four Little Dragons are increasingly looking forward to it.

Everyone wants to see with their own eyes how the four little dragons punish the Northern Devil.

“hero!!!”

“hero!!!”

…

Colorful flags fluttered all over the capital and the banners were full.

Everyone is cheering for the four little dragons.

Looking forward to their performance!

Erudia Wulong and Messiah are more confident.

Only the four little dragons knew what was going on.

On the pavilion in the heart of Jiangjunhu Lake in the capital, the North Demon waited alone.

The masters sent by Messiah around Jiangjun Lake defended this place firmly.

A bird will not be put in.

Bei Mo sneered: “Come on, I hope you will send all the masters out, I will solve it all at once!”

The North Devil has strong self-confidence.

Because after the first battle with Levi Garrison, he summed up the battle and gained new
inspiration for the combat power.

The strength unexpectedly improved again.

It is five times stronger than it was in the past.

This is the most terrible.

Like Levi Garrison, his strength will advance by leaps and bounds after experiencing a life and death
battle.

So this time I am the North Demon alone in the capital, so arrogantly emboldened.

“It’s too late for the Northern Devil to surrender. You shouldn’t be in the capital!”

“This is the safest place in Erudia! What are you fighting against?”

“There is still a way to survive in surrender, there is a dead end if you don’t surrender!”

Everyone shouted coldly at the North Demon.

The North Demon sneered.

“Boom boom boom…”

Suddenly Jiangjun Lake burst open.

The lake water went upstream, churning and impacting all around.

“Uh…”

“Uh…”

The lake water rushed around, and many people were injured on the shore.

The North Devil is indeed strong!

“Presumptuous! The Northern Devil can’t help you to run wild here!”

With a cold cry, a large force arrived.

The high-level Messiah sits in town, and Erudia Wulong is also nearby.

The four little dragons walked slowly, but their body was stiff, and their legs were just like lead.

“You four old immortals are here too!”

The North Demon couldn’t help but sneer when he saw the four Dong Yao.

“North Demon, today we are here to see how you failed and fell down!”

“A few decades ago we could capture you! Now our apprentice can defeat you and kill you!”

“You will eventually be defeated by us in your life and live in our shadow!”

The East Demon were extremely confident.

The North Demon smiled at this hohhhhh: “It’s a pity, you still don’t understand me. Who can stop
me now?”

“That person is no longer there, I am already invincible in the world!”

“Huh, what are you arrogant about North Demon?”

“Today, I will kill you in front of Quan Erudia!”

Messiah shouted.

The North Demon smiled: “Oh? Kill me? I want to see who you send to kill me?”

“Of course it is the four little dragons who killed you once!”

Everyone pushed the four little dragons to the forefront…
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The moment the four people saw the North Demon, they suddenly bowed their heads, and did not
dare to look at each other.

The calf was still trembling, and even his teeth were trembling.

When the North Demon saw these four people, he smiled.

“Hahaha…”

The laughter was unbridled and full of mockery.

This left everyone in a daze.

The North Devil is crazy?

Still frightened?
Seeing the four little dragons laughing like this?

Everyone is very puzzled.

“Why are you laughing at the North Devil? You are just a defeated opponent of my apprentices!”..

The East Demon was very dissatisfied with the defiant attitude of the North Demon.

The same goes for the other three: “When is it the turn of a loser to mock others?”

“I am the defeat of your apprentice? Hahaha! Do you dare to admit it?”

The North Demon smiled.

Gradually, I also figured out what was going on.

These four grabbed the credit.

“Huh? What’s the matter?”

Hearing this, everyone looked at the four little dragons subconsciously.

At this time, everyone saw the strangeness of the four little dragons.

Are they afraid?

Facing the North Demon in fear?

how can that be?

Haven’t they killed the North Demon once?

Isn’t the Northern Devil their defeated opponent?

How did a mouse react to a cat?

“Hahaha, Erudia’s operation really makes me ridiculous!”

“You are really stupid, a bunch of idiots, don’t even know what happened to the Tianshan base?”

Thinking of this, the North Demon began to mock mercilessly.

Everyone became more confused.

what happened?

“I’m afraid you really thought they killed me?”

North Demon asked.

“Isn’t it? In the first battle of the Tianshan base, the four little dragons used a combined attack to
kill you!”

The way everyone subconsciously.

Because after this period of fermentation.

Everyone has taken this as a fact.

The more you say, the lower the head of the four little dragons.

The western monk’s whole body was sweating, and his whole body was wet, his face was like water
splashed on his forehead.

The other three are similar.

This is all Erudia’s people are watching.

They did not dare to refute.

“Fart! Even they can kill me? It’s too far! In the Tianshan base, I said that I was three times stronger
than I was back then. Do you really think I’m

kidding?”

“Your combined attack technique doesn’t work for me at all! It’s even more impossible with the
four of them!”

The North Devil laughed.

The four little dragons wanted to find a seam to get in.

They really want to refute.

But they have no reason to refute it.

“Dong Yao really thought your four apprentices were good things? Ho Ho! Four deserters!”

“If you can’t beat me, just run! Let everyone in the death squad stop me and buy time for them to
escape by themselves!”

“This is the existence of your Erudia who wants to enshrine the gods? You really laugh at me!”

The North Devil laughed.

At this moment, it seems that time is still and space is frozen.

Everyone looked at the four little dragons.

Seems to be seeking truth and falsehood!

“Impossible! I know who my apprentice for decades is, I know better than anyone! He can’t do
this!”

West Buddha said angrily.

It’s just that the western monk sweats more.

“Yes, our apprentice can’t be like this! And I don’t believe that you North Demon is the opponent of
the four of them!”

“En, you can’t use the combined attack technique!”

Erudia Wulong and the others didn’t want to believe it at all.

“Yes, the four of them defeated you! Don’t be angry!”

Everyone shouted.

“Do you see if they dare to admit it?”

The North Devil laughed.

Seeing the four little dragons lowered their heads, they didn’t dare to put one fart.

“what happened?”
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At this time they are not so firm anymore.

The appearance of the Four Little Dragons and the North Devil’s words are absolutely problematic.

They even thought of one person-Levi Garrison.

What is going on here?

The North Devil laughed and said, “Didn’t they beat me once? Then kill me again!”

“Okay, let you be convinced to lose!”

The four East Demon still have confidence in their apprentices.

They have to speak with facts!

The apprentices who do not see in person will never admit that they are weak.

Not to mention thinking of their apprentices lying and deserting. m.bg.

The four little dragons are really going to cry.

They really didn’t dare to fight the North Demon again.

Don’t have the courage!

“But they dare not! They are afraid of me, they dare not even look at me, let alone kill me.”

The corners of the North Devil’s lips smiled deeper.

“Quick! What are you doing? Quickly kill the North Demon and prove it for yourself!”

Several people from the East Demon urged.

It’s just that the four little dragons are slow to move.

Instead, the sweat flowed more and more.

“What’s the matter with you? Is it true that the North Demon said this?”

“Hurry up and prove yourself! We believe that our own vision will not misunderstand people. You
are the one who defeated the Northern Devil!”

…

Hearing Messiah’s urging, Dong Beast couldn’t help it.

“Are we telling the truth?”

He was about to collapse and couldn’t help telling the truth.

“kill!!!”

At this time, the western monk suddenly rushed out.

His strong self-esteem makes him admit that everything is impossible.

He would rather die…

“let’s go!”

The other three can only bite the bullet.

Upon seeing this, the four Dong Yao finally smiled.

“Most of the four of them were frightened by the North Demon who died and resurrected. In fact,
their strength can crush the North Demon!”

“The four of you directly killed the North Demon with a combined attack, to prove it for yourself!”

“If you beat him once, you can beat him a second time.”

…

When the entire Erudia people saw the four little dragons making another move, they were also
very excited.

After all, the four little dragons are heroes in everyone’s minds!

“Combined attacking technique! Slaying Demon Combat Technique!”

The four bit their heads and performed a combined attack.

“Boom boom boom!!!”

In an instant, the lake pavilion exploded directly.

The water of Jiangjun Lake seemed to be transpiring.

But the next second, everyone is going crazy.

Because the North Devil easily resolved this trick.

He has nothing to do!

The art of combined attack has no effect on him!

But everyone remembered the lie made up by the four little dragons, and immediately exclaimed:
“The Northern Demon must be injured, he is holding

on!”

“Continue to attack! Continue to use the combined attack technique!”

Hearing the urging, the four little dragons could only forcefully use the combined attack technique.

“Humph! It’s me!”

He snorted coldly, and an unrivaled air current erupted from his body.

“boom!”

First, easily break open and close attacks.

Immediately afterwards, they blasted the four people forward.

“puff!”

“puff!”

“puff!”

“puff!”

The four little dragons vomited blood at the same time, and their bodies flew out.

Vulnerable!

The North Devil let them fight for a long time, but he didn’t have any reaction.

In turn, the four little dragons couldn’t even catch a trick of the North Devil!

At this moment, everyone was dumbfounded.

Stared at the four little dragons on the ground vomiting blood.

its not right!

Didn’t they defeat the North Devil?

Why is it like this at this time?

How weak are the four beings who are about to become kings side by side?

Can’t even stop the momentum of the North Devil?

Everyone seems to realize something…
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weak!

It is too weak!

The Northern Demons were still unable to contribute, and they fell.

It’s really vulnerable!

Anyone with a discerning eye can see it–the Four Little Dragons and the Northern Demon are not in
the same rank.

There is even a gap of seven or eight gears in the middle!

At this moment, Erudia was silent.

The people of Erudia who supported the four little dragons by more than one billion were silent and
dumbfounded.

Everyone’s faces were incredible.

Isn’t this a dream?

Hasn’t the god in their minds defeated the North Demon? mi. c

Tens of thousands have witnessed the four little dragons killing the Northern Demon.

Why is it so weak now?

Can’t even the North Demon stop with a finger?

Puzzled!

Deeply puzzled!

At this moment, Erudia Wulong and Messiah also thought the same way.

They can’t figure out where the problem is?

Could it be that someone else defeated the Northern Demons? Not the Four Little Dragons at all?

The Northern Devil laughed mercilessly: “Look, this is the one who defeated me? Do you think it’s
possible?”

“Huh? What do you mean?”

“Could it be that someone else defeated you?”

The East Demon stared at the North Demon and asked.

“Of course! What can your trash apprentice do to me? I can’t even stop me with a finger!”

“boom!!!”

Hearing the North Demon’s personal answer, everyone’s brains were throbbing.

Was it someone else who defeated the North Devil?

What about the four little dragons?

Suddenly, tens of thousands of people in the field looked at the four little dragons.

In addition, billions of people in Erudia are beginning to doubt this.

At this time, it was a fool who saw that something was wrong.

This is true.

The Four Little Dragons are not an opponent of the North Devil at all!

In other words, you don’t even have the qualifications of your opponent!

How did they kill the North Demon?

The four little dragons lowered their heads one after another.

The pain in the wound at the moment is nothing.

They are completely exposed!

Especially the self-esteem of the western monk is going to be shattered.

Now, all Erudia and the whole world knew that they were lying, they were deserters, and they were
still killing their compatriots.

What a shame!

He can’t afford to lose this person!

“Yeah!!!”

The western monk suddenly screamed and charged towards the northern demon.

“Die!”

The western monk looked crazy.

“boom!”

The North Devil slapped it.

The western monk vomited blood violently, and his body flew out.

There was no movement after landing heavily.

But the corners of his mouth rose up with a look of satisfaction.

Obviously death was a relief for him.

This way he doesn’t have to face all the embarrassing things that follow.

“we……”

The Eastern Beast trio also wanted the western monk to die directly.

But they don’t have the courage.

They are too scared of death.

“The first one, and the three of you! Come on, don’t you want to kill me? Come on!”

“If you don’t come, I can do it myself!”

The North Demon shouted at the three Dong Beasts.

The three of them were scared to death.

He stepped back subconsciously, still exclaiming again and again.

fear!

That is a kind of fear revealed in the bones!

This surprised Erudia Wulong.

How could their apprentice be like this?

“What are you afraid of? Didn’t you defeat him? Can you look like a man!”

“Like a western monk! Be brave to face it! What are you afraid of?”

Several people in the East Demon scolded in dissatisfaction.

Even if it is not as good.

You have to face it too!

How can it work like a tortoise?

What’s more, you have defeated the North Devil.

Are you afraid of this?

“Yes! Didn’t you defeat the North Devil? What are you afraid of?”

Messiah also urged.

“Master is our fault! We are wrong!”

“I tell you the truth!”

…
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“what?”

The four East Demon had actually thought of that possibility in their hearts.

But this is their apprentice!

They are obsessed.

Unwilling to believe all this.
Now as soon as I hear that the apprentices want to tell the truth.

They panicked.

Even Messiah panicked.

Did they see the wrong person?

really?

“We say it all! Everything is our fault!”..

Little Junshen burst into tears with his nose and tears.

Everyone: “…”.

At this moment, Erudia was silent again.

Billions of people clenched their fists tightly.

“Say! Tell the truth!”

Messiah high-level scolded.

“I said, I said it all!”

Dongju wiped his cold sweat.

“In fact, in the first battle of the Tianshan Base, the combined attack technique had no effect on the
Northern Demons! He was three times stronger

than before! We are not his opponents at all!”

“what???”

Everyone was shocked.

The North Devil is really three times stronger than before?

This this this…

At this moment, everyone is going to collapse.

That is the feeling of overthrowing one’s faith.

Uncomfortable, even shortness of breath.

The hero that everyone loves is not the one who killed the North Demon?

“We were afraid of death, so we ran away! But the North Demon can catch up with us at any time.
In order to extend the escape time, we let the death

squad act as a meat shield to block the North Demon!”

“What? You are really angry! That’s all your compatriots! They are the death squad, not the death
squad!”

Hearing this, everyone was furious.

Thousands of people were used as cannon fodder in order to escape.

What a shame!

“go on!!!”

Everyone gritted their teeth.

“It was not us who defeated the North Devil, but someone else! We witnessed half of the battles!”

“who is it?”

Everyone looked at them anxiously.

“We don’t know who that person is, but he is very powerful! In the end the two died together and
fell into the quicksand!”

“At that time, tens of thousands of troops arrived. At this point, we can only say that we killed the
North Demon! We dare not admit that we are

deserters, and even thousands of death squads have been pitted!”

“In order to make everyone believe that we eliminated the Northern Devil, we will kill everyone
who witnessed that battle!”

A senior Messiah asked immediately: “So you killed all the prisoners?”

“Wrong!”

“Then you decided that the 30-odd death squad members who passed by were deserters? Want to
kill them?”

“Well, that’s it! One of them has been killed by us!”

“You are forcing the other people in the death squad to prove for you that you killed the North
Demon?”

“Yeah. It does.”

It’s time, everyone acknowledged everything.

“boom!”

After knowing the truth, Erudia Wulong fell to the ground with a thud.

For everyone, this is a heavy blow.

The great hero in their minds that is unparalleled in the world, turned out to be such a person!

deceive!

Everyone has been deceived!

The Four Little Dragons deceived Erudia by means!

Messiah never saw the wrong person.

It turned out to be wrong.

Still a major mistake in history.

Because the four little dragons are going to be crowned kings.

Once the king is crowned, if it is exposed again, Erudia will become a joke.

The reputation of the so-called great power will be wiped out!

This is the most terrible!

Erudia Wulong discovered that the one they didn’t understand was their apprentice.

Everyone finally understands a simple and popular truth-truth is not necessarily in the hands of
most people.

At this moment, everyone was extremely uncomfortable.

“Hahaha, I really laughed at me!”

The North Devil laughed.

“Erudia is a joke! Who can stop me?”
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“Speaking of which, I also want to thank that person, who is the most powerful opponent I have
ever encountered!”

“In that battle, I had a new understanding. I didn’t want to say anything, and my strength greatly
increased! Compared to me back then, I was five

times stronger!”

The North Demon laughed excitedly.

“hiss!”

Everyone sucked in cold air.

A normal North Demon is too heavy to breathe.

The North Demon, five times more powerful, is unimaginable!

Stop the North Demon?

No one!

Everyone originally placed their hopes on the four little dragons.

Unexpectedly, it would be such a result. mi. c

The four little dragons are not as good as a finger.

Messiah’s face was extremely gloomy.

The biggest joke ever!

Not to mention the most serious mistakes, now let Jingcheng and Erudia put them in a dangerous
situation.

The North Demon was dead, and he was so much stronger.

Five times!

“Didn’t you kill me? Come on!”

The North Demon stared at the three little dragons.

The three little dragons shivered in fear.

“And haven’t you ever defeated me? Come on!”

The North Demon looked at the four Dong Demon again.

The four were also silent.

The four of them were born destined to be crushed by the Northern Devil.

Not worthy of being as famous as the North Devil!

The senior officials of Messiah scanned the audience.

Regardless of the tens of thousands of people, there may not be one person dealing with the North
Devil.

“Messiah who will you use to deal with me?”

The North Demon laughed wildly.

“I……”

The high-level Messiah was speechless and could not speak.

Have you really reached this point?

Take the North Demon by any means!

Are you going to be forced by the North Devil to bow your head?

No way!

This is not Erudia’s style!

This damages Erudia’s reputation!

Bei Mo sneered and said: “Let’s do it, give you a choice-as long as you declare to the world: Erudia
bows to me, I will leave Erudia without killing

anyone!”

“This simple request can save the lives of tens of thousands or even countless people present. It’s
easy, isn’t it?”

“You can all decide, right?”

…

shame!

Deep shame!

Everyone’s face is hot.

There has never been such a moment.

Erudia was at a loss by just one person.

The other party even offered Erudia a condition to bow to him…

Blame us!

We are all to blame!

Everyone regretted death in their hearts.

If everyone were not deceived by the Four Little Dragons, this situation might not have happened.

“You die this heart!!!”

“How can my great country bow to a demon!”

“I don’t believe that no one can do anything to you, brothers kill!”

…

Tens of thousands of masters guarding the Jiangjun Lake all shouted.

Everyone killed the North Demon one after another.

The North Devil just smiled contemptuously.

A battle of crushing has begun…

The Northern Devil is brave and invincible.

Someone kept falling under his feet.

He doesn’t kill people either.

It just hurts.

He likes to see the desperate look of everyone at a loss.

There are tens of thousands of masters, but there is no difference between them and ordinary
people in front of the North Devil.

There were screams everywhere.

It hurts countless people.

Soon the injured people piled up into hills.

Everyone couldn’t stop the North Demon’s offensive.

“Let’s run!”

“Ahhhhh!!!”

The three little dragons saw the North Demon coming, and they were so scared that they crawled
away.

Where is the appearance of a half hero.

Tens of thousands of people stand fewer and fewer.

Messiah started to be anxious.

“This is how to do?”

“If this continues, the capital will become a purgatory on earth!”

“Where is Messiah’s face?”

“Is there any way? Think quickly!”

…

“By the way, Wang Levi Garrison side by side!”
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“Yeah, why did I forget him!”

“Levi Garrison said before that the Northern Demon was killed by him! He even told the fact that
the four little dragons were false credits, and it is not

inferior to the truth! We wronged him!”

Messiah’s face blushed.

One of them asked, “Could it be that Levi Garrison really defeated the Northern Devil?”

“How can you know so much if you are not yourself?”

At this time, everyone remembered what Levi Garrison said before.

He insisted on himself.

Mostly it is.

“By the way, more than 30 people from the death squad just said that it was Tang Mufeng who
fought against the North Devil, and Tang Mufeng was

pretending to be Levi Garrison!”

At this time someone brought another message.

“Okay, that’s great!” ..

“Immediately pass the Messiah’s order-order King Levi Garrison to come and deal with the
Northern Devil!”

“Yes!”

In the confinement room.

Levi Garrison was still closing his eyes and resting.

The guards outside have become a mess.

Because everyone just heard about the reappearance of the North Demon.

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison in unison.

Thinking of Levi Garrison mentioned this matter just now, right?

He also said that he was going to stop, but was stopped and locked up in the confinement room
again.

“The king of the word side by side is really accurate by you. The Northern Devil is still alive and is
now in the capital!”

Levi Garrison’s eyes were also open and said: “There is no word side by side here!”

“Not long ago, I was an ordinary person!”

Everyone: “…”.

Everyone looked at each other.

Not long ago, Messiah indeed cancelled Levi Garrison’s identity as the king of the word side by side.

He is now an ordinary person.

It is also being kept in the confinement room for reflection.

“leaf……”

“Stop talking, I’m reflecting, don’t bother me with anything!”

Levi Garrison coldly refused.

“This……”

Everyone was dumbfounded.

But don’t blame him.

Blame them for doing too much.

“Da da da……”

At this time, a rush of footsteps sounded.

The few people whom Messiah had given orders to hurriedly came to the confinement room.

“One word side by side the king takes orders!”

“This order is the Yanlong Order, one hundred thousand urgent!”

“Erudia orders you to set off and go to Jiangjun Lake to kill the Northern Demon!”

Several people passed the highest-level order to Levi Garrison’s ears.

It’s just a dead silence in the field.

Levi Garrison was still sitting in the confinement room with his eyes closed, and even his eyelids
moved.

Not to mention any response.

Several people were dumbfounded.

Seeing Levi Garrison like this, it seemed as if he hadn’t heard it at all.

“Wake up the word side by side, are you awake? Don’t sleep!”

“We are here to send orders, one hundred thousand urgent orders!”

“At this moment, the Northern Devil is in Jiangjun Lake, our people can’t stop it, we need you to
punish him!”

…

Several people from Messiah deliberately raised their pitch to let Levi Garrison hear them.

But Levi Garrison still didn’t react.

I didn’t even listen to what they said!

“What are you doing in a daze? Open the door quickly!”

Messiah scolded.

The guard next to him immediately opened the door of the confinement room, and several Yanlong
Guards entered the confinement room.

One of them couldn’t help but stepped forward and pushed Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison opened his eyes slowly, his face was full of discomfort and looked at a few people and
asked: “What’s wrong with you?”

“One word side by side the king takes the order! Order you to go to Jiangjun Lake to kill the
Northern Demon! This order is extremely urgent! There

can be no excuses to refuse!”

Several people immediately gave the order.

But Levi Garrison looked at a few people blankly: “Who is the king of the word side by side? I’m just
an ordinary person!”
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Levi Garrison said this.

Several people were taken aback, and subconsciously said: “You are the king of the word side by
side, what are you kidding?”

Maybe the outside world does not know.

But everyone inside knows that Levi Garrison is the king of the word side by side.

“Yes, you are the king of the word side by side!”

The other person also said.

Levi Garrison laughed suddenly: “When did I, Levi Garrison, become king by one word? Are you
kidding me?”

“Ok?”

Everyone was stunned, but still didn’t turn the corner.

“Impossible, you must be one word side by side!”

Everyone’s tone was full of firmness. m.bg.

“Just a few hours ago, you have disqualified me from being the king!”

“Now I am not only an ordinary person! I am also locked up in a confinement room for reflection!”

“I still said that, I’m not wrong with Levi Garrison!!!”

Levi Garrison glanced at everyone and continued to close his eyes.

“what?”

Just now Messiah was dazzled by the Northern Demon, and then he realized it.

Levi Garrison had been removed from his identity as the king of the word side by side!

The key reason is that Levi Garrison said that he got rid of the Northern Demon, but no one believed
it.

Everyone is blinded by the four little dragons!

They all thought that Levi Garrison was here to grab the credit, and even thought that he was angry
and caused a major negligence-let the Avengers run

away.

In the end, he was put into a confinement room, and he was asked to reflect, and he was also
removed from the identity of the king.

…

No one thought that what Levi Garrison said was true.

He is the one who defeated the Northern Devil.

The four little dragons and the few people are all fake.

He even killed so many people…

“Sorry, this incident was caused by Messiah’s major mistake, which led to this result!”

“We will immediately restore you to the identity of the king of the word side by side. After all, at
this moment, there is a rush, it is too late!”

…

Everyone was anxious.

But Levi Garrison smiled: “Is it so casual with the word side by side? If you want to remove it, you
can remove it, and if you want to restore it, you can

restore it?”

“What’s more, what are your identities? It’s just to convey orders! Messiah, can you make this
decision?”

“we……”

Several people were taken aback.

Can’t help but talk.

In Messiah, they are only the lowest level, and they usually convey orders.

They can’t make decisions about this kind of thing.

“But… But the Northern Demon is now in the capital, so no one can stop him?”

The few people were very anxious, and all knelt to the ground with a thud.

“I’m waiting to ask the king to go to Jiangjunhu to kill the Northern Demons. Now the hope of the
entire capital and even the entire Erudia lies on you!”

The other guards also knelt on the ground, begging Levi Garrison to go back.

“Didn’t the four little dragons kill them once? Just let them go and find me an ordinary person? My
shoulders are very fragile, and I can’t bear the

hope of Erudia!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

“This……”

Everyone knew that Levi Garrison was angry.

After all, whoever bears such a big grievance will be angry.

The whole world doesn’t believe you, thinks you are wrong.

Also locked you up.

Anyone has to collapse!

“One word side by side, we are angry and angry, but now we are in a hurry, and we have to let go of
personal emotions and grievances!”

“You are not led by Erudia! Are you willing to do anything for Erudia?”

Several people accompany with a smile.

Levi Garrison suddenly smiled sadly: “I am dedicated to Erudia, but how does Erudia treat me?”

“Faced with such a thing, are you reluctant to investigate it?”
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Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly: “Let me live in the dark, make me a little bit tired, I can bear
it! But I can’t bear to distrust me!”

“Since you don’t trust me, please be smart!”

Seeing Levi Garrison’s attitude like this.

Everyone started to panic.

If Levi Garrison doesn’t get out of the mountain, who can stop the North Demon?

“This… is indeed our negligence!”

“The main reason is that I was deceived by the four little dragons, and everyone didn’t react! This
led to this situation!”

“The word side by side king, don’t worry, after this incident is over, you will definitely be
rehabilitated and let the world know the truth!”
“Now, please let go of everything and focus on the North Devil!”

“You should also know the power of the North Demon, he is raging outside now…”

Upon hearing this, Levi Garrison snorted: “Of course I know, because I said this not long ago. I took
the initiative to ask Ying to go out to deal with the

North Demon. mi.c

But you think I’m talking nonsense, and I don’t recognize my mistakes, and I still want to take credit.
Keep me locked in the confinement room, when

will the reflection become clear, and when will I come out again! “

“Is there such a thing?”

Messiah said in surprise and looked at the guard.

Several guards nodded: “It’s true!”

“When the North Demon didn’t even appear, the King of Side by Side mentioned this matter!”

“It’s just that after we asked our superiors for instructions, they said this was nonsense, and the
North Demon could not be alive!”

“Say that Levi Garrison is just to grab the credit!”

…

“boom!!!”

Hear the guards.

The heads of several people are about to explode.

It turns out that there is still such a thing.

Even though Levi Garrison was wronged, he was wronged and even locked up.

But he thought about Erudia, and when he knew the danger was coming, he offered to solve it.

It’s just that no one believes him again!

His heart has long been riddled with holes.

Hurt him again.

“Yes, it is like that!”

“Originally, I thought about Erudia and guarded Erudia, but then I found out that others will take
revenge. It is not worth protecting these people!”

“Fortunately, I am an ordinary person now, so I just need to live my own little life, don’t think so
much!”

Levi Garrison let out a long sigh of relief.

“do not!”

“One word side by side king, if you don’t come out of the mountain now, there will be no one who
can deal with the Northern Demon?”

“Please think twice!!!”

…

Levi Garrison smiled: “I think very clearly, please be smart!”

“I will not leave this confinement room for the time being, I want to continue to reflect!”

After speaking, Levi Garrison waved with one hand.

A terrifying force pushed several people away.

Few people had no choice but to go back and told Messiah everything.

“What? Levi Garrison knew that the Northern Demon was about to appear. He had proposed to
deal with the Northern Demon?”

After everyone knew it, they looked surprised.

“It’s my fault. I thought it was Levi Garrison’s nonsense. At that time, I didn’t expect the North
Demon to appear…”

One of Messiah’s Ren Fan said with an embarrassed expression.

“He’s completely hurt now, he’s not coming out anymore!”

“Hey, we are all to blame! Let’s be blind!”

“Now the North Demon is unstoppable, if you can’t stop it, I’m afraid the capital will become hell!”

…

Everyone sighed again and again.

“Is this Levi Garrison so narrow-minded?”

“For his own emotions and interests, abandon Erudia at critical moments? What qualifications does
he have to be the king?”

At this time, someone suddenly said.
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When everyone saw it, it turned out to be Dong Beast and others.

At this time, it is them who are talking coldly!

“Shut up, is there any place for you to speak here?”

Everyone scolded.

Everyone has no right to say such things.

Especially the Dongbeasts.

“I don’t think they are wrong! It’s this kind of crisis, and you have to let go of all personal
grievances!”

“Levi Garrison is not very big-hearted!”

“Well, yes, especially in a high position, I should have done my best for Erudia. Instead, I am angry
for my own selfish desires!”

“That’s it! How much loss will Erudia have to incur if he is one step late?”

Several people from the East Demon scolded. ..

“That is, we admit that we did not do the right thing! But at this time, what do you care about?”

Xiaojun Shen also echoed the Tao.

“What he meant is that he is just an ordinary person now, what is the relationship with Wang Yan?”

“Hey, what a headache! Why do you cancel his status as the king of the word side by side?”

Several people scratched their heads and looked like ants on a hot pot.

“Say a thousand words and ten thousand, although we are a little lacking in some aspects! But Levi
Garrison’s approach is really wrong!”

“As a fighter of Erudia, even if he cancels his status as the king of the word side by side. But if there
is a war, he will be recalled. We all order him like

this. He should go into battle immediately!”

“It shouldn’t be a tantrum! Abandon Erudia for your own emotions!”

“Yes! Levi Garrison didn’t do this thing right!”

“No! It’s all his fault!”

…

Everyone shouted.

No one thought it would be Levi Garrison’s fault in the end.

On the contrary, Messiah always felt that he was at fault.

“Sure enough, we didn’t look away, Levi Garrison was embarrassed by the task!”

“Now we don’t blame him, we will punish him after he gets rid of the Northern Devil!”

“I think it can!”

Erudia Wulong said.

Several senior Messiah sighed and did not speak.

“Why does Levi Garrison make this? At such a moment, how can you care about it?”

“I will order him myself!”

Another high-level Wang Qian roared.

In the confinement room.

Levi Garrison was still closing his eyes and resting.

“What’s wrong with you Levi Garrison? Did you hear the order just now?”

After Wang Qian arrived, he roared at Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison shook his head: “No, I’m just an ordinary person, don’t want to order me!”

“Erudia is in trouble, and Beijing is in trouble, so you just watched it? How about your
enlightenment?”

Wang Qian stared at Levi Garrison fiercely.

“I just watched! He provokes me again!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

“Furthermore, this is your attitude towards inviting people! Sorry, I am dedicated to Erudia, but I
am not a slave who can be called upon by anyone!”

Levi Garrison was really chilling.

“Well, you Levi Garrison! You can say this, we order you not to listen?”

“I really think we don’t have you, so there is no way to deal with the Northern Devil, right? Let you
see!”

“You can rest assured that you will never use you! Even if you want to go, you won’t let you go!”

Wang Qian left angrily.

After coming to Messiah.

Wang Qian roared angrily: “Is there anybody in Erudia? I don’t believe it, except for Levi Garrison, is
there anyone who can deal with the Northern Devil?”

“Aren’t there the four main gates and the major hidden powers? They go!”

…

But those who answered him were silent.

Everyone was silent.

Because there is really no one.

“Not good! The North Demon has left Jiangjun Lake, and 80,000 people have stopped him!”
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“With the current strength of the Northern Demon, no matter how much people you put in, you
can’t stop him!”

“Wrong, it will only cause more sacrifices!”

“Someone must be able to hold the North Demon! But where can I find it?”

…

impatient.

Everyone’s face was filled with anxious expressions.

“The North Demon is only hurting people and not killing people, but who knows what he is going to
do next? Once he really starts to kill, it will really

be the end of the summer!”

Today’s North Demon really enjoys the feeling that everyone uses him.

“Can anyone really control him?”

Wang Qian shouted.

“Levi Garrison!” mi. c

Everyone said a name one after another.

“No, just change it!”

“I don’t believe that there is no one?”

“I suggest sending out all the top ten masters of Messiah! I don’t believe that he can’t be beaten!”

Wang Qianyi gritted his teeth and said.

“hiss!”

As soon as the words came out, the audience took a breath.

“Are you sure? The top ten masters can’t use them unless they have to!”

“Yes! The use of the top ten masters requires the approval of all the senior officials of Messiah!”

…

Messiah has ten superpowers.

They are the strongest in the top ten fields of Erudia ancient martial arts.

It is Messiah’s biggest trump card.

It must not be used as a last resort.

In other words, it can only be used at the most critical moment.

When the Northern Demon was raging in the Northern Territory before, it was not the most critical
moment.

Now that the North Demon arrived in the capital, it was the most critical moment.

Once used, it must be approved by all senior officials of Messiah.

It can be regarded as Messiah’s greatest secret.

Since it is a secret, it cannot be exposed.

Because of the existence of the top ten masters of Messiah.

Wang Qiancai has the confidence to say that to Levi Garrison!

Otherwise he is not a fool!

It would be better if Levi Garrison could solve it.

If not, he can still use the top ten masters.

Never get used to Levi Garrison’s problems.

“It’s all this time, do you still care about this? I agree to send the top ten masters!”

Wang Qian shouted.

“I agree!”

“I agree!”

…

Soon the senior officials of Messiah agreed to release the top ten masters.

Finally, the ten masters were called out with the Yanlong Order.

The top ten masters fought with the North Devil.

The battle was fought dark and dark.

The top ten masters are really much better than the four little dragons.

At least he can fight back and forth with the North Devil.

But after all, it was still much worse than the five times stronger North Demon.

In the end, all the top ten masters were defeated.

The North Demon laughed wildly: “Hahaha, did you think there is such a master? But it can’t stop
me!”

“Anyone else?”

…

In the Messiah base.

Panic.

Everyone was sweating anxiously.

“What? The top ten masters also lost?”

“Now we really have no idea, we don’t have any hole cards!”

“The North Demon is too strong, are we going to subdue him?”

…

Everyone is desperate.

“Levi Garrison! Let Levi Garrison take action!”

Wang Qian shouted anxiously.

Any fan also agreed: “Yes, let Levi Garrison come here now!”

“What’s the move? You are not to blame! Otherwise, Levi Garrison would have taken it long ago!”

“Originally, Levi Garrison made the shot by himself, but none of your sails blocked it!”

“And you, Wang Qian, I asked you to invite Levi Garrison out of the mountain, but you were fine!
You said that you would never use him!”

“Now you go and invite Levi Garrison yourself! The bad things you have done go and clean up the
stall yourself!”

Wang Qian and Any Fan looked at each other with embarrassment on their faces.
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“Let me bow to Levi Garrison? Impossible! I can’t understand Levi Garrison’s appearance!”

“It seems like we have no other way except him!”

Wang Qian looked reluctant.

Other people looked at him one after another: “Then in the current situation, besides Levi Garrison,
can you find a second one?”

“This……”

Wang Qian was silent.

Either Fan was also silent.

“You people, go and ask Levi Garrison to take action! If you don’t, we will send you to the forefront
to fight the North Demon!”

Messiah senior said this.

Several people in Wang Qian were frightened.

Let them fight the North Demon, worse than death. m.bg.

“I… let’s go… let’s go…”

Everyone wiped cold sweat.

Everyone soon came to the confinement room.

“The king of the word side by side invites you out of the mountain!”

“Erudia doesn’t work with you!”

…

Wang Qian and Yifan pleaded with weeping faces.

The Four Little Dragons and Erudia Wulong Dong Yao also followed closely behind.

“I’m just an ordinary person, please be smart!”

Levi Garrison raised his eyelids and said coldly.

“No, I was wrong before! I shouldn’t have said those things!”

“Yes, and me, I shouldn’t believe you!”

…

Wang Qian and Any Fan worked hard to admit their mistakes.

But Levi Garrison was unmoved.

“Is this your attitude of admitting mistakes?”

Messiah high-level officials who rushed to shouted angrily.

“Kneel all to me!!!”

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Although Wang Qian and Ren Fan and others were unwilling, they still fell to their knees.

“You kneel down too!!!”

Everyone looked at the four little dragons.

“Puff!”

They also knelt to the ground.

“The mistakes made by the apprentice should be borne by us, and we should kneel down too!”

The four East Demon also knelt to the ground.

…

All those involved knelt in front of Levi Garrison.

The three Dong Beasts crawled in front of Levi Garrison like dogs.

“Boom boom…”

The three of them kept knocking their heads, and bleeding from their foreheads.

Others also squashed their heads, and shouted one after another: “Please come out of the
mountain side by side!!!”

“We mean that we were wrong, as long as you put forward any conditions, we will agree!”

…

Everyone of the other Yanlong Guards bent over, bowed and shouted, “I beg you to come out of the
mountain!”

“This time Messiah was wrong. We apologize to you in the name of Messiah!”

“As long as you make any request, we will agree!”

…

Messiah apologized for the first time in history.

At this moment, they have realized all their mistakes.

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison, looking forward to his answer.

After a full minute, Levi Garrison slowly opened his eyes.

He also stood up.

“boom!”

The next second, the door of the confinement room suddenly fell apart.

Levi Garrison walked out.

The entire confinement room collapsed!

Levi Garrison looked at the three Dong Beasts with terrifying and terrifying eyes: “Damn you three!”

The three East Beasts trembled.

“Yes, the three of them damn it!”

Others echoed.

“One word side by side king, so you agreed to shoot?”

The others asked expectantly.

Levi Garrison nodded: “Well! I will get rid of the Northern Devil! I will get rid of the Avengers too!”

“call!”

Suddenly, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

Erudia is saved.

The capital was saved.

Immediately afterwards, Levi Garrison said coldly: “After doing these two things, I will no longer be
the king of the word side by side! Quit and become

an ordinary person!”
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“what???”

The language is not surprising and endless.

Everyone was dumbfounded at this moment.

No one thought that Levi Garrison would actually put forward this idea.

He actually wants to fire himself…

This is something that no one thought of.

What a blow he was going to dismiss Erudia.

It’s Erudia’s sorrow!

Can not accept!

But all of this was caused by them.

“One word side by side king, please think twice! We promise you any request you make, such as
revealing your identity directly to the world!” mi. c

“As long as you continue to be the king of the word side by side, Erudia needs you, you are still
young. There is still a long time to retreat!”

No one wanted Levi Garrison to retreat.

Levi Garrison expressionlessly: “I’m tired, I have done everything I can do!”

“But don’t worry, I will make arrangements before I retire!”

What else does everyone want to say.

Someone reminded: “Now that the hidden dangers of the Northern Demon are still there, we
should deal with the Northern Demon first!”

Everyone just remembered now.

Let’s deal with the North Demon first.

“Well, I will deal with the North Devil first!”

“The three of you come with me!”

Levi Garrison looked at the three Dong Beasts.

Finally, the Dong Beast trio followed Levi Garrison to deal with the Northern Demon.

The three of them were perplexed.

Always wondering what Levi Garrison means…

“You… are you still alive?”

When the North Demon saw Levi Garrison, he was frightened.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Of course I am alive! And it was my people who saved you, otherwise you
won’t be able to wake up.”

“what?”

The Northern Devil who knew the truth was about to vomit blood.

It turned out that all of this was under Levi Garrison’s control.

“Then you are no longer my opponent, I am stronger again!”

The North Devil is very confident.

“bring it on!”

Levi Garrison suddenly threw the Dong Beast three people over.

“kill!”

Bei Mo boom punched out.

The three of them were instantly blown into blood mist…

The moment the three of them died, they understood Levi Garrison’s intentions.

They can’t live!

He slaughtered his compatriots and deceived Erudia, absolutely unable to live.

Next.

Levi Garrison and Bei Mo fought again.

The five times stronger North Demon is extremely confident.

But soon he discovered that Levi Garrison was even stronger than before.

“puff!”

In the end, the Northern Devil was defeated by Levi Garrison.

“I lose to you twice, I take it, you kill me!”

The Northern Demon knelt on the ground and surrendered to Levi Garrison.

Was completely convinced by Levi Garrison.

“I can’t kill you yet! I have a question to ask you…”

“Puff!”

It’s just that Levi Garrison said this.

Immediately, several masters stepped forward to punish the Northern Demon.

Wang Qian and Yifan came to the front.

They sent someone to kill the North Demon.

“Who let you kill?”

Levi Garrison glared at them angrily.

“The word side by side king is really terrifying, the North Demon is not your opponent!”

“For people like the North Demon, you have to kill, don’t then suffer endlessly!”

Several people said.

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly.

People are dead, what else can be done.

In the end, Erudia broke out a major message-the king came out of the mountain side by side to
punish the Northern Demon.

The world was shocked.

Shock one: The King of Words is still alive, not dead in Jiulong Mountain.

Shock two: The King of Words Side by Side actually killed the Northern Demon.

After this, who dares to provoke Erudia?

There is such a person in the town!

Can protect Erudia for hundreds of years!

Suppress a hundred countries, no one dares to commit a crime!

But what no one thought was that the king of the word side by side was going to be fired.

This is the saddest thing about Messiah.

Levi Garrison has decided to dismiss.
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The Northern Demon was finally killed.

Celebrate the whole world.

One word side by side, the king’s reputation is far-reaching.

The whole world once again guessed the identity of the king of the word side by side.

But Erudia knew that he would be lost forever.

Now the whole world doesn’t know that the word side by side king has retired, but after a long
time, it will eventually be exposed.

At that time, it was time for the hidden dangers and dangers of Erudia.

In the Messiah base.
All members look complicated.

Levi Garrison was holding a folded flag in his hand.

The flag is mutilated and soaked with blood, and there is a faint smell of blood. ..

This flag was naturally brought back by Levi Garrison from Jiulongshan desperately.

There is also the Yanlong Ring on the banner.

“From today, I, Levi Garrison, give up the throne of one word side by side!”

Levi Garrison said loudly.

Everyone sighed: “Are you no longer thinking about it?”

“I think clearly!”

Levi Garrison finally handed over these two things.

From then on, he is no longer the king of the word side by side.

He is just an ordinary person.

Stay with your family.

A stable life for a lifetime.

“Since you have decided, we grant your dismissal!”

“You have done too much for Erudia, we will solve the Avengers, so I won’t bother you.”

Messiah was already embarrassed to trouble Levi Garrison again.

“it is good!”

Levi Garrison declined and accepted.

Finally, Messiah watched Levi Garrison leave.

A generation of legends officially retired…

Jiangbei, in the ancestral home of the Li family.

Tang Mufeng’s funeral has just finished.

After the truth about the Four Little Dragons became clear, Tang Mufeng was no longer a deserter.

Instead, there was credit, and the reward and reputation fell on Tang Wansheng.

Everyone can’t do anything to Levi Garrison.

When everyone saw Levi Garrison’s return, they could only sigh: “Good luck! More than 900 people
have died, but you are the only one who survived

more than 30!”

Zoey’s family reunion is naturally extremely excited.

Many people can’t understand it.

But there is no way.

Levi Garrison’s family can only be reunited.

After Levi Garrison came back, he first gathered the four Beiliang Kings.

Five people talked for one night.

Levi Garrison also told everyone about dismissing the king by one word.

Next, Levi Garrison’s life returned to normal.

He usually helps Zoey manage the company, and then takes care of the children.

Live a happy little life.

Erudia also returned to normal.

As for the Avengers, it hasn’t been wiped out yet.

The top leaders of the Avengers fled outside, with land and islands.

In addition, the Eagle Nation gave them knighthoods and even thrones.

In this way, Erudia had no reason to attack them.

For the time being, they are threatening Erudia.

Erudia can only give up and seek other opportunities.

Soon, one year passed.

Erudia is safe and worry-free.

No one dares to provoke the slightest.

On the contrary, there are many forces that take the initiative to show good.

This is the awe-inspiring power of the King of Words Side by Side…

Erudia immediately sent another important message-the nine heavenly kings turned out to be born.

Each of the nine heavenly kings possesses super combat power, not to mention having the terrifying
power of a word side by side king and the

northern demon.

But each one is of the four-man level of the Great Xia Wulong East Demon.

They will protect Erudia.

When the nine heavenly kings appeared, the whole world trembled.

Hundreds of overseas countries are increasingly afraid.

I didn’t dare to think too much about Erudia.

Now there are nine heavenly kings.

Who dare to move?

Erudia began to cheer and celebrate.

Erudia’s strength makes everyone more confident.

But what everyone doesn’t know is that the nine heavenly kings are actually related to one person…
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That is Levi Garrison!

A year ago, when he was dismissed, Levi Garrison said that he would make sufficient preparations
before quitting.

The preparation in his mouth was to cultivate nine heavenly kings for Erudia.

During this year, he collected ancient skills such as martial arts, special techniques, and medical
skills of the major hidden forces and ancient forces.

For example, collect all the ancient martial arts, medical skills, and hidden weapons of the four gate
valves.

Incorporate my own skills and various fighting techniques, martial arts, etc. in the Erudia Army for
many years.

Introduce a set of powerful skills, and select a group of people to learn and practice these skills.

It finally took a year to cultivate the nine heavenly kings.

They are extremely powerful and possess superb medical skills and special skills.

Can make up for Levi Garrison’s absence.

And there is an advantage. m.bg.

Levi Garrison, together with the King of Northern Liang and others, developed a powerful array for
the nine people to use.

This combined attack can definitely defeat the five times stronger Northern Demon!

To prevent a powerful enemy from coming!

Nine people together are invincible, and each is king.

Levi Garrison was also relieved at the moment when the whole university was celebrating.

Although he has been dismissed in name for a year.

But only now is the dismissal in the true sense.

After cultivating the nine heavenly queens, he was relieved to retreat.

Looking at the nine major apprentices on the screen, Levi Garrison smiled sincerely.

“Now you can rest assured?”

Zoey smiled.

She understands Levi Garrison’s family and country feelings.

Although I don’t know that Levi Garrison was once the identity of the king.

But she could feel that Levi Garrison could not let go of Erudia.

“Let it go, I’ll stay with you both of you from now on!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Levilia looked at Levi Garrison and asked, “Dad, are you not the king of the word side by side?”

“It’s wrong, so I can see Levilia every day!”

Levi Garrison hugged Levilia.

“Okay, okay, dad don’t be the king of the word side by side!”

Levilia cheered.

Zoey shook his head helplessly.

Why does this kid always think that Levi Garrison is the king of the word side by side.

The Xishu gate valve is very hot today.

There is no other reason. One of the nine heavenly kings is Tang Juefeng, who comes from the clan
of Western Shu.

He was picked out by Levi Garrison from tens of thousands of people.

Today, he will return.

The Western Shumen clan held a grand welcoming feast for him.

Alarmed the whole Jiangbei.

“Levi Garrison, as an ordinary person, how do you feel?”

“Yes, without you, the Kunlun God of War, more people will appear to replace you!”

“Didn’t you look down on the Western Shu family? Now the Western Shu family has appeared,
making you look up to the King of Shu!”

…

Songkui and others sneered at Levi Garrison.

But they dare not say too much.

Mainly afraid of Levi Garrison’s skill.

“Levi Garrison remembered, your time has passed! Your strength is not that strong! From now on,
you will be a man with your tail clipped!”

Everyone looked at him condescendingly.

From then on, Levi Garrison’s presence was very low.

No one even wanted to provoke him.

Facing everyone’s ridicule, Levi Garrison ignored it.

If before, he would say that no matter how powerful the nine heavenly kings are, they are all my
apprentices.

But now, he is just an ordinary person.

There is no need to entangle these.

Soon, everyone’s attention was no longer on Levi Garrison.

Because King Shu is back.

A red carpet was paved on Shili Changjie, the gate of Xishu.

This is the pride of their family!

The tall King Shu came with steps.

But the next moment, King Shu went straight to Levi Garrison…
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Everyone was stunned.

What is Shu Tian Wang doing?

correct!

King Shu Tian is Tang Mufeng’s younger brother. Tang Mufeng was killed because of Levi Garrison.

The King of Shu was afraid that he might be angry with Levi Garrison.

Everyone agrees.

Zoey subconsciously tugged at the corner of Levi Garrison’s clothes.

What should I do in case the king of Shu asks for it?

When King Shu came to Levi Garrison, he was about to speak.

Levi Garrison’s voice sounded: “I’m just an ordinary person now!”

King Shu immediately understood. mi. c

“Oh, but I will always remember you, forever!”

The King of Shu means to remember Levi Garrison’s kindness-to be a teacher for one day and a
father for life.

But the taste changed in other people’s ears: King Shu will always hate Levi Garrison.

Tang Mufeng will remember the death of Levi Garrison for a lifetime.

“If it weren’t for the special status of King Shu, I’m afraid I’m going to kill Levi Garrison, right?”

Songkui and the others felt it was a pity.

Then, King Shu looked at the lovely Levilia again.

Zoey hurriedly asked Levilia to call the King of Shu.

King Shu smiled and touched Levilia’s face: “Just call brother!”

He is Levi Garrison’s apprentice and is equal to Levilia.

“The younger generation…”

Someone next to me reminded.

After all, King Shu is also the elder of the king.

But everyone didn’t care too much.

Everyone still welcomes the return of King Shu.

The other eight heavenly kings received the same treatment everywhere.

Now that they come out, they must build momentum.

The greater the momentum, the greater the deterrence to overseas.

Of course, the strength and reputation of the nine kings match.

After all, each of them was created by Levi Garrison’s thousands of choices and the devil’s hellish
training.

Over the past year, the great summer has been in full swing.

It’s too much to look up overseas.

Especially the neighboring countries are hard to suffer.

now.

On an island somewhere in Western Continent.

Many planes are parked.

Prince William was escorted by many people and came to a villa.

There are black dragon, black phoenix and others in the villa.

“Humph! A bunch of trash! What did you do?”

Prince William smashed a newspaper on the face of the black dragon.

“At such a high price, Wang Zhen will be killed side by side!”

“It costs so much, the Northern Demon is dead!”

“Have you succeeded in that matter?”

Prince William was very angry.

He spent unimaginable financial, material, and manpower to satisfy everything the black dragon
wants.

He also rewarded him with land in a dependent country and dozens of islands.

This is the result?

Can he not be angry?

“How many dogs can I keep barking, how about you?”

Prince William stared at several people angrily.

“Prince William is indeed our mistake! We did not do well!”

Heilong bowed his head and admitted everything.

“Now Erudia is unstoppable! The king sits side by side without saying that, now the nine heavenly
kings are born! If this continues, no one can do

anything about Erudia!”

Prince William roared.

“Please calm down!”

Heilong said quickly.

“You find a way, anyway, I want to see Erudia’s arrogance go out, and even his vitality will be greatly
injured!”

“Otherwise, I will take back everything you have, including the land and islands. I will also send you
back to Erudia!”

Prince William stared at several people.

Prince William wanted to deal with Erudia, and wanted to break Erudia’s arrogance.

He can only force the Avengers to do these things.

“Well, let’s do it!”

The Heilong group looked at each other, and there was a bit of sullen expression in their eyes.
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“This time, I only give you five days. I can’t do it, get out!”

Prince William wanted to leave angrily.

“Wait!”

Upon hearing this, Prince William stopped.

“Prince William, stay here for the time being to see how we retaliate against Erudia!”

“And with you supervising the battle, our efficiency will be even higher!”

Black Dragon smiled.

The others looked at him in surprise.

Everyone does not understand why he wants Prince William to stay here.

This is equivalent to having someone supervising you all the time.

“Well, good, just do it like this!”..

Prince William agreed.

Live on this small island.

Several people from Black Phoenix pulled the Black Dragon aside.

“The leader let Prince William watch, don’t we want to be restricted by him?”

Black Phoenix expressed his concerns.

All along, Prince William wanted to control them.

They just want to cooperate with Prince William.

Let him stay now, wouldn’t it give Prince William a chance?

A sneer crossed the corner of Heilong’s mouth: “I have my plan…”

“hiss!”

Hei Fenghuang took a breath after listening.

“This…is this really okay?”

They were panicked, even fearful.

Heilong sighed: “At present we only have this one way!”

“Well, we will do it harder!”

A flash of cold light flashed in the eyes of the Black Phoenix people.

Levi Garrison still lived the life of an ordinary person.

Arrange for Levilia to go to kindergarten these two days.

But at night he still sighed: “It won’t be so peaceful. The quieter, the more the danger is
approaching!”

Levi Garrison has already seen the current situation.

He rubbed his temples: “Occupational disease has committed again, it has nothing to do with me,
why do I want to do this?”

“Huh? Why are you here?”

Levi Garrison walked outside and snorted coldly.

It turned out that Tang Juefeng was here.

“Master, ancestor!”

Tang Juefeng greeted Levi Garrison and Tang Beidao.

“Master, I have just taken office now, and I am a little confused. I feel incompetent. The other eight
people are estimated to be the same. It is difficult

to take your class!”

Tang Juefeng knelt on the ground and said.

“I said, now I’m an ordinary person, don’t bother me with anything!”

Levi Garrison turned and left.

Just as Tang Juefeng was disappointed, Levi Garrison’s voice came again: “Be vigilant and put an end
to all possible dangers!”

“Yes.”

Tang Juefeng nodded.

But this sentence, he didn’t care about it.

Who dares to violate Erudia today?

Still dangerous?

impossible!

He was mostly at a loss as to what to do next.

Little did he know that his sloppyness caused catastrophe.

The next day.

Heilong and others personally rushed to Dongfangzhou by a plane.

Prince William is among them.

Erudia was still immersed in the happiness of the nine heavenly kings who turned out to be born,
and she didn’t know that danger was approaching

quietly.

Jianghai City in the south of Erudia.

In the end, the Avengers stopped here.

“Prince William please!”

The black dragon leads the way.

Prince William followed the crowd out.

“What are you going to do to bring me to Erudia? Can you say it now?”

Prince William asked.

He didn’t know exactly what the black dragon was going to do, but he only heard that he could see
a crazy performance in Erudia.

He is looking forward to it.

How does the black dragon take revenge on Erudia?

“Prince William, am I about to start?”

Heilong asked with a smile.

“Go ahead, I want to see how crazy it is?”

Prince William said quickly.
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But the next second, Prince William just felt cold all over his body.

A blast of cold air hits the sky from the soles of the feet.

He turned his head subconsciously, and saw Heilong and others looking at him gloomily.

Especially the corners of Heilong’s mouth raised, and a bloodthirsty smile appeared.

Prince William’s brain was running at high speed at this moment, and he instantly understood what
the crazy performance of the black dragons was.
“kill!”

Heilong gave an order.

The masters of the Avengers are dispatched one after another.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…M.bg.

Unsuspectingly, several of Prince William’s guards were all killed.

The black dragon looked at several members of the Avengers.

“Are you willing to sacrifice?”

“willing!”

After that, these Avengers members stabbed their weapons fiercely into their bodies.

Not only were Prince William’s guards fallen in the field, but also members of the Avengers.

Among them are two seniors wearing black masks.

It would only think that someone else killed Prince William, and no one would blame the Avengers.

“It’s you, Prince William!”

“You yelled at me all day, I’ve had enough!”

The black dragon slashed towards Prince William.

Prince William didn’t even have time to react, so he fell in a pool of blood.

“Hahaha, I have been trying to kill you for a long time, this time I finally found a chance.”

Black Dragon laughed.

For a long time, Prince William looked at them as slaves.

Everyone has tolerated it for a long time.

“The leader is a trick that kills two birds with one stone!”

“Not only did he kill Prince William, but he also blamed Erudia!”

Black Phoenix laughed.

“Prince William died in Erudia, this problem is serious! It will cause a lot of reverie!”

The others laughed.

Heilong glanced at it and said, “Go, let’s leave!”

Not long after the Heilong group left.

A team of people came here quickly.

Headed by the Shutian King Tang Juefeng.

Each of the nine heavenly kings is responsible for one area.

Tang Juefeng is in charge of this area.

When the Avengers aircraft entered the field, it noticed.

He lets people closely monitor every move.

After finding out where the plane landed, he immediately brought people over.

“Huh? What’s the situation?”

Tang Juefeng and others were dumbfounded when they saw the chaotic fighting scene of a corpse.

Also faintly realized that something was wrong.

“Check the identities of these people…”

Tang Juefeng frowned.

“These people belong to the Avengers. This person is Prince William of the Eagle Nation…”

Soon, the identities of these people were found out one by one.

“No, the big thing is not good!”

Tang Juefeng realized the crisis.

Subconsciously look around.

Little did they know that there was equipment in the dark to take the next scene…

Created a scene where Tang Juefeng led someone to kill Prince William and others.

The location is in the territory of Erudia again, and the evidence is conclusive and undisputed.

Soon the world’s largest and most mysterious dark web released a heavy message-the death of
Prince William of the Eagle Nation in Erudia.

This message is well-documented.

Scenes from the scene were recorded.

What’s more, Prince William indeed died in Erudia, which is easy to verify.

This investigation is the fact-Prince William died in Erudia and was killed by Erudia people.

As soon as this message came out, the whole world was shocked.

The Eagle Nation was originally a big country. Although Prince William had no substantive power, he
came from the royal family.

His name is known all over the world.

He died, enough to cause a major earthquake.
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At this moment, the world was swept by the news that Prince William had died.

Scenes of demonstrations broke out in various regions of Western Continent.

Tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands of people began to march.

Soon, demonstrations broke out in certain areas of Northern Continent, Southern Continent, and
even Eastern Continent.

Tens of thousands of people took to the streets, holding banners and holding banners.
Everyone is asking for an explanation for Prince William!

Everyone directly questioned Erudia: Why did you want to kill Prince William?

Erudia has to give a clear answer and hand over the murderer!
Things got worse.

The whole world is the voice of crusade against Erudia.

Everyone is complaining about Prince William’s death.

Major countries and major organizations also criticized Erudia and demanded an explanation.

The situation has evolved into a situation where Erudia is an enemy of the world.

Although Erudia is now very strong.

There is a king sitting side by side, and there are nine heavenly kings.

But the Prince William incident completely ignited everyone’s anger.

After all, they are all on the side of reason.

Several hours passed.

Erudia remained silent.

Nothing has been given.

North Hampton.

Shu Tian Wang Tang Juefeng had a gloomy face.

The wall in front of me is full of deep palm prints.

He photographed it.

When the accident happened, he remembered what Levi Garrison had told him.

It’s just too late!

He is too confident.

The Avengers plane was discovered tomorrow morning, but let it enter the summer.

Caused the current consequences.

He should have stopped everything.

Just not being vigilant.

“The King of Shu, you just took office for a few days, and this happened in your area. What’s the
matter with you?”

Tang Juefeng was silent.

He could do nothing about this matter.

Let him fight and kill others, but this kind of tactics won’t work.

In fact, when Levi Garrison was cultivating the nine heavenly kings, he had already deliberately
guided in this regard.

What he wants is nine kings who can handle things, not nine reckless men who can only use force.

Obviously, the nine people did not realize this.

At this time, King William II, the father of Prince William, was furious.

Prince William is his only son.

He threatened to use all his strength to avenge his son.

At this moment, he is on his way to Erudia.

Face Erudia and avenge his son.

Faced with this situation, Erudia could only send a team of negotiation experts to discuss the most
perfect solution with William II.

It is impossible to find out who killed Prince William in a short time.

At present, we can only stabilize the situation.

The location of the negotiations between the two parties was chosen in South Hampton.

For the sake of safety, William II has masters around him.

I am afraid I will repeat the same mistakes.

Of course, the eyes of the whole world are focused on this now, no matter how bold they are to kill,
right?

The king of Shu Tian is in charge of this security task.

Before leaving, he deliberately consulted Levi Garrison.

“Master, I am looking for you again!”

“I’m really in trouble this time, don’t know what to do?”

King Shu knelt at the door and pleaded.

This is his mistake.

He wants to make up, he wants to save.

I want everyone to see their abilities.

“I said it a while ago, it’s not about the world anymore.”

Levi Garrison’s icy voice came from inside.

“Master, the disciple is really at a loss now! Please give me some advice! If you don’t come out, I
won’t be able to get up on my knees!”

King Shu still knelt on the ground.

“Roll!”

“Don’t force me to do it!”

Levi Garrison’s angry roar came from inside.

The king of Shu was so scared that he stood up immediately.

It just so happened that Zoey arrived at this time.

When she came closer, she was surprised that it was King Shu Tian.
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“you you you……”

Zoey stammered, looking at King Shu in horror.

She thought King Shu was here to trouble Levi Garrison.

“Hurry up and stop bothering me from now on!”

Levi Garrison’s angry voice came from inside.

King Shu bit his lip, looked at Zoey with a complicated expression and left.

“Are you crazy in Levi? You drove him?”

Zoey looked at Levi Garrison incredulously.

After all, Levi Garrison is just an ordinary person.

That is one of the nine heavenly kings.

“Nothing, if you come to bother me, just beat him!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

Zoey shook his head helplessly.

Levi Garrison’s personality has changed.

There are several cruise ships on the eastern high seas.

In the largest cruise ship, William II and the Black Dragon of the Avengers were all there.

“Prince, you must not die in vain! We must ask for an argument!”

Several people from Heilong were fanning the flames nearby.

“Well, all participants must die!”

“Especially the Shutian King Tang Juefeng, his family is going to die!”

A terrible rage erupted from William II.

It may be a joke that others say.

But this man is powerful, rich and powerful, and he has countless strangers and strangers.

As long as he raises his arms, many masters from all over the world can use it for him.

Under his strong pressure, Erudia had to make concessions.

Not to mention his son died.

Erudia Li loses…

“Tomorrow’s negotiation we have to avenge and win more benefits!”

“My suggestion is to let Erudia hand over the king with one word, one life for another! Only his
death can be worthy of Prince William!”

Heilong suggested.

Others shook their heads one after another: “It’s difficult! Not to mention that Erudia will not hand
over the King of Side by Side. Even if he does, it

will be difficult for us to kill him!”

“En, that’s true! But do your best! One point that can weaken Erudia is one point!”

Heilong is humane.

That night, the negotiating team arrived under the escort of King Shu.

After the two sides met, they separated after a brief exchange.

When King Shu was about to leave, Heilong called him.

“Who are you?”

King Shu looked at the black dragon warily.

“Someone who can save you!”

Black Dragon Road.

“help me?”

King Shu was taken aback.

“Wrong, now the whole world knows that you led someone to kill Prince William!”

“I……”

“You have no reason to refute!”

“William II will not let you go, nor will War Eagle Nation let you go!”

“And it’s not just you who will suffer, but your family and even the whole family will suffer!”

…

Hearing this, the king of Shu Tian was already short of breath.

“Wrong, you are one of the nine heavenly kings. But at this time, Erudia wants to protect you and
can’t protect you! With William II’s character,

everyone must be buried with him!”

“You are great, you may be able to block it! But what about the secret? How about thousands of
killers? Your relatives and friends are in our control.”

“It will even trigger a war between the two countries. You will be the fuse, and you will become a
sinner through the ages! You will be nailed to the

pillar of shame forever!”

…

The black dragon analyzed the key points.

King Shu wanted to refute, but Heilong was right.

He was full of anger.

Obviously he has a strong power, but he can’t use it before conspiracy and trickery.

This feeling is the most depressing.

“By the way, you just said you could help me?”

King Shu asked.

“Wrong! I am the only one who can help you!”

“But I have one condition!”

Black Dragon smiled.
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“Wait, why should I believe that you can help me? You are not William II. What decision can you
make?”

King Shu Tian looked at him warily.

“But do you have other options now?”

Heilong smiled suddenly.

“I……”

King Shu was silent again.

“Don’t you want to ask who I am? I am the leader of the Avengers!”

“boom!”

Hearing this, the king of Shu Tian trembled.

This is a person whose degree of danger is second only to that of the Northern Devil.

“And I actually killed Prince William!”

When Heilong said this answer, King Shu was going crazy.

It turns out that the person who framed him was Black Dragon!

“Don’t get excited! Even if you kill me, it won’t help!”

“As for me, it is Erudia who has to deal with! How much does it have to do with the clan of Xishu!”

The black dragon smiled.

“Do you really think I dare not kill you?”

The king of Shu was murderous.

“Do you have a childhood sweetheart named Wang Ru who is now…”

When the black dragon said a lot of information.

King Shu was dumbfounded.

He believed what the black dragon said.

He can stop the light, but he can’t stop the dark.

What’s more, this is the anger of William II and the war eagle country.

Xishu Gate Valve can’t stop it…

“If you want to save the people you like and your parents’ family, just answer me a question!”

Black Dragon said.

“what is the problem?”

King Shu began to loosen.

“Tell me the true identity of the King Side by Side!”

“It’s easy, isn’t it? I don’t ask you to do anything else!”

Heilong asked with a smile.

If the king does not get rid of the word side by side, he can’t feel at ease.

What we do now is to understand the word side by side.

First you have to know who he is…

“This one……”

King Shu hesitated.

The question is actually very simple.

But it’s hard to tell.

“I just want to know who he is? He is so powerful, and I have no choice but to use him.”

“It’s such a simple question, but it can save your family lover! It’s a good deal!”

…

King Shu thought for a while, raised his head and looked at the black dragon and asked; “Then how
can you guarantee?”

The black dragon smiled.

Take out the phone and open the video.

Opposite the video is the childhood sweetheart of King Shu.

King Shu clenched his fists tightly.

It turned out that the enemy was more terrifying than he thought.

Understand and control everything about him.

“Now? Do you still need my guarantee?”

“Answer my question and let them go right away!”

Black Dragon smiled.

King Shu gritted his teeth.

After half a day, I can only answer: “I said!”

“One word side by side is Levi Garrison!”

Heard this answer.

The black dragon trembled.

This answer was unexpected and expected.

At present, only Levi Garrison fits the word side by side.

Unexpectedly, it was because Levi Garrison was not so strong.

In the end, the black dragon released the childhood sweetheart of King Shu.

And promised not to target him at the negotiation meeting tomorrow.

However, the identity of the word side by side king has been exposed.

On the cruise ship.

Heilong and Heifengfeng studied together.

“Impossible. Although Levi Garrison was strong two or three years ago, he was not so strong?”

“And this span is too big, now even the Northern Devil is not his opponent!”

“What has he experienced? No, I must know!”

…

Heilong and others began to analyze Levi Garrison’s events in recent years.

In particular, the battle is to investigate field by field, and then study and analyze.

“Hahaha… I know Levi Garrison’s biggest secret!”

After analyzing the whole night, the black dragon suddenly laughed.

“From then on, the word side by side king is no longer a threat!”

CHAPTER 1534

“what?”

Asked William II.

“There is an old saying in Erudia that you can’t break or build up! Levi Garrison definitely has a
terrible technique that doesn’t break or build up!”

“In these few battles, Levi Garrison was either abolished or dying. But in the end he was not only
dead, but stronger! Now he is so strong that even the

Northern Demon was killed by him!”

“Also he used to be physically disabled and went to jail, but was secretly transferred away. I think it
was this technique that made him!

Hei Fenghuang and others also nodded one after another: “Wrong! Erudia ancient martial arts does
have such a heaven-defying technique!”

Heilong smiled coldly: “Levi Garrison’s life experience is very simple, it has nothing to do with the
hidden forces. The only possibility is to get an

adventure in prison, which is this heaven-defying technique.”

William II probably understood the meaning; “If you don’t kill him all at once, he will be stronger?”

“Wrong, that’s it!”

“In this negotiation, we can start in this regard!”

“Since we can’t kill Erudia’s side by side king, we can create more side by side kings!”..

The black dragon smiled.

William II immediately understood: “It means he wants Erudia to surrender this technique?”

“Wrong!”

“First, get to know him through this technique and defeat him.”

“Secondly, more masters will be cultivated through this technique!”

“Either way, it is a painful blow to Erudia!”

Heilong answered.

William II was immersed in great joy, forgetting the pain of losing his son.

“Okay, just do it!”

If you get this technique, the value is too great.

The entire war eagle nation will thank him.

“However, people like Tang Juefeng and the Xishu clan can’t be killed!”

Black Dragon Road.

“Why? They are the ones who killed my son!”

William II looked puzzled.

Heilong naturally has his considerations.

It wasn’t that Tang Juefeng promised to keep his promise.

But because he has the next plan.

Currently Erudia, including Levi Garrison, did not know that his identity had been exposed.

As long as Tang Juefeng was not targeted, Levi Garrison would not know.

Taking advantage of this gap, Black Dragon wanted to target Levi Garrison.

After William II listened, he agreed.

Ten o’clock in the morning.

The negotiation will begin.

…

Soon, go directly to the topic.

“My son is dead, you must explain it!”

“Otherwise, I will let everyone in Erudia be buried!”

…

William II was domineering.

“Please state the requirements and conditions, and we will try our best to meet them!”

The negotiating team is wiping cold sweat.

“First, Erudia must hand over ten people to pay for his life!”

“This condition can be negotiated, basically there are no problems. Are there requirements for
people?”

The negotiating team asked.

The King Shu, who was standing next to him, wiped his cold sweat.

Soon he will know whether the black dragon is lying to him.

“No! As long as ten people pay for my son!”

William II said.

King Shu breathed a sigh of relief.

Then he would guard this matter next, and would never tell the matter that Levi Garrison’s identity
had been exposed.

In this way, Levi Garrison would never know.

“The second condition, I want to die side by side!”

William II said coldly.

This is his intention.

They also understand that Erudia is definitely not acceptable.

“This condition doesn’t work! Change another one!”

The negotiating team also directly refused.

“Okay, that’s very simple! Let the King of One Word hand over his exercises! This is my final bottom
line, otherwise I will never die!”

CHAPTER 1535

“Ok?”

This request surprised everyone in the negotiating team.

Why would William II suddenly demand the practice of one word side by side with the king?

Is there anything peculiar?

They don’t know it themselves!
Even the King of Shu was taken aback.

What is this going to do?

“We need to discuss this and apply to the relevant personnel!”

The negotiating team cannot decide this matter.

“Well, let’s go to war directly! I will use all my strength to fight against Erudia! I’m free!”

Roared William II. m.bg.

“You calm down! We have agreed to the two conditions!”

In order to stabilize William II, the negotiating team hurriedly agreed.

In their view, isn’t it just a technique?

Not an extremely important thing.

They can make a decision.

“I only give you three hours. If you can’t do it in three hours, I will leave!”

William II threatened.

After the negotiating team left, they immediately contacted Messiah.

At this time, the black dragon and others had long been nowhere to be seen, so I didn’t know what
to do.

“What? The king’s skill?”

After Messiah heard this message, they were all taken aback.

“Could it be that what’s unique about the king’s skill of the word side by side?”

This is a question that Messiah has never considered.

They only knew that Levi Garrison was very powerful.

But never thought about why Levi Garrison is so powerful.

Now imagine that the enemy realizes the power of Levi Garrison’s exercises.

“What should I do now? William II only gave three hours!”

“Hurry up and let Levi Garrison hand over his exercises! Hold William II first!”

“Also check what Levi Garrison’s practice is?”

…

North Hampton.

Levi Garrison just sent Levilia to school.

He returned to the villa, and members of the negotiating team were waiting for him.

Because of his guilty conscience, King Shu naturally did not dare to come.

“What are you doing?”

Levi Garrison glared at everyone.

The person headed by the negotiating team said with a solemn expression: “Levi Garrison is here to
take the order!”

“This is the highest-level Yanlong decree-asking you to hand over your exercises!”

“Stop this one, I said it earlier, I’m just an ordinary person!”

Levi Garrison said.

“No! Erudia is in danger now! Prince William died unexpectedly in Erudia. The other party called for
you to hand over the exercises, otherwise Erudia

will have disaster!”

“Huh? Wait! The other party only asked me to hand over the exercises?”

Levi Garrison suddenly realized something.

“There is no, but I have asked to hand over ten people to pay for their lives! These ten people have
nothing to ask! The other party seems to only

care about your practice!”

The man wondered.

In fact, everyone is very confused.

What kind of exercises can make William II let go of hatred?

“No, my identity has been exposed, as well as my secrets. They must have known my practice, so
they asked for it.”

Levi Garrison’s brain was running fast, and he quickly figured out what was going on.

He didn’t even think that as an ordinary person, he could still be pulled in.

Still the central figure…

I didn’t even think of it.

“Just hand it over! Only in this way will both sides get along peacefully!”

“What’s more, there is also the highest-level Yanlong Order ordering you, you quickly hand it over!
Time is running out!”

The negotiating team urged.

Levi Garrison smiled: “When did Erudia become so confused?”

“When do you want to listen to others?”

“Do what others want us to do?”

“Where is the backbone of Erudia people?”

“Are we still afraid of these foreign nations?”

…

